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INTRODUCTION

We continue in this edition with 3 
different angles on our skills gap 
initiative.

1 leading lights in the industry giving  
 their opinions on the subject area   
 generally
2 the scheduled first target area   
 within our long term strategy   
 – schools up to gcSe level.   
 we feature various projects around  
 the UK
3 an oslo based initiative which   
 attracts young people into the   
 maritime industry and is setting up  
 in liverpool to do the same in the   
 UK  

new readers can learn more about this 
initiative within the pages of the last 2 
editions.

Wind industry Careers
wIc is a website which will be run for 
the industry by the industry in order to 
attract talented individuals to a career 
in wind.

Information will be included as follows...

•	 All	the	types	of	opportunities
 and career/career paths available
 in the industry with typical
 qualification requirements
•	 List	of	relevant	training	providers
•	 List	of	employers	who	offer		 	
 employment for skilled
 technicians as well as offering   
 apprenticeships

currently no website exists which pulls all 
this information into one place to make it 
simple to discover how to begin a career 
in wind.  

the new website is scheduled to go live 
in october 2012 and we will keep you all 
informed as we progress.

we have now given several presentations 
throughout the UK regarding our 
initiative and have received very positive 
comments.

the first stage is to form a steering group 
to drive this forward which will be in 
place as this edition goes to press with 
the first meeting due to take place in 
early September 2012 – this meeting will 
discuss/set policy and timescales.

business developMent feature
we have extended this feature 
substantially to include new regular 
contributors. 

innovation and neW teChnology 
feature
In a fast moving and exciting industry the 
need for innovative thinking is paramount 
– we feature a varied mix of subject areas.

Marketing and rebranding 
feature 
we have found many companies merging 
and reinventing themselves over the last 
few years to satisfy the industry’s needs.  
we therefore feature their experiences 
and how they have fared, which we 
strongly believe will help others who are 
considering similar moves.

Cable proteCtion and 
hydrauliCs features
we continue to focus on all the interesting 
and component parts in the makeup of 
the industry in these informative features.  
we pass on information from the experts.
and from that information you can then 
make informed decisions based on fact.    

interaCtive Magazine and 
Website
Just another reminder regarding the 
interactive magazine and website for those 
who are not aware of the possibilities.

Please go online and follow the various 
links in the online magazine pages.  
Particularly interesting are the links to 
the micropages and videos within our 
website which are bespoke and specific 
to companies/organisations serving the 
needs of the wind energy industry.

Just click on these coloured flashes 
shown below whenever you see them in 
the online magazine. 
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e  =  See enhanced entry online

  =  See video library online

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBNV2lub_VQ&lr=1&uid=8R7N7Xp31eFVKbUZ8m_sIg
http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/peter-lonsdorfer/
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even if We are the leaders

We Can still learn 
froM others

the front cover denotes the world and as 
we learn more we see how inextricably 
linked we are – it is very much, as the 
saying goes, a small world.

the wind energy industry is now 
recognised throughout the world as 
an enormous opportunity to not only 
decrease our dependence on other less 
environmentally attractive energy sources 
but can also expand global economies 
at the same time – very much a win win 
situation.

the UK is also recognised as the leader in 
the field however others can overtake us 
if we do not grasp the nettle and get on 
with it.

Rob Bell from archomai explains in our 
lead industry article, commencing on 
page 4, a very important area in which we 
can learn from global experiences how 
to move forward quickly – that of training 
and management within a sector which is 
moving at an astonishing rate. 

Wind industry Careers Website 
– an update  (more info in Editor’s 
welcome on page 1)

our steering group will have been formed 
by the time we publish with their first 
meeting planned  to take place in early 
September 2012 with the website due to 
go live in october 2012.

we are indeed honoured to boast some 
very influential people guiding us to our 
aim of bridging the wind energy industry 
skills gap and we will keep you all informed 
of progress.  

Wind industry Careers 
presentations – uk Wide
our aim is to complement and not to be in 
competition with others who have been/
are doing great things within this subject 
area throughout the UK. 

through our recent series of presentations 
in the south, north, east and west of the 
UK this has been recognised. 

the first meeting of the steering group 
will discuss the setting of policy and 
timescales so that we may move forward 
quickly but effectively. 

duncan Mcgilvray
editor  |  Wind Energy Network
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GLOBAL SKILLS THINKING

WHEN VISITING A 
RECENT OFFSHORE 
WIND EXHIBITION AND 
CONFERENCE NEAR HULL,
WE WERE INTRODUCED 
TO ROB BELL FROM THE 
CONSULTANCY COMPANY 
ARCHOMAI, WHO WRITES 
OUR LEAD INDUSTRY 
ARTICLE IN THIS EDITION.

thinking
Returning to the UK in 2005 after 25 
years overseas, he played a key role in 
the launch and funding of the £20 million 
logistics institute at the University of hull; 
is a director of hull truck theatre and 
is most proud of his involvement in the 
emmaus Social enterprise in support of 
the homeless.

Global skills
The company trades globally and 
Rob, Archomai’s CEO, is very seldom 
based in the UK.  It was enlightening 
to listen to his presentation at the 
conference on how the skills agenda 
works around the world and that we 
can learn much from others.  

archomai specialises in logistics and 
supply chain thinking and practice in 
emerging and frontier markets – for 
instance they have been developing skills 
capacity, building programmes for the 
energy industry in places like India and 
Kurdistan. 

educated at St andrews and oxford 
Universities, Rob has worked in 
management consultancy at board level 
in diverse industry sectors such as steel, 
dairy, mining and utilities, to healthcare 
and retail in over 55 countries. 
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skills
Make a World 
of differenCe

GLOBAL SKILLS THINKING

Archomai is a consultancy 
specialising in logistics and supply 
chain thinking and practice in 
emerging and frontier markets. 
We have worked on several trade 
corridors in Africa; mapping the 
supply chains from agricultural or 
mining projects to the ports and 
implementing improvements.  

siMulation and siMulator 
teChnology
we are working on energy projects in 
Kurdistan and India where we map the 
supply chain to identify training needs 
and deliver a Skills capacity Building 
Programme to tackle the issues. we set 
up a skills training centre and use leading 
edge simulation and simulator technology 
to assess and improve performance 
on drilling, heavy lifting and all forms of 
materials handling equipment. 

MaxiMising output
Right now the renewables industry relies 
on subsidy but innovation will drive better, 
cheaper and more commercially viable 
technologies to maximise output from all 
renewables – including wind power. the 
key is that this power will be the motor for 
transformations in the shape of our cities, 
homes and the industries in which we 
work. 
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GLOBAL SKILLS THINKING

deMand led skills training
Skills training has to be demand led and 
this means that it has to deliver an impact 
on operating performance and individual’s 
pockets. I am on the advisory Board of 
aMet Maritime University in chennai, 
India and nearly all graduates receive a job 
contract with their degree certificates. 

we need to design courses that can be 
short and delivered in different ways. I 
was speaking to a cab driver in Mumbai 
recently. as he waited for passengers at 
the airport he was listening to an english 
course on his mobile. each module lasts 
three minutes. 

we need innovation in learning to parallel 
innovation in the world of work. here’s 
how archomai works and how we fit with 
the wind energy sector.
    
skills gap analysis
archomai have worked in ports and trade 
corridors worldwide to model skills needs 
along the sector specific supply chain. 

For example, working with dPw (a top 
5 port operating company) we mapped 
port operations from the quayside to the 
port gates highlighting equipment such as 
quayside cranes, container reach stackers 
and trucks. 

For oil and gas we added process, bulk 
and project cargo handling skills to the 
mix.  looking at offshore wind, the gap 
analysis highlights heavy lifting from 
manufacturing and assembly to installation 
offshore whilst a study of crane operators 
highlights an average operator age over 
50 that has to be tackled. 

skills profiling
Mapping the supply chain provides insight 
into the engineering skills required to 
assemble, operate and maintain wind 
turbines out at sea. tough conditions and 
health and safety regulations make the 
offshore Passport supplied by the likes of 
hota as key. 

operational and maintenance skills need 
the same focus and heta apprenticeships 
are setting a standard. going forward, the 
industry must anticipate increased use 
of digital technologies such as remote 
monitoring systems for all equipment out 
at sea. 

the days of a maintenance fitter making 
periodic checks are gone. condition 
monitoring and response using 
sophisticated digital technology will require 
a new breed of individual.

global investMent
For example, the global mining industry is 
set to invest over $20 billion in renewables 
by 2020 to cut costs and clean up its 
act to operate sustainably. we face skills 
shortages not just in the renewables 
industry but lack the functional skills and 
flexibility to staff the industries of the 
future. after all, they say that 50 per cent 
of the jobs of the future have yet to be 
invented. 

frontier Markets
archomai works in emerging and frontier 
markets - places lacking world class 
training resources and where literacy levels 
may lag way behind the technologies that 
will be deployed by emerging industries 
like offshore oil, gas and wind, or the ports 
and logistics sectors that support them. 

where skills training provision in the 
UK tends to be supply side focussed – 
here’s the course we have and this is the 
qualifications ladder – frontier markets 
have different demands. 

For example, long courses are rarely 
fit-for-purpose where the economy is 
informal. Firms are small and people can’t 
afford to take time off work. 

Cont...
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reCruitMent
huw Morris Jones of humber based 
Quality Personnel makes it plain: “There 
is a difference between jobs and careers 
and this will be significant in the offshore 
wind industry.” 

If we offer jobs we will ignore the fact that 
someone who has the offshore Passport 
and experience on wind farms will look to 
develop their earning potential in the more 
lucrative offshore oil and gas industry. 

Right now, we face a UK shortage of 
skills relevant to offshore wind; soon we 
will face the retention challenge as global 
options open up. Maybe this means 
that we have to look at this from a ‘total 
energy’ perspective.    

Continuous learning
health, safety and productivity issues are 
driving the need for more than induction 
training. Supply chains track and trace 
products and now we need to do the 
same with individual careers. 

For example, an in-depth assessment of 
aptitudes and preferences at high schools 
can help to open up more career choices 
and as qualifications and work experience 
is added training needs can be assessed 
and anticipated. 

new courses are opening up all the time 
and people need to be kept informed. 
companies and organisations will need to 
promote continuous learning to keep their 
skills gene pool at an optimum level and 
individuals can keep themselves job fresh 
through distance learning.    

researCh
wind turbines have doubled in size 
and could double again to 15 Mw; less 
expensive materials are being tested 
along with manufacturing processes and 
maintenance can be improved.

the digital revolution offers unprecedented 
access to real time information and this 
can generate fresh perspectives on the 
human and working environment interface. 

   
skills CapaCity building
we are working in Kurdistan – location of 
a major oil and gas field with aspirations in 
renewable energy alternatives – to create 
a training facility that will be available 
to people of all ages to experience the 
careers of the future. 

Inside, breakthrough simulation and 
simulator technology will be deployed 
to model future supply chains and use 
simulators for individuals and teams to 
experience equipment – the tools of their 
future careers. 

at vestfold University college in norway, I 
spoke with lars Iversen who commented: 
“simulator technologies have been used 
to train individuals. We need to develop 
routines that build team capacities. How 
else can we respond to emergencies 
and manage operations run by a multi-
cultural workforce with some on site and 
others far away.”

archomai work with companies like 
axon of norway to develop and deliver 
the simulation and simulator equipment 
required. For Statoil, axon offer drilling 
simulation and we are extending this to 
a suite of heavy lifting simulators vital to 
offshore wind operations. In parallel, we 
are working on an overview of university 
courses that will help to move the industry 
forward. 
    

GLOBAL SKILLS THINKING

as Professor Komandur , head of 
cognitive Research at aalesund University 
in norway makes plain: “we need to use 
data on where humans meet machines 
to address issues of design, layout and 
performance.”   

uk plC
we have highlighted work in frontier 
markets but this is not just about 
developing economies. wind power is a 
fresh frontier for UK Plc and old wine in 
new bottles is not the answer; we have 
to innovate on training and research on 
technologies across the supply chain.

this could give UK Plc the competitive 
edge to set the international standards 
that will build a viable industry across the 
globe.

 Rob Bell
 Archomai
 www.archomai.co.uk  
 Blog: www.    
 transformationallogistics.com   
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“i didn’t expect anything like that, and i 
was so pleased to have carol, my wife, 
there and my cousin also. They thought 
it was great. We had a super day out.” 
It was rounded off with lunch at carlton 
towers, the iconic hotel across from the
embassy.

“This was one of the best weeks of my 
life,” he said. “The show was a great 
success for us, i finally got to know what 
some of the big companies think of us 
and what we are achieving, which was 
very flattering. i might seem quite brash, 
but i am quite shy when people start 
talking about me and what i have done. 
i said the honour was uncalled for, but 
they begged to differ!”

ChaMpioning greater 
griMsby
Mr christensen, who is a 
proud advocate of greater 
grimsby as well as his 
homeland, is now working 
with the embassy to facilitate 
a visit to the town he has 
called home since the age 
of seven, when his family 
crossed the humber.

“The ambassador was aware 
of the history, of the story of 
Grim the Viking – or Grim the 
dane should i say!”

WindpoWer support
as previously reported, Mr christensen 
launched windpower Support in 2008, 
based on a concept of taking the strain of 
small but often complex issues out of the 
supply chain for the major operators. From 
acting as ship’s agent to the growing 
fleet of crew transfer and standby/
patrol vessels, he has worked with the 
philosophy of ‘yes is the answer, now 
what is the question’ – building up to 
employing more than a dozen staff from 
the lockhill base.

A Pioneer in Grimsby’s offshore wind 
energy industry has received one of 
the highest honours from his home 
nation.

Kurt christensen has been given a 
first class knighthood, recognising his 
continued work as a consul for the 
grimsby area, and also highlighting the 
efforts in an industry that denmark is at 
the forefront of. 

It follows an earlier honour eight years 
ago for the former fish auctioneer, who 
is currently having a third crew transfer 
vessel built for his town-based windpower 
Support business.

a Week to reMeMber 
the cleethorpes resident, who came 
to england as a three-year-old son of a 
trawler skipper, received the honour from 
the danish ambassador to Britain, anne 
hedensted Steffensen, who presented 
it on behalf of Queen Margrethe II, at the 
danish embassy in Sloane Street, central 
london.

It followed his 60th birthday celebrations, 
attendance at the RenewableUK global 
offshore wind 2012 exhibition in the 
capital, with the proud family man 
arriving back in town for Father’s day. 
“it was quite a week,” he said. “i was 
really surprised to receive it, and then 
surprised what a big thing was made 
of the presentation when i went to the 
embassy. it was really nice.

“i had a really successful show, that 
finished on the Thursday night, then on 
the Friday morning i was there getting 
that.”

ChaMpagne reCeption
a dozen representatives from various 
departments, including trade and consular
dignitaries were present, with a 
champagne reception laid on.

he believes in the ‘can do attitude’ and 
the importance of responding quickly, 
a legacy of the fishing industry, which 
impresses his clients.

serviCes to denMark
Presenting the award, danish 
ambassador to Britain, anne hedensted 
Steffensen, who took up the position in 
September, having previously served as 
State Secretary for trade and corporate 
affairs at the danish Ministry of Foreign 
affairs, told Mr christensen: “you have 
for 18 years, since 1994, given service to 
denmark as consul in Grimsby. during 
these years you have promoted British/
danish relations in business and culture, 
as well as provided consular assistance 
to danish citizens when needed.

“you have in particular been active in 
helping danish companies in the British 

market in the renewable energy sector, 
primarily wind power, which is a danish 
core competence. We are delighted 
that you are accepting the decoration 
of Knight, first degree of the Order of 
dannabrog.”

Kurt then concluded “i was really surprised 
to receive it, and then surprised what a 
big thing was made of the presentation 
when i went to the embassy”.

Wind Power Support
www.windpowersupport.com

YOU!IT’S ALL ABOUT

kurt Christensen froM WindpoWer 
support reCeives knighthood 

Picture courtesy of Grimsby & 
Scunthorpe Media Group
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peel ports 
pledges Major 
drive to 
seCure vestas 
replaCeMent at 
sheerness

“Our confidence is based on a number 
of factors – ideal geographical location, 
superb marine facilities, availability of 
major parcels of land and, crucially, 
the recent approval by swale Borough 
council’s planning committee. indeed, 
the site ticks all the boxes from a 
planning, technical, commercial and legal 
standpoint, making it a very compelling 
proposition to other manufacturers. 

“To a large degree, the detailed 
preparation has already been done 
on this site and we’re committed to 
identifying a replacement operator who 
can take advantage of the fact that the 
Port of sheerness is now tailor-made to 
play a leading role in this vital industry.”

detailed sheerness advantages
•	 Water	depth	12m	with	no	beam,		 	
 height or lock restrictions 
•	 Close	proximity	to	key	Round	3		 	
 offshore wind zones and continental  
 projects
•	 Planning	permission	for	upgrading		
 marine infrastructure 
•	 Outline	planning	permission	for		 	
 175,450 m sq of buildings with eaves  
	 height	to	35m	
•	 Excellent	access	to	offshore	wind		
 projects taking place off the UK  
 east and south coasts as well as   
 dutch, Belgian and French projects
•	 Excellent	access	to	London	and	local	
 skills base with established skills and  
 supply chain support programmes
•	 Area:	Up	to	70ha	available	in	2013		
 with additional land available in the  
 port and a range of sites within close  
 proximity 
•	 Quay:	800m	continuous	with	strength		
 tested to 40 t/sq m 
•	 Awarded	Government	CORE		 	
 status (centre for offshore Renewable  
 engineering) offering comprehensive  
 support 

Peel Ports Group, owner of the Port 
of Sheerness in Kent, has moved 
quickly to pledge a major effort in 
securing a replacement for Vestas, 
following a decision not to take up the 
option to locate a major wind turbine 
manufacturing facility at the port.

Peel Ports and vestas jointly announced 
last week that the danish firm’s planned 
creation of a major european-scale 
manufacturing plant would not now 
proceed. 

CoMMitMent
however Mark whitworth, chief executive 
of the UK’s second-largest ports group, 
said his company was “100% committed” 
to finding a replacement, describing the 
Sheerness facility as “absolutely tailor-
made” for major renewables manufacturing.

unique offering
whitworth said: “Everyone involved is 
bitterly disappointed, but our aim of 
delivering a world-class renewables 
manufacturing operation at sheerness is 
very much alive.

“There are very few locations which can 
compete with the offering at sheerness 
for such significant manufacturing 
operations.

last year’s announcement of the original 12-
month option agreement outlined plans for 
the new manufacturing facility in Kent on the 
Isle of Sheppey. the proposed factory on 
the 170-acre site in the Port of Sheerness 
was projected to employ 2,000 people.

Collaboration and support
whitworth said a great deal of the credit 
for achieving the progress to date had to 
go to the local authorities and enterprise 
agencies.

he said: “developments of this scale are 
invariably extremely complex, however 
the efforts of Kent county council, 
swale Borough council, locate in Kent 
and Thames Gateway Kent Partnership 

have been superb.

“They have demonstrated 
a really positive-can-do 
approach throughout the 
entire planning process and 
their attitude to securing a 
world-class manufacturing 
facility at sheerness has been 
magnificent. This spirit of co-
operation bodes well in our 
efforts to identify and secure a 
replacement.

 “We are now engaged in a 
worldwide exercise with our 
public and private sector 
partners to approach the key 
renewable manufacturers, 
highlighting the many benefits of 
sheerness.”

detailed sWale borough CounCil 
planning CoMMittee approval
•	 Consent:	Obtained	for	the		 	
 manufacturing, assembly and   
 storage of blades, nacelles and towers  
 and subsequent construction activities. 
 consent includes:
•	 Outline	consent	for	175,450	m	sq	of		
	 buildings	with	eaves	height	to	35m	
•	 Outline	consent	for	391,	435	m	sq	of		
 storage area
•	 Full	consent	for	strengthening/infilling/	
 dredging existing quay structures, new  
 marine structure berth with travelling  
 crane
•	 Full	consent	to	relocate	existing	car		
 terminal

Peel Ports
www.peelports.co.uk 

e  =  See enhanced entry online

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/peel-ports/
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the scope of work will include mobilisation 
out of deepocean’s offshore base in 
Middlesbrough, pre-trench survey and 
pre-cut	trenching	of	23	kilometres	of	the	
Skagerrak 4 route.

handled out of the UK office, they will 
provide its heavy duty aPP pre-cut 
trenching plough for the project, which 
provides high control and instrumentation 
during operation. this will be operated off 
the high bollard pull tSv Maersk assister, 
which has arrived at their offshore base to 
commence mobilisation activities.

Market leader
deepocean leads the market in the use of 
pre-cut trenching for the protection of 
submarine power cables. as the only 
independent contractor with sophisticated 
pre-cut ploughing capability, they offer a 
number of ploughs for this solution and 
have a proven track record in their 
operation.
Its specialist ploughs offer a high level of 
control and precision, capable of navigating 
along pre-determined cable routes and 
transitioning in and out of the seabed as 

DeepOcean recently announced the 
multi-million pound pre-cut trenching 
contract award with Statnett & 
Energinet.dk on the Skagerrak 4 
HVDC Submarine Interconnector 
Project.

they will provide the engineering and 
project management for the pre-cut 
trenching workscope in denmark, which 
is expected to commence in July 2012. 

high quality pre-Cut trenChing 
solution for skagerrak 4

required. these solutions eliminate any 
risk of product damage and provide a high 
quality trench for the protection of hvac 
and hvdc export cables.

Managing director, tony Inglis, says of 
the pre-cut trenching contract, “We are 
delighted to be awarded this pre-cut 
trenching workscope, as deepOcean is 
highly skilled in this area and believe this 
is the ideal solution for achieving the best 
burial depth in hard ground regions, whilst 
removing any risk of cable damage. 

“We have been using pre-cut trenching as 
the technique of choice in the Oil & Gas 
market for many years and are pleased 
to now be applying this to the Power & 
Transmission market with statnett and 
Energinet.dk. We are also looking to 
expand this technique into the Offshore 
Wind market over the coming months.”

DeepOcean
www.deepocean.no 

INDUSTRY NEWS

e  =  See enhanced entry online

  =  See video library online

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/deepocean/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRyEngzme1w
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allianCes
“it is all about forging 
alliances and one of the main 
reasons for becoming a Team 
Humber member is because 
of the readily available supply 
chain the alliance has among 
its 160 member companies. 
We’re pleased to add the 
voice of P&O Ferries to the 
cause.

“The time is ripe to highlight 
the region’s strengths and 
a business community 
projecting its merits carries 
a lot more punch than the 
constituent companies can 
accomplish alone.”

Mark o’Reilly, director, team 
humber Marine alliance, 
said: “One of our members, 

Hull-based Best service (Europe), has 
played a prominent role in the refit of the 
European seaway and there is genuine 
potential for us to be involved in further 
P&O Ferries projects. 

“P&O’s intentions are a real boost 
for firms in the region and show that 
even before any construction work on 

P&O Ferries is to highlight its future 
in the renewable energy sector in an 
industry showcase in Hull. 

the company has moved into the sector 
with the conversion of the cross-channel 
freight ship, the european Seaway, into an 
offshore wind farm accommodation vessel 
and has further signalled its intentions with 
membership of team humber Marine 
alliance.

the company provided an update and 
overview of its plans for the renewable 
energy sector when they hosted a team 
humber Marine alliance event aboard the 
Pride of Rotterdam, at King george dock 
recently.

ideal support vessel
“The investment we have made in the 
European seaway makes her the ideal 
ship for all offshore support work of this 

type.  as the renewable sector grows, we 
are perfectly placed to grow alongside it 
and we have every intention of securing 
further charter work for this ship and 
potentially other similar ships in our 
fleet,” said Stephen weaver, P&o Ferries’ 
Business development Manager.

p&o ferries to 
shoWCase its 
reneWable energy 
serviCes

manufacturing plants on the Humber 
new business is already here.”

joint venture
the european Seaway has been supplied 
to glId, a joint venture between centrica 
Renewable energy limited and eIg, on 
a three-month time charter for use by 
technicians working on the north Sea 
lynn and Inner dowsing wind farm array 
four miles off Skegness.

The	23,000-tonne	ro-ro	vessel	was	
refitted with new equipment and facilities, 
including hull access doors, cranes, and 
boarding ladders.  Some of the ship’s 
cabins were also upgraded and further 
offices were installed.

Best Service designed and installed the 
cabling and signalling to provide Sky tv in 
general areas and cabins for 100 offshore 
wind technicians and 50 crew. 

the european Seaway is based at 
Immingham and returns to port once a 
fortnight to pick up supplies.

P&O Ferries
www.poferries.com

Team Humber Marine Alliance
www.thma.co.uk

INDUSTRY NEWS
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interaCtive visual display
the new interactive visual display 
highlights the cross-section of products 
and services that they  supply to a wide 
range of applications across the energy 
and power industries. In the wind power 

the latest CoMpanies to join the 
steering group
- Gareth Ellery, Cathie Associates Ltd, 
based in newcastle. cathie associates 
provides geotechnical engineering 
consultancy services to the energy 
industries and uses appropriate offshore 
oil and gas engineering practice within the 
renewable energy sector

- Chris Jones, IHC Engineering 
Business based in Stocksfield 
hall, northumberland with facilities in 
Middlesbrough and South Shields. Ihc 
engineering Business delivers bespoke 
engineering solutions for complex offshore 
applications, working with clients across the 
offshore oil and gas, submarine telecoms 
and renewable offshore power industries

- Dr Tony Trapp, OSBIT Power 
Limited, based in northumberland. oSBIt 
Power provides innovative engineering 
solutions in many offshore markets with 
particular emphasis on offshore wind

- Jim Pyrah, Senergy Survey 
and GeoEngineering Ltd, based 

Tata Steel has launched a new online 
sales tool, designed to help showcase 
the organisation’s extensive offering 
within the energy and power sector 
with increased ease.  

Energi Coast, North East England’s 
Renewables Group, has welcomed 
five new industry specialists onto its 
steering group.

experienCe and expertise
the individuals bring a wealth of 
experience and expertise from the global 
energy industry supply chain to the 
group. they will support energi coast’s 
activities to raise awareness of the 
region’s innovative and integrated offshore 
renewables supply chain.

tata steel’s neW online sales tool

energi Coast steering group adds 
another 5 influential MeMbers

sector, this includes products and services 
from nacelle to foundations, as well 
as including the additional processing 
services available for plate and tubular 
sections at the company’s processing 
centres in Scunthorpe and hartlepool.

reneWables seCtor
tata Steel supplies steel products and 
services both within the oil and gas and 
power industries and more recently the 
renewables sector, including onshore and 
offshore wind, wave and tidal power. the 
new tool’s offering to each sector includes 
product details/manufacturing routes and 
animations designed to better explain 
products and services available. each 
sub-section also includes links to data 
sheets for a more detailed breakdown of 
information.

ease of use
clear, quick and simple to use, the new 
tool allows organisations within each 
sector to access tata Steel’s targeted 
offering more efficiently

TATA Steel
www.poweredbytatasteel.com

in newcastle. Senergy Survey and 
geoengineering ltd is an international 
solutions provider with experience in all 
aspects of renewable power, including on 
and offshore wind

- Dominic Abraham, Sure Wind 
Marine, based in corbridge, 
northumberland. Sure wind Marine owns 
and operates safe, reliable vessels for the 
offshore wind industry

expanding reneWable supply 
Chain
these companies are part of north east 
england’s expanding offshore renewable 
supply chain, which offer a growing 
portfolio of specialist products and 
services to the global renewables industry. 

energi coast’s Steering group alone has 
invested around £400m in their offshore 
renewables activities and have a combined 
turnover of £200m in offshore wind. the 
group forecasts the turnover of their 
operations in this sector will double as the 
offshore renewables market expands 
further. 

north east england is an excellent position 
to support upcoming projects, particularly 
those in the vicinity of the region, humber 
gateway, westermost Rough and Race 

INDUSTRY NEWS
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To date the family has raised 
almost £50,000 for RMHC through 
their website www.justgiving.com/
teamrowlands.

Paul said “it was an amazing honour to 
carry the torch and a day that i will never 
forget.  as soon as i got off the bus, i 
was mobbed by people wanting photos 
with it and just wanting to touch the 
torch.  The crowds in Fakenham were 
amazing – the torch relay seems to have 
captured the nations imagination and i 
still can’t believe that i was part of it.

“i have only been with Fendercare 
Marine a short while but was really 
touched by the support of all my 
colleagues.  i brought the torch into work 
recently and nearly everyone wanted 
photos with it and very kindly arranged a 

On Wednesday 4 July 2012, Paul 
Rowlands, Marketing Executive for 
Fendercare Marine was given the 
honour of being an official Olympic 
Torchbearer and carrying the flame 
through Fakenham, Norfolk.

fundraising efforts
Paul was nominated to carry the torch 
in recognition of his fundraising efforts, 
following the death of his daughter, alice 
at just 15 days old in 2007.   alice was 
born six weeks early and with a rare liver 
condition, neonatal hemochromatosis, 
at the norfolk and norwich University 
hospital in September 2007.

aliCe roWlands MeMorial 
soCiety (arMs)
after just five days she was moved 
to King’s college hospital in london 
where she died. after her death, Paul, 
his wife Miranda and son Sam set up 
the alice Rowlands Memorial Society to 
raise money for the Ronald Mcdonald 
house charities (RMhc), which provides 
accommodation for families whose loved 
ones are in hospital miles from home. 

fenderCare Marine olyMpiC torCh bearer

collection for the charity i support which 
was a lovely gesture.

“since the day i ran with the torch, i seem 
to have been inundated with requests 
for appearances at fetes, scouts groups, 
schools…the list goes on.  i think my wife 
feels more like my agent at times!   i have 
been really amazed by the magical effect 
that the torch has on children (and adults) 
and really want to make sure that it is 
shared with as many people as possible.”

Just Giving
www.justgiving.com/teamrowlands 

Fendercare UK
www.fendercare.com 

Bank. 

global energy seCtors
In addition, the region’s supply chain, 
through its experience and reputation 
in other areas of the global energy 
sectors, such as oil & gas, is perfectly 
placed to serve european markets as 
well as those further afield. 

alex dawson, chairman of energi 
coast, said: “The strength of North 
East England’s offshore wind supply 
chain is growing rapidly and the 
experience the new members of the 
steering group bring to Energi coast 
will further enhance our reputation in 
the uK and internationally.

“as well as possessing valuable 
individual experience in the offshore 
industry, each company on the 
steering group represents North 
East England’s overall innovative 
offering to the offshore wind 
sector, demonstrating the region’s 
increasing presence in the market.”

Energi Coast 
www.energicoast.co.uk 

INDUSTRY NEWS
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Wind turbine and Wind farM training Course
When	 11	–	13	September	2012	
Where glasgow
ContaCt  www.actc-control.com/events/meetings/  
	 	 meet120911.asp	

the energy and loW Carbon teChnology 
ConferenCe 2012
When	 18	–	19	Sep	2012
Where Bloomsbury hotel, london
ContaCt www.tuvnel.com 

Core energy ConferenCe 2012 
When	 3	–	4	Oct	2012
Where cunard centre, halifax, nova Scotia
ContaCt www.otans.com

reneWableuk 2012 
When	 30	Oct	–	1	Nov	2012
Where glasgow
ContaCt www.renewable-uk.com/events/annual-  
  conference

Wind turbine noise: sourCe to reCeiver
When 11 – 12 december 2012 
Where oxford
ContaCt www.ewea.org 

aS yoU See Below we contInUe to FeatURe SoMe oF 
the MoSt IMPoRtant eventS In the calendaR, So that 
yoU can, at a glance, conSIdeR whIch eventS to 
SUPPoRt.  a MoRe detaIled lIStIng IS avaIlaBle onlIne.

there continues to be issues with the amount, scale and cost of events laid on for this fast growing industry.  we will only feature those 
events which we believe are organised in the best interests of the industry as a whole.

events and What’s neW 

iMprove your Wind farM perforManCe 
and effiCienCy seMinar
When 3rd	October	2012
Where edinburgh
ContaCt  enquiries@its-ltd.co.uk 

organised by ItS and IconIcS
www.its-ltd.co.uk/events/improve-your-wind-farm-
performance-and-efficiency-seminar.aspx

event
highlight

this is a ‘free to attend’
seMinar

e  =  See enhanced entry online
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Wind industry Careers 
Website
the new website is scheduled to be live in october 2012 and we 
will keep you all informed as we progress.

Magazine and Website 
interaCtion

as we have progressed we have realised just how important our 
interactive website is to the industry.  In short a magazine has a 
very limited scope in what it can do – it is out of date as soon as 
it is printed.

the website however is limitless in its scope and can house 
all sorts of information, animations, videos, presentations, 
brochures, technical papers etc etc – the list is endless.

just CliCk on these flashes online.....

Duncan McGilvray  |  Editor
Wind Energy Network

forthCoMing features
•	 Maintenance	Services
•	 Spotlight	on	Wales
•	 Crisis	Management
•	 Coatings	and	Corrosion	Control
•	 Navigation	Aids
•	 Skills	Gap:	6th	form	Schools	&	Colleges

please ContaCt us if you Would like
to be involved in any of these features.

Wind energy 
netWork tv Channel
these invaluable industry resources continue to build and we 
are very pleased with the interest and support of our proposed 
sponsors. Please give the team a call and find out how to get 
involved in both. 

online library
the sections are listed below and will become live as each area 
is populated with the various articles and features supplied by 
our experts in the various fields...

•	 Law	&	Insurance
•	 Health	&	Safety
•	 Ecology		&Environmental	Impact
•	 Events	&Conferences
•	 Education	&Training
•	 Business	Development	&Management
•	 Research	&	Development
•	 Careers	&Recruitment
•	 Community	Engagement/Planning
•	 Engineering
•	 Survey	&	Archaeology
•	 Innovation	&	New	Technologies

reMeMber they are free to 
Contribute and free to aCCess

to place your videos or library items online please contact 
our team and they will do the rest – there is no charge for this 
service, however the decision on what will be accepted is at 
the discretion of our editor.  as with all our contributions in the 
publication and on our website, material must help the industry 
communicate and/or help the industry as a whole.  

eMail 
duncan@greenenergypublishing.co.uk

phone 

01765 644224

e  =  See enhanced entry online
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suggested solution
to avoid this we have been actively 
working on the development of a multi-
agency approach to address the issue, 
negotiations are under way with the Sector 
Skills council (SSc) with the ultimate goal 
to develop a SSc Skills academy, based 
in our offices in Spalding, lincolnshire 
specifically addressing potential knowledge 
shortages for the renewables industry. 

we are currently in discussions with John 
hayes MP (Minister for lifelong learning) 
who has been extremely supportive, in 
addition we are developing accredited 
qualifications with a nationally known 
university (training will be split between our 
offices, field work and on their campus).  

sChools aCt
Under the Schools act a single company 
cannot run such courses, as such it 
needs a combined approach from 
developers, cPRe, RSPB and so on to 
create a sensible course structure and 
train teachers accordingly. From this we 
would need to develop  6th form and SSc 
based braining for students who wish to 
specialise in specific fields. 

joint approaCh
Fellow developers must understand that 
such an approach has a significant lead-in 
time, there is no quick-fix solution. what 
is required is a joint approach and we 
would be delighted to champion such an 
incentive to ensure we all have access to 
suitably trained individuals coming from a 
robust infrastructure of specialist courses. 

only then will we be able to confidently 
recruit personnel with the required 
knowledge.

existing provision
there is an Skills Sector council (SSc) 
for energy and Utilities, however they only 
cover gas and waste, the national Skills 
academy for environmental technologies 
run courses in heat Pumps and Solar 
energy only, nothing for wave, tidal or grid-
based wind —they do “Micro-wind”, ie 
tiny domestic but that is all.

the probleM 
to remain insulated against imported 
energy and fuel costs we need to provide 
electricity within our own shores, this 
reinforces the need for renewable energy 
and ergo personnel trained to provide such 
schemes — we have experienced extreme 
difficulty in recruiting suitable personnel and 
am sure that we are not alone in this. the 
combined situation of being fully exposed 
to foreign pricing and time delays in building 
new plant is not a good situation, if we 
then factor in the lack of home-grown 
knowledge to be able to develop a more 
rapid, renewable energy response then we 
have a recipe for disaster. 

an article in the May 2012 edition of 
Quest magazine (Magazine aimed at 
the re-learning of personnel leaving the 
armed forces) confirms that the cIPd have 
acknowledged an “employment gap” and 
states	that	by	2020,	36%	of	the	working	
population will be over 50. whilst we must 
welcome experience it reinforces the need 
for training courses to be designed for Pre 
gcSe students.

an 
insight

the Costs
to develop a SSc takes not just time 
but personnel and office resources, we 
have the facilities and office capacity 
within our Spalding base to be able to 
accommodate all staff required to develop 
the SSc, there will be costs involved 
in such administration and we must all 
acknowledge that the resultant knowledge 
pool will only be beneficial post training. 

I acknowledge this delay and that 
resources may have been allocated 
elsewhere. 

investMent opportunity
the fact is that your future business 
needs will be the driver for all course 
development and as such it is hoped that 
you will see this as a potential secondment 
opportunity. whatever your level of input 
I urge fellow developers to acknowledge 
this as an investment opportunity, not just 
to providing training for a new generation 
of personnel who will greatly enhance 
future business but also an opportunity to 
demonstrate our industry’s commitment 
for social development. 

an invitation
dear developer / Interested party – you 
are cordially invited to work with us to 
develop a sensible approach to the issue 
of training for Pre – gcSe students, and 
to assist in developing a sensible structure 
of courses so that the potential of a skills 
gap can be addressed.

Keith Brooks
Prowind (UK) Ltd
www.prowind.co.uk 

UK economy and ReS is playing its part 
in investing in training and development 
programmes to attract new people to our 
organisation and retain existing talent.

eleCtriCal engineering
one of the areas most affected by the 
skills gap is electrical engineering.  as 
part of the ReS group graduate scheme 
which	has	been	running	since	2009,	
we have taken on two graduates this 
year. there is no scarcity of graduate 
electrical engineering candidates however 
what ReS and the industry needs most 
at this time is experienced engineers.  
currently, it can take between seven and 
eight months to fill a role requiring an 
experienced engineer.   

There is a well documented skills gap 
in the wind energy sector.  Last year, 
a £1.2 million training initiative was 
launched between Government and 
the renewables industry to tackle the 
shortage of skills in our sector.  

faCts and fugures
the number of people working in the UK’s 
offshore sector alone has grown from 700 
people	in	2007	to	circa	3,200	in	2011	and	
across europe, more than half a million 
people will be working for the wind power 
industry in europe by 2020.  

res group investMent
the wind energy industry has a major role 
to play in the economic recovery of the 

groWing skills gap
finding industry speCifiC 
inforMation 
what both graduates and experienced 
candidates say is that it is difficult to find one 
place to look for information regarding career 
opportunities within the renewables industry.  
while there are a number of initiatives in place
where companies are coming together to 
highlight available roles, there is still a need 
in the industry and specific to the wind 
energy sector for one source of information 
to be available as careers guide for multi-
experienced job seekers.

RES Group
www.resgroup.co.uk 
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struCtured eduCation and 
training prograMMe
every company must align its future by 
taking on apprentices and formulating a 
proper 4 year structured education and 
training programme.

Right from the start such an 
apprenticeship should include education 
and training to develop the systems based 
engineers

I myself started my engineering career as 
a national coal Board craft apprentice 
and was very fortunate to receive an 
outstanding 5 year education and 
training programme leading to a formally 
recognised and valid qualification.

It is now time to bring back the real 
apprenticeship programmes and this must 
start with the employer.

John R Savage
Director of the National Fluid Power 
Centre (UK)
www.nfpc.co.uk

The National Fluid Power Centre 
provides an extensive range of vital 
training for 18 sectors of industry 
including the sector covering wind 
and renewable energy. 

all of these sectors are greatly in need of 
skilled craftsmen and technicians at a time 
when advances in technology demand 
a greater range of skills and knowledge 
to maintain and manage our integrated 
systems.

synergistiC teaM
today’s power and motion control 
systems require today’s maintenance staff 
to be part of a synergistic team able to 
deal with...

•	 Hydraulics
•	 Electrics/electronics
•	 Pneumatics
•	 Mechanical	transmissions
•	 Lubrication
•	 Contamination
 management

Plus various control and
onboard management systems
and more.

deManding role
this is a demanding role and in many 
instances technology has overtaken the 
capability of our workforce in both skills 
and actual numbers of trained staff to fullfil 
such roles .

apprentiCes
Such places as the nFPc are working 
hard to introduce these higher levels of 
systems engineering into their training 
courses but the ultimate goal of re-
establishing growth within all sectors is to 
take on apprentices. 

the apprentice is one of the major building 
blocks for the future and absolutely vital.

at present we are running apprentice 
Summer Schools and taster days to 
introduce young apprentices to the world of 
fluid power but this is the tip of the iceberg.

yes We have a skills gap

e  =  See enhanced entry online
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our regular readers will have seen the 
introduction to our initiative in previous 
editions of the magazine.  

we make no excuses for repeating that 
the main point to get over in this important 
industry feature is that there are a number 
of initiatives happening throughout the UK 
but we have found that there is very little 
‘joined up thinking’. 

as planned we now feature the 1st of 
our target areas, which is the next step 
in our progress with the ultimate goal of 
satisfying the now recognised future skills 
gap within the industry.

Featuring organisations and 
companies who have already made 
significant progress in spreading the 
word about the industry to primary 
and secondary schools up to GCSE 
level, with a view to changing the 
perception of engineering generally 
and specifically to attract the desired 
wind industry workforce for the future

Wind energy industry skills gap
target area nuMber 1

gettIng down
wIth the KIdS!

Wind energy netWork ‘road-
shoWs’
It is our intention as we progress to 
tour the UK and organise road-shows 
at appropriate venues suited to the 
4 target areas i.e. selected schools, 
colleges, universities and company sites/
forces bases – all decision makers from 
the relevant areas of the industry are 
enthusiastic about getting involved with 
this initiative.  

Wind industry Careers – 
interaCtive Website 
we are now well on our way in setting up 
a very interactive and informative website 
which will be useful in attracting people of 
all ages and abilities into the wind energy 
industry.  Please also read our wind 
Industry careers initiative update in this 
edition to see how we have progressed.

we will keep you informed of 
developments – in the meantime enjoy 
reading about some of the initiatives 
presently happening within this interesting 
feature.
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sChools
the event was 
attended by Mike 
Penning, MP for 
hemel hempstead, 
and 120 local 
children from 
Redbourn Infant and 
nursery School and 
John F Kennedy 
catholic School. 

the schedule for the event included...

•	 Sessions	teaching	the	children	about		
 renewable energy technologies,   
 including wind power 
•	 A	tour	of	the	RES	Group’s	state-of-	
 the-art headquarters 
•	 Four	Sixth	form	students	from		 	
 nearby JFK secondary school will be 
 awarded with the ReS young   
 engineering excellence award

The RES Group, one of the world’s 
leading renewable energy developers, 
marked Global Wind Day with an 
event as its UK headquarters in 
Kings Langley recently to showcase 
its commitment to wind energy as 
a secure, clean and cost effective 
option for current and future 
generations. 

res group CoMMitMent
Ian Mays, ceo of the ReS group 
commented: “The rEs Group firmly 
believes that wind power is essential to 
the uK’s energy mix.  We face an energy 
gap when more than 20% of the uK’s 
electricity generating capacity – ageing 
coal and nuclear power stations – will 
be retired over the next eight years.  We 
have to fill this gap in a secure, low-
carbon and cost-effective way and there 
is no better alternative than wind.  

“Britain’s inexhaustible supplies of wind 
energy will keep bills down for homes 
and industry as foreign gas prices 
continue to increase. Wind power also 
creates jobs and investment, putting 
the uK at the forefront of the green 
economy, which is why time and time 
again opinion polls show that the public 
are in favour of British wind power. 
There are many myths about wind 
power, which need to be dispelled. The 
unparalleled benefits of wind energy, 
along with other sustainable sources, 
have the power to secure this country’s 
future energy needs.”

RES Group
www.res-group.com

RES GROUP SHOWS SUPPORT 
FOR GLOBAL WIND DAY

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/res-group/
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sheringhaM shoal operational 
base
the wind farm operational base is in 
wells-next-the-Sea and Mr lamb, a 
long-term supporter of renewable energy, 
said it was exciting to see both Scira 
and alderman Peel working together to 
encourage local young people to look at 
entering an industry likely to provide so 
many opportunities to the area in future.

norman lamb commented, “it is great 
to see alderman Peel High school and 
scira working together in this way. 
renewable energy can bring jobs to 
North Norfolk and we need to ensure 
that our young people are equipped with 
the skills and awareness that will allow 
them to benefit in future.”  

alderman Peel headmaster, alastair ogle 
said the partnership would enhance 
learning opportunities for students by 
enabling them to develop projects with 
input from people working in a local, yet 
global, industry, and learn first hand about 
models of effective partnership. one such 
project will involve two Scira engineers 
working with year 7s on their annual SteM 
challenge and facilitating a wind energy 
practical exercise.

“it is fundamentally about ensuring our 
students develop the abilities and skills 
that wind industry employers like scira 
actually want while providing them with 
the educational opportunities, advice, 
guidance and support to progress further 
into this expanding industry,” he said.

Wind energy skills partnership 
support froM Mp 
north norfolk MP and Business Minister 
norman lamb visited alderman Peel high 
School in wells-next-the-Sea recently 
to show support for a new partnership 
between the school and Scira offshore 
energy, operator of the Sheringham Shoal 
offshore wind Farm, which focuses on 
wind energy industry career opportunities.

praCtiCal initiatives
through a range of practical initiatives, 
the partnership will teach students 
about employment opportunities in 
the growing offshore wind sector, 
and help them find pathways to those 
opportunities. For example, it will include 
the introduction of lessons, particularly in 
Science, technology, engineering, Maths 
(SteM) that use real life examples from 
Sheringham Shoal and interactions with 
people who carry out the work there.

ALDERMAN PEEL HIGH SCHOOL AND 
SCIRA OFFSHORE ENERGY

natural fit
Scira general Manager, einar Strømsvåg 
said the alderman Peel partnership 
is a pilot of a schools engagement 
programme, which in turn is part of 
the organisation’s broader long term 
education strategy aimed at supporting 
the development of skills locally, in 
partnership with other groups and 
education facilities in east anglia.

“it is a natural fit for us to start with 
alderman Peel as it is such a focal point 
in the town where we will have our long 
term home,” he said.

future potential eMployMent
dr Marie strong, county councillor 
Wells division, also lent her support to 
the partnership, saying,  ”The project 
has important potential for the students 
of alderman Peel High school.  There 
are likely to be a number of outcomes, 
one of which i believe will be young 
people able to visualise a whole range 
of careers.  Hopefully, with further 
education, some of these young people 
will find employment here in Wells.”

Sheringham Shoal offshore wind Farm is 
nearing its final stage of construction with 
completion scheduled for late summer 
2012. the project is owned equally by 
Statoil and Statkraft through joint venture 
company Scira with Statoil the project 
manager during construction.

Sheringham Shoal Offshore Wind 
Farm
www.scira.co.uk
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ellida array
thanks to cerys, the new boat will be 
called ellida array and the schoolgirl and 
her family were guests of honour for the 
name unveiling and blessing at trinity 
Quay, great yarmouth recently.

gardline Charter
the 18m catamaran will shortly start 
work off Kent, the third and final alicat to 
be chartered by london array, through 
gardline, to work alongside sister vessels 
Marian array and Smeaton array on a 
round-the-clock	3-5	year	contract.

the trio of boats, two equipped with Mann 
engines and Rolls Royce jet units, and 
one with caterpillar engines and fixed 
propellers are the most advanced yet to 
be produced by alicat.

the ellida array is the 11th alicat to be 
built in great yarmouth over the past two 
years and another four are presently under 
construction.

For eight-year-old Cerys Jones it was the thrill of choosing the name for the 
newest Alicat Workboat built in Great Yarmouth – for the company it was the 
latest leg in a £10.5m contract to provide crew transfer vessels for the London 
Array windfarm.

Cerys, 8, 
naMes latest 
aliCat vessel

a viking 
ConneCtion
Kent schoolgirl 
cerys came up 
with the name in 
a competition for 
youngsters. She 
chose it because in 
folklore, when the 
vikings landed in 
Kent, ellida was the 
name given to the 
first viking to step 

ashore. It is also the name of a moth. 

Michael Martins, gardline coastal Services 
business manager, said he was impressed 
by the research cerys put into her choice: 
“We had many great suggestions but 
Ellida array stood out for its historical 
connection and the imagination of 
being named after a moth which also 
harnesses windpower.”

gardline travelling teddy bear 
projeCt
cerys and her family were joined by 
the Mayor of great yarmouth, colleen 
walker, and Shelby allen, 8, representing 
greenacre School, great yarmouth, one 
of 12 local primary schools in the gardline 
travelling teddy Bear project which 
encourages youngsters’ interest in the 
wider world.

sCroby sands trip
all the guests enjoyed a trip on the ellida 
array to one of the Scroby Sands turbines 
before the girls were treated to more 
traditional rides at great yarmouth’s 
Joyland, courtesy of owner david cole.
“it was all great,” said cerys, afterwards. 

“i never dreamed i would see the name 
on a real boat.” now she will be pointing it 
out to all her friends and family whenever it 
sails in to Ramsgate.

Before the sea trip, the vessel was blessed 
by the Rev Peter Paine, chaplain to 
gardline.

 Gardline
 www1.gardline.com 

  =  See video library online

e  =  See enhanced entry online

http://www.ectrainingservices.com/news/watch-our-new-mst-vessel-transit-transfer-training/
http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/gardline/
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priMary sChool engageMent 
– long terM relationship 
opportunity
the project, called the gardline teddy 
Bear adventure engaged 12 local primary 
schools and although gardline has for 
many years engaged directly with local 
high school and college leavers, and has 
an active graduate recruitment program 
to help satisfy its continuing recruitment 
requirements, it was felt that there was 
a longer term relationship opportunity, 
where children in primary school are 
traditionally more hungry for knowledge, 
and often more easily engaged and 
optimistic than their elder siblings.
 

the gardline teddy bear projeCt

statistiCs revieW
Based upon a review of published 
statistics, gardline felt that the project was 
particularly important in a community such 
as great yarmouth.  By way of examples, 
quotes from “weathering the Storm” – 
the social impact of the recession in great 
yarmouth”, published in May 2011, on 
behalf of the, great yarmouth community 
trust, reveal:

•	 “The	English	Indices	of	Deprivation		
 2010 shows that great yarmouth  
 faces considerable deprivation  
 compared to other districts.  In   
 a national scale where 1 is the most  
	 deprived,	and	326	is	the	least,	Great		
 yarmouth ranks thirtieth”

Late in 2011 Gardline, the world’s largest independent 
marine survey company, started a local outreach project 
in its home town of Great Yarmouth.
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the gardline teddy bear projeCt
•	 “15.39%	of	Great	Yarmouth		 	
 households has an annual income  
 of less than £10,000 per annum.  this 
	 compares	with	12.97%	for	Norfolk,		
	 9.32%	for	the	East	of	England	and		
 10.61% for the UK.

•	 “As	of	March	2011,	6.59%	of	the		
 working age population of great  
 yarmouth claim job-seekers   
	 allowance.		This	compares	with	3.59%		
	 for	Norfolk,	3.21%	for	East	Anglia	and		
	 3.89%	for	the	UK.

•	 “In	terms	of	the	UK	Child	Well-being	
	 Index	(CWI)	out	of	354	district		 	
 authorities, where  a rank of 1 shows  
 the highest cwI, great yarmouth   
	 ranks	289th”.

•	 “In	most	types	of	study	of	academic		
 attainment, great yarmouth scores  
 approximately twice as worse as the  
 UK national average.  as an example,  
	 where	as	a	UK	average,	12.3%	of	the		
 population has no qualifications at all,
 In great yarmouth, the figure is   
 22.4%”

•	 “a	Quarter	of	all	children	in	Great		 	
 yarmouth are in families who are in  
 receipt of key out-of-work benefits”

global aWareness
with this in mind, it became 
clear that the primary aim of 
the teddy Bear adventure 
would be to help the students 
become better aware of the 
wider world around them, 
and hopefully raise their 
employment aspirations into 
the future.

each of the twelve 
participating schools adopted 
and named a gardline Bear 
and, given that gardline 
personnel work and travel 
worldwide, staff were to be 
encouraged to contribute to 
both the schools’ curricula 
and the student’s knowledge 
by taking their bears on assignments, and 
“reporting back” with photographs and 
stories.

personal engageMent
It was anticipated that, by having personal 
engagement, through their bear, the 
students would have a far closer interest 
in the curriculum subject. thus, and 
at the request of some of the schools, 
the bears have for example visited and 
learned about space travel at the houston 
Space centre, learnt about the Roman 
occupation of Britain, in Bath, travelled to 
learn more about other countries possibly 
out of reach to some of the pupils, such as 
cuba, Brazil, Malaysia, egypt & australia 
and found out about marine science in 
their classrooms, by meeting marine 
biologists and other specializations. 

gardline hands-on partiCipation
as part of the programme, gardline 
personnel have also participated in school 
activities including reading programmes, 
arranging visits from the local fire brigade 
and providing some real world advice 
and role play as to what a cv is, and 
how industry recruits its employees of 
tomorrow.

dediCated Website
gardline developed a dedicated website 
- www.gardlinebear.co.uk which has 
also proved very popular both with the 

students and their families and friends. 
here the schoolchildren can upload their 
stories and photographs, play games and 
ask questions of gardline’s own “house” 
bear, george.

positive response
the project, now reaching its first 
anniversary has received a very positive 
response both from within the great 
yarmouth community, and elsewhere.  Bill 
holledge, headmaster of greenacre, one 
of the participating schools is quoted as 
saying:  “The George the Bear scheme 
has had a significant, positive impact on 
our school by encouraging our pupils 
to think beyond their local area and to 
consider the wider world. By using a 
character that the pupils can relate to, 
the project has supported the children to 
ask questions about places, far and near, 
and to consider the implications of global 
issues. i am very grateful to Gardline for 
its commitment to the school, which 
has enabled our children to begin to 
get a flavour of the world of work and 
the opportunities that are available to 
them……..”

Gardline
www1.gardline.com 

e  =  See enhanced entry online

  =  See video library online

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/gardline/
http://www.ectrainingservices.com/news/watch-our-new-mst-vessel-transit-transfer-training/
http://www.ectrainingservices.com/news/watch-our-new-mst-vessel-transit-transfer-training/
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Matt treadwell who gave the presentation 
has worked for some years in oslo and is 
now heading up what will effectively be the 
UK base in liverpool.

various interested parties came along 
to find out more and this is just another 
project which fits well with our Skills gap 
initiative so is well worth highlighting  for 
the benefit of the industry.

companies and organisations in the wind 
energy industry based in norway see the 
benefit of an organisation like this and 
it would seem very relevant to the UK 
because of the opportunities involved for 
young people.

we will be reporting on youngShip as it 
progresses in the UK but also featuring 
some of their leading lights based in 
norway in future editions.

In the meantime Matt treadwell lets 
us know about the background to the 
project......

We were recently invited to a new initiative from YoungShip originally founded 
in Oslo, Norway, but with global intentions, to encourage young people to join 
the maritime industry.

youngship
presentation

Mersey MaritiMe
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20 year global MaritiMe 
industry age gap
at the moment there is a 20 year age gap 
within the Maritime Industry globally with 
experience retiring to the new younger 
talent/professionals coming in. 

therefore one key area for youngShip 
is to initiate and promote mentoring 
programmes with the experience from 
the industry and the ambitious young 
generations who will follow in their 
footsteps. another area is to promote 
the shipping industry to the educational 
institutions from a young perspective and 
make more people aware of the career 
opportunities which are out there.

other industry Challenges 
In addition to the age gap, the shipping 
industry at the moment faces a number 
of other challenges to reduce fuel 
consumption, air emissions, bio-fouling 
and general costs which is why innovation 
is an important area for investment. 

Wind industry
one area in which a lot of investment 
has been shown is within the wind 
sector which is why we will continue 
discussions with the wind energy 
network. although this is a 

YoungShip was formed to 
promote competence and network 
development, and promote young 
professionals in the global maritime 
industry. We also promote equality 
and social responsibility.

the liverpool branch was initiated 
by myself, Matt treadwell who was a 
former board member of youngShip 
oslo. youngShip oslo has been a great 
inspiration for the Maritime community in 
norway and realised the great opportunity 
liverpool also had to help promote the 
current maritime expertise as well as its 
maritime heritage (over 750 years!).

fantastiC response
after carrying out meetings with various 
companies since September 2011, 
the response from the local Maritime 
community has been fantastic and we 
would like to thank everyone who has 
been involved in the development so far! 
we would also like to make a special 
thank you to the Mersey Maritime group 
for their support and facilitating the 
youngShip liverpool launch.

global ContaCts
youngShip currently has over 2500 
members with branches in norway, 
Singapore, Brazil, cyprus and now 
the UK! the work carried out by 
all the local board members is 
voluntary and any sponsorship/
membership fees goes directly 
into helping the young 
generation of tomorrow 
develop.

youngship
popular topic there is a limited source of 
information out there to provide a good 
understanding of the challenges as well 
as the benefits of choosing this source 
of energy to the shipping industry. with 
that said it also identifies a number of 
opportunities for young people to look into 
and take control of going forward.

the future generation
youngShip shall encourage, motivate, 
innovate, inspire and aspire the future 
generation in the maritime industry and 
we thank the wind energy network for 
allowing us an insight into this sector 
which we will continue to work together 
on and explore.

Matt Treadwell
YoungShip
www.youngshipmore.no 
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reneWables netWork 
ManageMent Workshops
John will be running a series of workshops 
for Renewables network and you will 
find more detail of these at the end of his 
first article – we will be reporting on the 
workshops in future editions so that it will 
not only be those who attend who will 
benefit from his advice.

bCg bridgepoint ltd
John Britton established Bcg Bridgepoint 
ltd with colleagues in 2007 to support 
private sector SMes in the promotion of 
their businesses to public sector buyers in 
the e-procurement environment. 

quality ManageMent systeMs 
prinCipals
as the market has changed to become 
more private to private over the recent 
past the nature of Bcg Bridgepoint’s 
support has developed as well, to become 
more concerned with the degree of team 
ownership of QMS principles, as the basis 
for sustainable profitable performance.

reneWables netWork ltd
More recently John and the team at 
Bcg Bridgepoint have worked closely 
with Renewables network ltd in the 
specific sector of renewable energy 
production. their combination of supply 
chain management expertise and industry 
knowledge is increasingly in demand from 
companies who have ambitions to be 
significant suppliers in the market. 

In many cases these SMEs have found 
the business management material 
very useful and we have also received 
very favourable comments from 
large multi- national companies and 
organisations – ‘short and to the point 
contributions which make us think 
about how we manage our company’ 
was just one comment made directly 
to us at a recent conference.

john britton – bCg bridgepoint 
ltd
we open our business development 
section in this edition by introducing 
you to John Britton, whom many will be 
aware of his contribution to business, 
predominantly in the humber area but 
John has also worked internationally in a 
variety of business advisory positions.

his introductory article we are sure you will 
find thought provoking, so please feel free 
to contact us with your comments.

WelCoMe to our extended 
business developMent seCtion
this area of interest 
continues to grow, probably 
because there are many 
SMes who are either in 
the industry already or are 
looking to expand their 
horizons to take advantage 
of the opportunities available 
to them.
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reneWable energy
seCtor expansion

Much has been written to draw 
attention to the significant 
opportunities for the United Kingdom 
as a whole, and the Humber region 
in particular, that are presented by 
the growth of Renewable Energy 
production over the next two decades.

offshore Wind
these opportunities are no more 
dramatically quantified than in the 
particular sector of offshore wind. Figure 1 
shows the changing status of UK offshore 
wind	capacity	between	2010	and	2030.

In truth, every source of renewable energy 
will experience a challenging degree of 
growth in the next decades as we realise 
that carbon, as a source of energy, is 
unaffordable for economic, environmental 
and political reasons. 

however, the cleanly defined offshore 
wind sector contains all the lessons that 
we need to know and master if we are to 
reap the benefits of this transformation.

CapaCity and Culture
If a company, in any part of the supply 
chain, hopes to win its part of the 
economic explosion that UK offshore 
wind energy production will deliver it will 
need to ensure that two aspects of its 
performance are ‘fit for purpose’. these 
are capacity and culture.

CapaCity
Figure 1 shows that the installed capacity 
of UK offshore wind will be approximately 
4 times bigger in 2016 than it was just two 
years ago in 2010; and 8 times bigger in 
2030	than	in	2016	(i.e.	32	times	bigger	
overall). that doesn’t necessarily mean 
32	times	more	nuts	and	bolts,	or	steel	
ladders, or pieces of lifting equipment; but 
it does mean ‘a hell of a lot’ more of all 
these things.

If I was an SMe making steel ladders I 
would be asking myself now... 

•	 “How	can	I	make	my	production		
 capacity 10 times bigger than it is   
 now?” 
•	 “How	much	bigger	will	my	factory			
 need to be?”
•	 “Can	it	be	that	big	in	this	location,	or		
 will I have to move?”
•	 “What	technical	investments	are		
 available to transform my   
 productivity?” 
•	 “How	many	people	will	I	need	to		 	
 produce 10 times more?”
•	 “What	competence	will	my	team	need		
 that it doesn’t have now?”
•	 “How	much	working	capital	will	I		 	
 need to maintain a positive cash flow  
 in transition?”

10 tiMes More
I chose 10 times because, even allowing 
for	the	more	fierce	competition	that	a	32	
times market growth will inevitably attract, 
any business worth its salt should be able 
to benefit by at least this much. also 10 
times allows you to picture the ‘scale up’ 
quite easily. 

even though you can now picture 10 
times more machines on the factory floor, 
10 times more people in the canteen, 10 
times more cars in the car park, or 10 
times more raw materials in the store, I bet 
you have never let yourself indulge such 
thoughts until now.

Source: ewea Report ‘wind in our Sails’ July 2011
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Culture
we all know that the culture of an 
organisation cannot be ‘traded in’ and a 
new culture installed over the weekend 
ready for start-up on Monday morning. 
But it can be developed from its current 
status, at a natural pace, so that every 
individual can take ownership of new 
principles.

individual oWnership
Individual ownership is the key phrase, 
particularly in a quickly growing 
organisation – it is the decisions taken 
and executed by each individual in the 
team that delivers the performance that 
everyone else evaluates as the culture of 
the organisation. 

no one individual can control that 
performance to the extent that the 
decisions of all other individuals are 
immaterial. 

Why aM i getting so ‘heavy’? 
Because the qualitative evaluation of 
your team by the companies at the head 
of this supply chain is the toughest go/
no go decision to which you are ever 
likely to be subjected. In the business 
of installing and maintaining a hugely 
sophisticated production machine (wind 
turbine) in a hugely hostile production 
environment (north Sea) the principles 
of risk minimisation and performance 
maximisation take on a significance that, 
culturally, any business in the supply chain 
needs to embrace. 

experienCe and lessons learned
any company that has had experience 
as a third tier supplier in the automotive 
supply chain is well aware that the 
progress chaser in the car factory may 
not necessarily pay a call on him; but that 
the progress chaser is minutely aware of 
his production schedule and of any risks 
to continuous supply that is posed by his 
performance. 

reality not fantasy
the point is that this is not fantasy. If 
you are to get what you deserve from 
this opportunity this is the minimum of 
planning that you must do.

and if you are the company that supplies 
the steel ladder maker with the rods for his 
treads, then the same applies to you. how 
will you supply him with 10 times more? 

capacity is quantitative, but culture is 
qualitative. you may be reading this 
puzzling over the issues of quantitative 
change, even to the point of realisation 
that time is short to meet the challenge. 
and you would be right to draw such a 
conclusion, time is indeed short. 

If you wish to improve your 
competitiveness then these changes need 
to be made in time. otherwise it is your 
customer service that will suffer. 

and when the end product of the supply 
chain is a perfect, on time installation of 
a turbine 100 kilometres out in the north 
Sea then poor customer service will be 
punished without mercy.

But the quantitative capacity change will 
be the easy bit.

badges ‘stuCk in the WindoW’
companies that culturally dwell in the 
belief	that	ISO9001	is	merely	a	badge	
that has to be bought and ‘stuck in the 
window’ in order to satisfy a buyer that 
the company is driven by, and benefits 
from a Quality Management System 
(QMS) are non-starters in a supply chain 
governed by risk minimisation. 

Sadly, there have been and there still are 
far too many procurement officers who 
allow this charade of a badge ‘stuck in 
the window’ to pass as a satisfactory 
evaluation; and far too many quality 
management consultants who ensure that 
the only thing that is sold is the badge to 
stick in the window. It is their fault that 
so many suppliers have lost sight of the 
cultural requirements of performing in 
professional supply chains.

More than just qMs
But these cultural requirements demand 
much more than just QMS. they also 
demand environmental responsibility, 
social responsibility, and robust 
operational continuity management.

have I persuaded you that the time you 
require to develop your organisation’s 
culture from the one it is now to the one 
that...

•	 Ensures	clear	objectives	cascaded		
 from sound strategic goals
•	 Demands	individual	understanding	of		
 and commitment to these objectives
•	 Invests	in	the	expertise,	equipment		
 and work environment required to  
 excel
•	 Provides	the	opportunity	for	individual		
 ambitions to complement team goals
•	 Concentrates	on	building	strengths		
 instead of trying to convert   
 weaknesses
•	 Invests	in	its	community
•	 Is	a	transformation	that	you	need	to		
 begin today?

Cont...
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no? 
If that is because this is your culture 
already then congratulations, you are 
already attracting the attention of the best 
clients in many supply chains, but you 
know that already.

If that is because this is the first time 
you have realised that these will be the 
demands made of you then give me a ring 
today and we can start to address the 
issues together.

If that is because you don’t believe it then I 
congratulate you for having read this far – I 
am surprised that you have the time.

John’s workshop programme for 
Renewables network is scheduled to be...

2012
•	 Sep	12th	-	Knowing	the	Market
•	 Oct	10th	-	Your	Goals	and		 	
 competence
•	 Nov	14th	-	Decreasing	Waste
•	 Dec	12th	-	Increasing	Performance

2013
•	 5.							Jan	9th	-	Securing	Continuity
•	 6.							Feb	13th	-	Management	Quality

John Britton
BCG Bridgepoint Ltd
www.bcg-bridgepoint.co.uk

Renewables Network
www.renewablesnetwork.co.uk 

‘short and to the 
point contributions 
which make us 
think about how 
we manage our 
company’ 
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Business guru Paul luen 
continues his quest to 
helP Businesses to Be 
successful in the wind 
energy industry.  for those 
of you who may have missed 
his contriButions in our 
Previous issues we rePeat 
the reasoning Behind this 
initiative...
1 The industry is expanding quickly and has attracted  
 many new businesses – companies both large and small  
 will benefit from Paul’s valuable experience and advice

2 Paul is so enthusiastic about the industry he is more  
 than willing to give advice to help as many companies
 as possible share in the opportunities already available

Paul has such a straightforward punchy style there is 
no need to pad things out with too many words – if you 
would like him to elaborate further in any area please 
just get in touch.
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Why is it that in many organisations, 
both employee and manager 
generally dread “appraisals”, when 
they’re meant as such a positive tool 
and offer such great potential for 
developing people?
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eMployees should do Most of 
the talking
during the PdR, it’s important for the onus 
to be on the employee to do most of the 
talking, with the manager asking open 
(how, what, etc) coaching questions. two-
way feedback is of course critical, and the 
focus should be on highlighting positive 
achievements, attitudes and behaviours 
giving specific examples of each. everyone 
(without exception!) will of course have 
2-3	specific	areas	for	improvement	and	
highlighting these, again with specific 
examples, can really give the context to 
making this feedback less emotionally 
sensitive. 
 
personal developMent plans
all PdRs should always ask the question, 
“how can you improve”, followed by “how 
else”, “how else” - it’s good to record 
any support and development actions 
that come out of these discussions in 
a form of “personal development plan”. 
PdRs are a great opportunity to set/re-set 
expectations and perfect for promoting 
alignment with company values and 
organisational goals. 
 

Why is it that in many organisations, 
both employee and manager 
generally dread “appraisals”, when 
they’re meant as such a positive 
tool and offer such great potential 
for developing people? Perhaps it’s 
because the whole concept of a 
manager sitting in judgement of an 
employee and telling them the good, 
the bad and the ugly, just doesn’t sit 
well in modern times. 
 
perforManCe developMent 
revieWs (pdrs)
Re-framing “appraisals” as Performance 
development Reviews (PdRs) with an 
emphasis on coaching and re-enforcing 
positive behaviours, can have a material 
effect on driving performance and 
engagement from staff. to get the best 
out of PdRs, both sides need to invest 
time in preparation – we find a simple 
2-page form acts as an effective tool to 
stimulate discussion.
 

turning
appraisals into 
revieWs that

Work!
foCus on the positive
however you go about the reviews, the 
one critical aspect of the experience for 
the employee is that they feel challenged 
in a positive way during my PdR meeting 
and at the end, feel motivated about 
working towards achieving their new 
objectives and embracing their personal 
development actions.
 
why not try morphing your “appraisals” 
into PdRs and see what a difference it can 
make!

 Paul Luen
 www.martek-marine.com 
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We introduCe frank 
neWberry to our 
extended business 
developMent feature
Frank is fairly well known in a number of diverse industries 
and just recently has built up a following in the Nuclear 
industry.

Frank has been helping people to get better results in the 
workplace for over 30 years. 

Please do not hesitate to get in touch through Frank’s website 
(link at the end of his article).

Making the Most of 
Meetings at Work
PART ONE: the executive secretary role

Frank Newberry  pictured
left,  at a meeting
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tRaIneR and 
MotIvatIonal 
SPeaKeR FRanK 
newBeRRy IS 
convInced 
that we can 
all contRIBUte 
to MaKIng 
MeetIngS at 
woRK MoRe 
PRodUctIve 
and MoRe 
enJoyaBle.    

voluntary seCtor involveMent
I was recently asked to stand for election 
to serve on a number of brand new 
committees and Boards in the voluntary 
sector. I could try for chair or vice chair 
of a congress size group of people (more 
than 20 members) or to serve on one of 
four smaller committees (less than 20 
members each). 

once elected to one of the smaller 
committees I might then be asked to 
stand for election as that committee’s 
chair or vice chair. the organisation 
running these elections was also looking 
informally for minute-takers.  

governMent initiative
these committees are one of the ways 
the current government is trying to engage 
people in decision making locally. you 
may already be serving on one of these 
committees yourself. 

Most of us hardly kneW eaCh 
other
I should point out that, at this early stage, 
we were effectively electing each other. 
everyone was being asked to stand for 
everything so that people had some 
sort of a choice of candidate. again, at 
this state most of us hardly knew each 
other or quite understood what the new 
committees’ powers would be. 

a ConsCious deCision
It was for this reason (the ignorance and 
the unfamiliarity) that I decided against 
standing for any of the jobs on offer 
preferring instead to suggest that there 
was another way that I might help the 
congress level people at their monthly 
meetings.

accordingly at the next meeting - under 
the heading of ‘any other business’- I was 
elected unopposed and unanimously to 
be the executive Secretary to congress. 
I was also asked if I would be the Minute 
taker but I declined. I figured will have my 
hands full enough because it is the job 
of the executive Secretary to assist the 
chair by working to make the meetings 
themselves more productive.

My job Was to be the ‘engine oil’
when I first worked as an executive 
Secretary I was told that the committee 
I would serve was ‘like an engine’ which 
made all the decisions and carried out 
the action points. My job was to be the 
‘engine oil’ that ensured the smooth 
running of the engine. 

My role
My job, in a nutshell, will be to work with 
the congress chair - before, during and 
after meetings - by helping him or her to...

•	 Prepare	and	circulate	meaningful			
 agendas (before the meeting) 
•	 Determine	who	does	which	action		
 points (during the meeting), and then 
•	 Chase	up	the	action	points	(after	the		
 meeting) so that progress is made as  
 intended

In my first stint in this role I served on 
three church charity committees whose 
members included foreign bankers from 
the city of london and top businessmen 
- all of whom were very busy in their ‘day 
jobs’. I quickly realised why they were at 
the top of their profession.

they worked hard and appreciated others 
who worked hard. 

Fortunately for me they all seemed to think 
that I was a hard worker so they were 
very responsive to me and my regular 
‘reminders’ to them about their action 
points.

the best job i ever had
nowadays if I am asked, I say it was the 
best job I ever had. 

why? Because I had all of the power 
(in these relationships with committee 
members) and none of the responsibility. It 
was also the best job I ever had because 
the committees got so much more work 
done and this benefited many, many 
people in need.

So if your meetings at work need a 
boost then consider giving someone the 
executive Secretary role. In Part two, I will 
look at decision making in meetings and 
some ground rules to keep them on track.

 Frank Newberry
 www.franknewberry.com     
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the aCtion
Prospecting activities are either active or 
passive.  active prospecting gives you 
complete control over how the activity is 
carried out.  For example, making cold 
calls is active.  you control who you call, 
how often you call, how many calls you 
make, and what you say. advertising is 
passive as you can’t control whether a 
piece gets to its intended destination, is 
read, or generates a response.  although 
you can increase your response rate by 
offering free samples, a bonus or other 
premium, you give up most control by 
advertising. 

to achieve desired results, mix your 
active and passive prospecting.  Passive 
activities may be more comfortable, but 
comfort may not be the answer to your 
prospecting challenge. 

the plan
when you’ve decided which activities 
to pursue, put them on your calendar.  
Schedule your activities according to time, 
budget, resources and target audience 
considerations. and be sure to put your 
preparation activities (preparing a seminar, 
writing your newsletter or composing your 
mailing) in no-pay time.  a budget should 
accompany your prospecting calendar.  
will there be labour, equipment, facility or 
print costs?  these elements all factor into 
your choice of prospecting activities and 
their weight in your mix. 

the Mix
a good prospecting plan includes several 
types of activities.  Some examples 
include:  cold phone calls, referrals, talks, 
mailings and networking.  while most 
salespeople have a variety of activities 
available to them, they tend to use only 
a few, either because they have a certain 
comfort level with some activities, or 
a discomfort with others.  Mixing your 
activities takes the pressure off any one 
activity to provide your livelihood.  If you’re 
not comfortable with an approach, invest 
time to improve your skills, and ultimately 
your comfort level, to make other activities 
work for you. 

Prospecting
with a plan

the results
once you’ve chosen your mix, planned 
your actions, scheduled your activities 
and carried out your plan, what were 
the results?  where did your leads come 
from, and which activities generated the 
leads that translated into appointments?  
although different activities may produce 
varying results, you’ll probably find that a 
plan that reflects a variety of methods will 
pay off.  and you may even find success 
with an activity you thought wouldn’t work 
for you, or that you were reluctant to try. 
each prospecting plan is unique, but all 
have elements in common:  they should 
include a mix of activities that are feasible 
for your situation and have action steps 
for those activities based on resources 
available and scheduling constraints.  as 
the saying goes, “If you don’t know where 
you’re going, how will you know when you 
get there?”
 
Andy McLaughlin
Sanders Training
www.centralnorth-east.sandler.com 

a good Pool oF PRoSPectS IS one oF the KeyS to a SUcceSSFUl SellIng caReeR.  
KnowIng how to PRoSPect eFFectIvely KeePS a caReeR vItal, and IS tRUly the 
lIFeBlood oF SaleS.  yet, So Many SaleS PRoFeSSIonalS oveRlooK the cRUcIal 
eleMent oF havIng a PRoSPectIng Plan.  wIth a Plan to Follow, yoU can MeaSURe 
yoUR eFFoRtS and ReSUltS. 

“If you don’t 
knoW Where 
you’re goIng, 
hoW WIll you 
knoW When you 
get there?”
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Back then my focus was fairly narrow 
with the emphasis on how leaders and 
managers could truly make a difference 
just by being good skilled leaders of 
people.  that is of course still essential to 
any organisation’s strategy for influencing 
the wellbeing of their workforce. over the 
years the amount of support that can be 
provided for companies to give a much 
more extensive approach to the subject 
area has grown immensely. organisations 
can access a great deal of support to 
help them influence this vital area, and 
depending upon the company size, for 
many organisations this can be gained for 
FRee.

Wellbeing ChaMpion CoMpanies... 
...are popping up regularly now in my 
general day to day work and it is great to 
walk into a premises and see evidence 
of this and the impact that it does 
have on those people employed there.  
whether this is the bowls of fruit available, 
pleasant thoughtful surroundings or easily 
accessible information on health from 
stopping smoking; to getting your five fruit 
and veg a day and having a healthy heart 
it is truly great to see.

Wellbeing fraMeWorks...
...are a great way to provide the strategic 
direction and the way in which to embed 
wellbeing in day to day business practices.  
In my last article I said I would focus on 
writing about using the frameworks and 
support that are available to organisations 
in their efforts, and these can be for the 
smaller company right through to the 
largest.  I have provided some contact 
details for in particular the north east.

as a Wellbeing ChaMpion...
...in one of the small marine / 
manufacturing north east businesses I 
support, employing 20 people, recently 
we undertook the process of a health 

riChard branson Made 
a great stateMent that i 
heard When taking part in 
soMe training reCently, he 
talks about ‘using business 
as a forCe for good’ as an 
underpinning philosophy in 
virgin.  

I have borrowed that phrase 
because positively impacting 
upon the health and wellbeing 
of individuals by carrying out 
interventions in the workplace, 
and in creating both health and 
wealth in our communities, is 
surely about using business as a 
force for good.

My passion for Wellbeing... 
...becoming the focus of all my work 
started about 7 years ago when I 
came to my own conclusions that 
the corporate world was an excellent 
platform that could positively affect the 
health and wellbeing of individuals.

using business
As a force for 
good!

needs assessment with the workforce.  
the employees had the opportunity to 
complete questionnaires about health 
concerns in general and at work, leading 
to a feedback report and discussion on 
the results and how the company could 
be supported in delivering this.

targetted aCtion...
...is now being taken relevant to employee 
needs, thereby removing the issue of 
‘why’ there is often a poor take up in 
business of interventions that are simply 
thought to be needed or seemed like a 
good idea.  there were some interesting 
and unexpected comments, from 
concerns on lone working and working 
at heights as well as back care and more 
general health issues.  this has raised 
awareness of health related factors 
affecting people in the company that 
management were not aware.

the proCess in easy steps 
•	 The	Company	contacts	a	provider	
•	 A	confidential	health	needs		 	
 assessment questionnaire is provided  
 and completed by employees  on their 
 general and workplace health   
 concerns
•	 These	are	submitted	to	a	NHS	Heath		
 Improvement Practitioner
•	 A	report	on	staff	responses	is		 	
 compiled with identified health and  
 wellbeing concerns and a feedback 
 meeting with the organisation is  
 carried out with plans for relevant   
 action 
•	 Support	can	be	provided	in	the	form		
 of information and booklets as well  
 as a FRee nhS health check that can 
 take place in the workplace for   
 persons aged between 40–74. this  
 takes 20 minutes and could add years  
 to the lives of individuals taking part as 
 it checks a number of things and   
 identifies a risk score
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the award is managed by an organisation 
called amacus who will support 
organisations from  diagnostic through to 
implementation; there is access to FRee 
resources to support organisations in their 
important efforts.

investors in people aWard and 
the health & Wellbeing good 
praCtiCe aWard
whether new to Investors in People, or 
a seasoned achiever, there is much to 
assist here.  again, there are a number of 
levels that organisations can achieve as 
they implement their wellbeing practices in 
incremental easy to manage stages.

there are workshops to inform and 
support through the process, case-studies 
of organisations that have achieved the 
standard and will share the benefits to 
their company and people of this.  there 
are useful downloads, hints, tips, and 
thoughts easily accessible that show the 
well-known standard for IIP and the health 
and wellbeing good Practice award

this particular company I referred to is 
not currently considering seeking a formal 
award.  For those organisations that are 
ready, an awards framework can provide 
the building blocks for a great plan and 
structure, as well as valuable resources to 
assist in achieving successful outcomes.

north east better health at 
Work aWard
this is unique in the north east giving 
the opportunity for organisations to work 
toward an award that has been developed 
to give recognition to workplaces which 
actively promote workplace health.
  
a partnership between workplaces, public 
health departments and other health 
improvement specialists, there are levels 
of bronze silver and gold leading to 
increased excellence in the organisation 
demonstrating evidence based practice 
achieving some of the well documented 
benefits for employers including:

•	 Improved	workplace	health
•	 Improved	staff	morale,	loyalty	and			
 retention
•	 Improved	corporate	image
•	 Reduced	absenteeism
•	 Increased	productivity

and so to close, no matter what stage 
your organisation is in its journey regarding 
the health of your workforce, or the size 
of company from small to extremely large, 
there is an extensive amount of resource 
to support efforts.  collectively we can 
make a huge difference to creating both 
wealth and health in our communities.

Amacus
www.amacusltd.co.uk

Investors In People
www.investorsinpeople.co.uk/
healthandwellbeing

Partnering4Performance
www.partnering4performance.com
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the Bow-tIe Method            an elegant SolUtIon?

In a previous issue, Risktec discussed the steps of an effective risk management 
process and highlighted the importance of risk assessment/analysis within 
this process. A number of differing techniques are available for assessing or 
analysing risk (e.g. risk assessment matrices) and in this issue, Risktec focuses 
upon a powerful and increasingly popular risk assessment technique, the Bow-
Tie method.

What is a boW-tie?
the Bow-tie method, so called because it describes the management of risk in the 
shape of a bow-tie, is an extremely powerful way of clearly illustrating how risk is being 
managed within an operation, business etc. It helps ensure that risks are managed rather 
than just analysed, partly by going beyond the usual risk assessment ‘snapshot’ and 
highlighting the links between risk controls and management systems.

Figure 1: The Bow-Tie
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the Bow-tIe Method            an elegant SolUtIon?

building the boW-tie
a bow-tie diagram is built by asking a 
structured set of questions in a logical 
sequence (see Figure 2). the completed 
bow-tie illustrates the hazard, its causes 
and consequences, the controls to 
minimise the risk, and a list of the critical 
tasks undertaken to ensure ongoing 
integrity of these controls. 

Bow-ties are best constructed via 
facilitated workshops involving people who 
are regularly confronted with the risks. 
this is proven to be the most effective way 
of identifying real controls and capturing 
current practice. honesty is an essential 
ingredient during these sessions if any 
weaknesses in controls are going to be 
uncovered. to encourage honesty, the 
workshop needs to be run in an open and 

a bow-tie diagram provides a readily-
understood visualisation of the 
relationships between the causes of 
business upsets (hazards which, if 
realised, could compromise business 
objectives e.g. impact on health, safety, 
the environment, operations etc.), the 
escalation of such events, the controls 
preventing the event from occurring and 
the preparedness measures in place to 
limit the impact (see Figure 1). the power 
of a bow-tie diagram is that it provides an 
overview of multiple plausible scenarios in 
a single picture. 

engaging fashion, and an independent 
facilitator can often help to create such an 
environment.

to provide a practical example of a 
completed bow-tie, we can again look 
at our multi-purpose “tiger in cage” 
analogy. In this example, wild animals (i.e. 
tigers) are the hazard, with the top event 
(i.e. when control of hazard is lost) being 
tiger escape from the cage. the threats, 
consequences, barriers and recovery 
preparedness measures for this scenario 
can be easily understood at a glance as 
illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 2: Building the Bow-Tie
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Figure 3: “Tiger in Cage” Bow-Tie
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benefits of the boW-tie Method

1. Logical, structured understanding
 Risk assessments can have a   
 tendency to concentrate on the 
 level of risk only, rather than 
 considering all aspects of the   
 management of risk. the structured 
 approach of the bow-tie forces an 
 assessment of how well all initial   
 causes are being controlled and
 how well prepared the organisation  
 is to recover should things start to  
 go wrong. this logical approach often  
 identifies gaps and issues that are  
 missed by other techniques.

2. Clear communication and   
 improved understanding
 By visually illustrating the hazard,   
 its causes and consequences, and the 
 controls to minimise the risk, the bow- 
 tie can be readily understood at   
 all levels, from senior managers and 
 operations personnel, to regulators  
 and members of the public. 

3. Greater ownership 
 Bow-tie workshops encourage 
 participation and stimulate 
 communication between key   
 stakeholders, whether from the  
 company, contractors or external 
 parties, who all have a role to play  
 in managing risk and yet may not be 
 involved in more traditional  
 techniques.  when people feel   
 involved they tend to ‘buy-in’ to the 
 process.  when action is taken   
 based on what they say, people will 
 take ownership. all of which lends 
 itself to more effective risk   
 management.

4. Efficiency gains
 Bow-ties help identify where resources 
 should be focused for risk reduction 
 (i.e. prevention or mitigation), thus 
 reducing the volume of safety 
 analysis, leading to a potential 
 reduction in unnecessary/lower   
 importance barriers.

5. ALARP Demonstration
 Bow-ties are an effective tool for   
 qualitative demonstration that hazards 
 are being managed to a level which
  is as low as Reasonably Practicable  
 (alaRP). the bow-tie diagram   
 clearly identifies all existing barriers in 
 place to prevent realisation of a   
 hazard, and prompts operators to ask 
 “is there anything more we can   
 reasonably do?”

6. “Future Proof” Risk Management 
 Unlike other risk assessment   
 techniques, the bow-tie illustrates not 
 only what controls are currently in 
 place, but, through the use of   
 critical tasks, why they will still be there
 tomorrow.

so Where do boW-ties fit in?
Bow-tie diagrams can be generated for 
every hazard identified for any particular 
operation at any point in its life cycle. 
however, it is clearly not appropriate, 
efficient or cost effective to construct 
diagrams for all identified hazards. Bow-
tie diagrams are most commonly used, 
and realise the largest benefit in analysing 
major hazards.

the Risk assessment Matrix, discussed 
in a previous issue (see February/March 
2012), can be utilised as a “screening” 
tool to identify major hazards requiring 
further investigation, with bow-tie 
diagrams clearly identifying the controls/
mitigations against such hazards.

liMitations of the boW-tie 
Method
of course bow-ties are not the panacea 
for all risk management problems. If 
you want to quantify your level of risk in 
absolute terms then the bow-tie method 
will not help directly. Similarly, if you want 
to model complex inter-relationships 
between your risk controls, there are 
better ways than using bow-ties. 

as with all risk assessment techniques, 
the quality of the information output is 
dependent on the quality of the individuals 
leading the workshops/assessment 
and the team assembled to assist. the 
danger exists that, due to the apparent 
simplicity of the bow-tie diagram, 
such assessments are undertaken by 
inexperienced personnel and without 
the direct input from all involved parties 
(operations, maintenance etc.). In 
such a scenario, bow-ties could be 
generated which do not represent the 
on-site operations and omit key threats, 
consequences or controls.

In summary, a number of differing 
techniques are available for assessing 
risk. however if you want to remove 
the mystique of risk management and 
obtain insights into your risk controls 
that are easy to understand and easy 
to communicate, then there is no better 
method than bow-ties.

 James Sneddon
 Risktec Solutions Ltd
 www.risktec.co.uk
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types of ip
there are various types of IP which fall 
mainly under two headings:  the artistic 
and the commercial (although clearly for 
the renewables sector, commercial is 
going to be the key focus).  IP rights can 
be trade marks, copyright, design rights, 
patents, works know-how or confidential 
information.  various other IP rights such 
as database rights may also be applicable 
although perhaps to a lesser extent in this 
sector.

looking at each of these IP rights in turn it 
becomes clear as to how they will become 
relevant. 

trade Marks
a trade mark is a brand name or symbol 
that distinguishes one business or product 
from another.  In a developing sector we 
see business start ups and new products 
and it is likely that new names will be 
developed.  the best way to protect such 
names or logos is to register them as 
trade marks. 

Rights will still exist in unregistered trade 
marks but for enforcement purposes and 
for enhanced levels of protection and 
ownership rights, a lawyer  will always 
advise registering trade marks where 
possible.  

depending on each individual 
circumstance, trade marks can be 
registered in the UK; as a europe wide 
community trade mark; or certain 
territories can be cherry picked if the 
marks require protection in other 
jurisdictions.  once trade marks have 
been registered it is easier for businesses 
to then take steps to prevent third parties 
infringing their marks.  

The renewables sector is fast 
developing.  This means that new 
ideas, thoughts and processes are 
being created at an extremely fast 
pace.  As with all developing industry 
sectors, intellectual property is going 
to be imperative to business success.  
For this reason it is important 
that all businesses are aware of 
what intellectual property (IP) they 
own, how IP is created and most 
importantly, how it can be protected.  

intelleCtual property – the 
ConCept 
Before considering each IP in turn, it is 
worth reiterating the basic concept of IP. 

Intellectual property rights are basically 
intangible rights, with the idea that 
they protect the products of human 
intellect.  Intellect cannot be seen but can 
nevertheless have a value.  It is capable of 
being “owned” which means that it has to 
be somebody’s property.  

Intellectual property is everywhere and 
large businesses spend huge sums 
maintaining and protecting their IP rights, 
whether developed by their employees or 
consultants.   

Copyright 
copyright is a monopoly right that arises 
automatically and is basically a right 
to prevent copying.  It is likely in the 
renewables sector that new plans and 
drawings will be prepared which will 
attract copyright protection.  

no further steps are needed to obtain the 
benefit of this right (contrary to popular 
belief there is no central copyright register) 
but best practice would suggest that 
businesses in this sector do acknowledge 
themselves as the copyright owners on 
important documents, including on their 
websites, by using the copyright symbol 
along with their name and date that the 
work was created.  

designs
designs can be registered and 
unregistered.  again, it is likely that this 
right will be a direct benefit to businesses 
in the sector and it is envisaged that 
design rights will be needed and used.  
Unregistered design rights protect 
functional objects for up to a ten year 
period.  clearly by the title no steps are 
needed to register this right.  

Perhaps of lesser significance is the right 
of registered design which relates to 
the appearance of an object but not its 
technical function.  

Intellectual Property
In the RenewaBleS SectoR
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Confidential inforMation 
It is perhaps misleading to have this 
heading in an article on IP as the law of 
confidence is not an IP right in the true 
sense.  given its significance however, it is 
often classified along with the other rights 
and it is clearly associated with them.  
It is imperative in the renewables sector in 
light of its “newness” that ideas are kept 
confidential.  certainly before businesses 
agree to meet or discuss concepts or 
ideas, strong confidentiality agreements 
should be put in place.  to the extent 
that intellectual property rights need to be 
protected then this should be specifically 
noted in the confidentiality agreement.  

patents
Patents give their owners the highest level 
legal protection in the area of intellectual 
property rights.  Patents are very much a 
commercial IP right and protect inventions.  
Please do be aware that patents can also 
protect an improvement or an idea.  

It may also be the case in this sector that a 
patent has been obtained for one function 
but can be used in a completely different 
context, such as a bearing protection or 
fluid protection system which is enhanced 
and adapted for offshore use. In certain 
situations, this would also be capable of 
patent protection in its own right.  

a patent gives the holder a right to a 
monopoly right for twenty years. Patent 
is derived from “letters patent” meaning a 
description of the inventions made public 
in return for the grant by the crown of 
the period of protection.  the reasoning 
behind this is that an individual who has 
expended time and effort in inventing a 
new concept should have the benefit of 
this. 

Please note that the information relating 
to a patent does have to be kept in the 
strictest confidence before the patent can 
be filed.  this comes on to the next area of 
confidential information.  

aWareness and proteCtion
the key issue for businesses operating 
in this sector is going to be awareness 
when considering intellectual property 
rights.  It is also worth reiterating that IP 
which may have been protected in the 
past, but which is going to be used in a 
new context, should also be reviewed and 
considered.  

the advice is to register where possible 
and certainly take steps to protect 
intellectual property or ideas by using 
confidentiality agreements or other 
methods where rights are unregistered.  

Marie Kell (head of commercial and 
intellectual property)
Andrew Jackson Solicitors
www.andrewjackson.co.uk
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INNOVATION & NEW TECHNOLOGY FEATURE

Operating in a wind energy market that’s not only one 
of the most productive in Europe but also a world leader 
in establishing off-shore wind farms, the UK’s wind 
turbine operators are dependent on a sound support 
infrastructure. To assist the industry in this respect, 
ZF Services UK Ltd set up a new wind turbine gearbox 
repair and overhaul facility in 2009 at its Nottingham 
headquarters. Now firmly established in the wind energy 
market, the company continues to invest in the facility to 
cope with the growing demand for a UK-based service.

unique iMpleMentation

innovation and
neW teChnology
feature

unique Wind turbine 
gearbox overhaul and 
test faCilities keep uk 
Wind farM operators in 
generating Mode

innovation is the by Word for 
the Wind energy industry.  in no 
other industry have We seen 
suCh groWth in suCh a short 
spaCe of tiMe.  engineering 
probleM solvers Continue to 
astound us With their ingenuity 
and ‘the ansWer is yes noW What 
is the question’ attitude.

We start this substantial 
feature With zf serviCes Who 
saW an opening Way baCk in 
2009 and had the foresight to 
prepare for this Massive Market 
plaCe.  
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although the basis of the service is 
straightforward, the implementation is 
unique, providing facilities unavailable 
elsewhere in the UK and enabling 
significantly faster turnaround times 
than available from original equipment 
manufacturers situated elsewhere in 

europe. the 
nottingham site 
for example 
boasts the only 
purpose-built 
wind turbine 
gearbox validation 
test rig in the 
UK and the only 
one in the ZF 
group outside of 
its wind turbine 
headquarters in 
dortmund.

sCope of aCtivities
to date, the smallest gearbox serviced 
in the ZF Services UK wind turbine 
overhaul facility is three tonnes in weight 
and the largest 11.5 tonnes, but the 
lifting gear and test rig are capable of 
handling	gearboxes	of	up	to	30	tonnes.	
Maintenance and repair of gearboxes can 
include items such as brakes, oil coolers, 
torque arms, rotor shaft repairs, gear 
analysis using video endoscopy, vibration/
oil analysis and equipment updates. 

overhaul proCess
during disassembly, the condition of 
each internal component is inspected 
and recorded. Failure mode and cause 
are noted where applicable, helping to 
minimise the risk of repeat or premature 
failure. during overhaul, bearings and seals 
are replaced with oe parts. gears, shafts, 
and bores are measured against oe 
drawings to assess whether components 
are within tolerance and can be safely re-
used, or require specialist refurbishment 
or replacement. to save cost and time, 
damaged gears within tolerance can 
often be reground using the latest cnc 
technology and machinery, but where this 
is not possible they are replaced with oe 
quality gears. Similarly, bores and shafts 
can be brought back within specification 
using proven and accepted recovery 
techniques.

gears and shafts beyond the limits for safe 
recovery are replaced by oe standard 
components meeting the rigorous 
standards demanded by the wind turbine 
industry. In instances where parts are 
obsolete or prove hard to obtain, ZF 
Services UK’s specialist suppliers are 
capable of reverse engineering these to 
oe standards.

updates and upgrades
ZF Services has access to the latest oe 
upgrade information, and through its 
central wind turbine gearbox design and 
development facility can also offer bespoke 
solutions to gearbox problems. these 
services include updating gearboxes to 
the latest design standards, upgrading 
lubrication systems, and reprofiling gear 
teeth to ensure optimum efficiency and 
increased component longevity.

unique test faCility
every wind turbine gearbox overhauled 
at ZF Services UK undergoes a rigorous 
test procedure of around eight hours’ 
duration before release to the customer. 
this is achieved using a unique, purpose-
built validation rig designed for partial load 
testing of gearboxes from turbines of up to 
approximately 2.5 megawatts generating 
capacity. capable of delivering more than 
64,000 nm torque, the test rig applies 
a load through the gearbox via a slave 
gearbox and output motor. adjustable 
drive and load motors are used to cope 
with the variation in height and width of 
different gearboxes.

the equipment can analyse oil flow and 
pressure, gearbox temperature, tooth 
contact pattern, and noise and vibration 
profiles, and thermal imaging is used to 
ensure that there are no local hot spots in 
the gearbox. current draw, temperature, 
vibration and torque figures are recorded 
on the test rig’s human-machine interface 
(hMI) panel, with a data logging frequency 
of at least 10 hz.

vital CheCks
wind turbine gearbox bearings may fail 
prematurely if not correctly installed, so 
particular attention is given to monitoring 
that all bearings are precisely set and not 
preloaded. cleanliness of the gearbox 
oil is another critical factor in component 
longevity. the oil filtering unit checks for 
correct oil flow and filters oil down to at 
least 14/11 cleanliness code as defined 
by	the	ISO4406:1999	standard,	ensuring	
that the gearbox is free of any particulate 
contaminants prior to despatch.

future enhanCeMents
the ZF Services UK wind turbine gearbox 
overhaul facility will shortly have a fully-
automated data logging system in place to 
collect all data and enhance the productivity 
of the overhaul validation test rig.

 ZF Services UK
 www.zf.com/uk

e  =  See enhanced entry online
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CeraMiC integrated Measuring 
systeM (CiMs)
Rexroth jacking cylinders are equipped 
with cIMS which provides an accurate 
signal. this allows the control system 
to evaluate the status of the system in 
relation to the precision, motion pattern 
and levelling of the vessel or platform. 
the cylinder rods are protected by a 
ceramic coating which is suitable for harsh 
environment conditions.

Bosch Rexroth’s new high 
performance, continuous jacking 
system is safer, more reliable and 
ensures the effective installation and 
maintenance of wind farms. 

through this latest development, Bosch 
Rexroth has set a new standard for the 
future installation and maintenance of wind 
turbines at sea.

expertise, in-house developMent 
and produCtion
Bosch Rexroth has provided leading 
companies in the offshore and 
construction industry with advanced 
jacking systems for many years. 
Purpose-built integrated drive and 
control systems with a jacking force of 
23,000	tons	upwards	are	the	result	of	
profound application expertise, in-house 
development and production. they now 
meets modern demands through their 
new high performance continuous jacking 
system. 

tough environMental Conditions
the service life of a jacking system needs 
to be 25 years or more to withstand tough 
environmental conditions. In cooperation 
with certifying bodies and knowledge 
institutions, Bosch Rexroth has developed 
new standards and innovative solutions 
to tackle the problem of fatigue risks. the 
advanced control system is characterised 
by a tight control of accelerations, 
decelerations, parallel and opposite 
cylinder motions, smooth transfer of the 
high loads and an automatic four quadrant 
process, in which the system automatically 
switches from leg lowering to platform 
lifting operation and vice versa. this results 
in a constant jacking speed of 1 m/min 
and higher. 

additionally, specifically integrated features 
lead to more reliability, safer operations 
and a considerable reduction of required 
power. 

launCh of safe, 
reliable and 
effeCtive Continuous 
jaCking systeM  

integration
a modern operator will benefit from the 
tight integration of the jacking system to 
the crane, mooring, handling and sea 
fastening systems. this integration adds 
to the reliability of the vessel and to overall 
cost savings. Secondary controlled drive 
systems for the vessel crane combine 
high performance with reduced power 
consumption, occupied space and weight.

in-house design and expertise
the software, cylinders, power units 
and control systems are designed 
and manufactured in-house. Systems 

are thoroughly examined by FMea, 
simulations and shop tests. they 
are installed (with prefab piping) and 
commissioned on location by Bosch 
Rexroth experts. a robust lifecycle 
management programme ensures that 
all systems remain in top condition 
throughout their service life, anywhere in 
the world. 

Bosch Rexroth
www.boschrexroth.co.uk
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lubricant developments are helping 
to maximize returns on investment by 
reducing the costs of producing electricity 
from wind power. this is achieved through 
ensuring the equipment works reliably and 
requires minimal maintenance, as well as 
limiting downtime, in part through lubricants 
with longer operational life spans.

designed to Meet Challenges
the main gearbox of a wind turbine, 
which drives the generator, comes under 
enormous strain every day, and reliability 
of the working functions is imperative. a 
major concern is gearbox micropitting, 
which results from factors such as case 
hardening and the surface roughness of 
the gear teeth, as well as inappropriate 
lubricant selection and application.

given the gearbox’s size, the lubricant’s 
short recirculation times and the potential 
for air entrainment in the system, good air-
release and anti-foaming characteristics 
are vital properties for the gear oil. 
excessive foaming can cause the oil level 
to rise above the maximum, which may 
result in unplanned turbine shutdown and 
loss of power to the grid.

teMperature varianCe
Further, wind turbines sit on top of high 
columns, and many installed units have to 
be robust enough to withstand both very 
high and very low temperatures. In the 
UK wind turbines have to contend with 
cold temperatures and wet weather which 
can lead to rusting. the rotors can also 
be static for periods of time, all of which 
place specific challenges on the lubricants 
to provide maximum protection for the 
longest time period.

The wind turbine industry is a driving 
force for advancing high-performance 
industrial lubricants, says Shell’s Joe 
O’Connor...

advances in wind turbine technology have 
resulted in dramatic changes to standard 
gear oil used for wind turbines. the 
pressures wind turbines place on lubricants 
are now greater, and the operating 
conditions can be very harsh. to maintain 
a high level of operational reliability against 
the elements, and to keep up with industry 
technology advances, lubricants have had 
to become increasingly sophisticated.

rigorous testing
Unique insight is being developed into 
the challenges of producing lubricant that 
meets the requirements of the wind turbine 
industry. It is an expensive process and 
involves	more	than	300	separate	laboratory	
and rig tests before it is even considered 
for a field trial. these tests measure a 
multitude of parameters such as wear 
protection, load carrying capability, shear 
stability, resistance to foaming, filterability, 
and micropitting protection.

clearly, developing a lubricant that meets 
the exacting standards of wind turbine 
equipment manufacturers is a substantial 
challenge, but it has led to a wide range of 
highly advanced lubricants that are used 
across other industrial sectors. 

a groWing poWer generator that 
needs top proteCtion
wind turbine installations and structures 
are increasing in size to maximise power 
generation capacities, and some turbines 
can stand up to 150m high and have a rotor 
span of 100m – this requires high durability 
lubricants to ensure maximum protection 
and smooth running of the machine.

the Winds of innovation shell oMala s4 gx 320
to deal with all of these challenges 
Shell lubricants has developed Shell 
Omala	S4	GX	320,	a	synthetic	gear	oil	
that provides excellent performance in 
the areas requiring added protection 
against common failure modes, including 
micropitting and bearing wear. the 
product offers distinct advantages over 
conventional gear oils, particularly for 
product life. Field trials have shown it has 
up to four times the oil life of conventional 
mineral oil-based products, which enables 
the intervals between maintenance to 
be extended. the lubricant also gives 
excellent wear protection and is designed 
to reduce micropitting wear on gear teeth, 
which helps to extend the life of gearbox 
components and prolong operation.

a wind turbine’s lubricant-related 
challenges are not limited to the gearbox. 
the massive blades of a wind turbine are 
supported using grease-lubricated blade 
bearings that, if insufficiently lubricated, 
can fail through fretting and false brinelling. 
again, the lubricant must be able to 
operate at temperature extremes and 
have corrosion-protection qualities.

shell rhodina bbz grease
In reaction to this Shell formulated another 
lubricant from their experience in developing 
greases for helicopter rotors: Shell Rhodina 
BBZ grease. this is designed to protect 
bearings against fretting corrosion, moisture 
contamination, and false brinelling at 
temperatures as low as –55ºc.

Shell Rhodina BBZ is establishing a 
track record with both customers and 
major wind turbine manufacturers. It is 
lubricating the blade bearings of many 
wind turbines globally through listings with 
leading blade bearing suppliers including 
IMo, liebherr, Rollix and Rothe erde, 
and wind turbine manufacturers including 
vestas, acciona, gamesa, dongfang new 
energy equipment, Sinovel wind group, 
and Siemens wind Power.

Joe O’Connor
Product Application Specialist
Shell Lubricants
www.shell.com   
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the development of this new Blade 
Protection coating started with the 
objective of having a liquid erosion 
protection solution with superior product 
performance compared to existing 
coating solutions, combined with ease of 
application.

Wind blade proteCtion tapes 
Another	path	to	innovation	for	3M	is	to	tune	
in to industry needs and challenges and 
adapt already existing products from other 
markets it serves. an example of this was 
the wind Blade Protection tapes adapted 
from over 40 years of experience in the 
aerospace market, protecting aircrafts and 
helicopter rotor blades. “Even moderate 
erosion and pitting can lead to increased 
drag, decreased lift and a reduction 
in annual Energy Produced (aEP) of 
around 4% to 10% and up to 20% when 
delamination occurs. This means lower 
output and returns for the asset owner 
unless preventative maintenance steps 
are taken”, adds Powell.

The approach to innovation at 3M 
comes in a number of approaches 
and formats. 

the latest wind Blade Protection coating 
is one of many technologies leveraged 
from the company’s core competencies in 
the fields of films, adhesives and coatings 
and the inventive power of its 40 plus 
technology platforms.

Wind blade proteCtion Coating 
Building on these key technologies 
platforms	enables	3M	to	make	innovative	
advances with new solutions for wind 
turbines, specifically for the blade surface 
and the blade structure. adds Steven 
Powell,	Business	Manager	for	3M	
Renewable energy division in the UK, 
“This has enabled 3M to develop new 
solutions such as the new Wind Blade 
Protection coating to improve resistance 
to erosion, a key industry need as blades 
are getting longer, with higher tip speeds 
and increasingly deployed  in more 
challenging environments”.

3M’s
innovative approaCh

Wind blade bonding adhesive
another driver of innovation can be 
responding to industry needs such as the 
need for more reliable and cost effective 
solutions, helping wind to compete more 
effectively with other established energy 
sources. the development of the wind 
Blade Bonding adhesive is an example of 
this and can help improve crack resistance 
and can save up to six hours cure time 
in the mould for blade manufacturers, 
helping to improve efficiency in the 
manufacturing process.

3M
www.3m.com
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•	 Minimal	upfront	cost	greatly	reduces		
 repayment and interest risks.
•	 Met-Helikite	construction	is	all	on-		
 shore with no risks.
•	 Met-Helikites	can	be	easily	transported		
 on a boat with negligible risk.
•	 Met-Helikites	can	be	brought	onboard		
 ship for maintenance.
•	 Maintenance	boat	cannot	be	damaged	
 by tiny, soft, helikite barges.
•	 Helikite	barges	have	soft	surrounds	so		
 as not to damage boats.
•	 No	environmental	risks	with	Met-	 	
 helikites.

worldwide, helikites have been lifting 
meteorological equipment for many years. 
Recent work done has been done by a 
working group in germany to compare the 
results between sensors on Met-helikites 
and on adjacent 50 metre tall Met-Masts. 
the results are favourable and lead to the 
conclusion that a Met-helikite is a good 
substitute for a fixed mast.

Met-helikite deployed for Wind 
prospeCting
Met-helikite can fly steadily in winds 
from 0 - 50 knots however there will be 
slight differences in line angle at different 
wind speeds. In order to keep the height 
of the helikite the same, whatever the 
wind speed, the microprocessor obtains 

Helikites are extremely steady, 
very tough, all-weather aerostats. 
Aerodynamic Helikites are actually 
pushed up by the wind, rather than 
pushed down. They are excellent at 
operating at sea and for measuring 
meteorological data at high altitude, 
for long periods. 

they have successfully operated from 
anchored barges, survey ships, naval 
ships, high-speed ribs, and USv’s. 
helikites have flown from all types of 
vessels, above the arctic ocean, South 
atlantic, Pacific, caribbean, and many 
other seas. 

comparisons between Met-Masts Met-
helikite aerostats

Met-Mast
•	 High	installation	cost	(£5M	-	£10M).
•	 Unreliable	data	collection	due	to	mast		
 sway
•	 Equipment	failure	due	to	infrequent		
 maintenance.
•	 Slow	installation	creates	construction-	
 window risks.
•	 Immobile	site	creates	risk	of	incorrect		
 sensor positioning.
•	 Small	number	of	sites	gives	high	risk	of		
 incomplete data.
•	 Loans	for	mast	construction	create		
 interest-rate & repayment risks.
•	 Health	and	Safety	mast	construction		
 risks. 
•	 Health	and	Safety	mast	transport	risks.
•	 Health	and	Safety	mast	maintenance		
 risks
•	 Damage	to	maintenance	boats		 	
 accessing masts platform.
•	 Collision	risks	to	sea	traffic
•	 Environmental	risks	during		 	
 construction and placement.

helikite 
•	 Low	installation	costs	(£0.2M)
•	 Steady,	reliable	Helikite	aerostat		 	
 platform gives excellent data.
•	 Easy	access	to	Helikite	barge	allows		
 frequent maintenance visits.
•	 Instant	installation	eliminates		 	
 construction time risks.
•	 Helikite	can	be	moved	easily	to	ensure		
 correct placement.
•	 Fifty	Met-Helikites	can	be	sited	for	one		
 Met-Mast. Much more data.

reduCing the
risks of WindpoWer 
prospeCting 

data from the altitude sensor and then 
commands the winch, via the radio-link, 
to let out,  or take in, flying line. this keeps 
the Met-helikite at the same required 
altitude - with 1 metre tolerance.

wind-turbines do not operate above 50 
knots, so wind speed data is not required 
for winds over this. If the wind speed goes 
above 50 knots, then the microprocessor 
on the helikite sends a message to the 
winch on the barge, to command the 
winch to bring the helikite down safely 
onto its helibase on the barge, to await 
less powerful winds.

7 foot barge speCifiCations and 
equipMent
•	 Multiple	anchor	chains	to	sea-bed
•	 Helibase	launch	pad	for	Helikite
•	 Remote-control	electric	winch
•	 Meteorological	sensors
•	 Data	recording
•	 Battery	charged	by	solar	panels
•	 Iridium	satellite	link.

4M barge long Met-helikite 
at over 100M+ altitude With 
MiCroproCessor, radio-link 
to the barge and sensors to 
Measure:

•	 Wind	speed
•	 Wind	direction
•	 Air	temperature
•	 Barometric	pressure
•	 Altitude	(to	1	metre)
•	 Relative	Humidity
•	 Dew-Point

Allsopp Helikites Ltd
www.allsopp.co.uk
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Harbour Chandlery Marine Services, 
the new renewables division of 
Hutton’s, is pleased to announce it 
has been appointed as sole UK and 
Ireland Distributor for the Bladezil 
Wind Turbine Cleaning System to 
both the offshore and onshore wind 
power market sectors.
 

hcMS will be responsible 
for the marketing, sales 
and distribution of this 

new advancement in 
cleaning technology.
 
produCt 
developMent
the specially 
formulated cleaner was 
developed by ensearch 
to clean wind turbine 
blades. however, the 
Bladezil wind turbine 
cleaning System can 
also be used with equal 
ease on turbine towers. 
 
Bladezil is friendly to the 
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historically, a j-tube would house the 
cable and route it from the hang-off point 
down to the seabed.  From the aperture of 
the j-tube, the cable would be protected 
with retrofitted cast-iron split pipe and 
rock dumping would prevent scour 
developing which resulted in vulnerable, 
free suspended cable.

although this method was relatively 
effective, it required up to three installation 
activities creating a lot of room for 
improvement and cost reduction. 

design Challenge
In 2008, tekmar were presented with a 
design challenge to remove j-tubes from 
offshore monopile foundations and create 
an optimised solution for cable pull-in and 
protection over a 25-year design life.  the 
key challenge was that without a j-tube, 
the cable was at risk of being permanently 
damaged during the pull-in process alone. 

teklink® Cable proteCtion systeM
tekmar consulted with experienced cable 
manufactures and offshore installers 
and then developed the teklink® cable 
Protection System which has now been 
successfully installed in over 8 operational 
offshore wind Farms (owF), with a further 

Although offshore renewables is an 
industry in its infancy, significant 
innovation has been seen over the 
last four years in both design and 
construction. 

Cost reduCtion
one area which has seen significant 
innovation and cost reduction is in the 
cable pull-in process and foundation 
interface design.

innovation in 
design and 
ConstruCtion

9	OWFs	currently	in	the	installation,	design	
or engineering stages.

signifiCant Cost savings
this solution saw significant cost savings 
by removing the j-tubes and converted 
up to three installation activities into one 
single activity as the teklink® cable 
Protection System is installed during the 
main cable pull-in operation.

the cost savings in removing j-tubes 
alone on a wind farm with 100 turbines 
is estimated to be over £5m, a significant 
figure which, when added to the reduced 
installation activities, could be expected to 
more than triple.

Tekmar Energy
www.tekmar.co.uk 

environment since it is biodegradable and 
complies with eU Registration, evaluation, 
authorisation and Restriction of chemical 
(Reach) regulations. 

when diluted, Bladezil is sprayed on to 
the blade, using a back-pack if necessary, 
gradually working down the fin. the 
product, loosens dirt and contaminants 
without damaging the blades and is 
then spray-washed off with clean or sea 
water. Bladezil penetrates and loosens 
contaminants from blade surfaces including 
deposits which may have eaten into the 
surface and become time, weather or sun 
hardened such as airborne pollution, mould 
and mildew, adhered dust, salt, oils and 
petroleum deposits and bird droppings.
 
hutton’s sales manager Jon hickey 
said: “cleaning wind turbine blades 
using Bladezil can save two per cent in 
efficiency which can amount to millions of 
pounds worth of power generation over 
a year!”
 

designed for the task in hand
the highly concentrated, low-viscosity 
liquid is designed to meet the challenging 
task of cleaning in a vertical position, usually 
in a roped support and often in high winds. 
Bladezil can also be applied via the new 
automated cleaning systems currently on 
the market and in development.
 
harbour chandlery Marine Services will 
also be distributing a wide range of bio-
degradable products from the same 
innovation team at ensearch.

Hutton & Co. (Ships Chandlers) Ltd 
www.huttons-chandlers.com

hutton’s helps iMprove 
effiCienCy of WindfarMs
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for the wind industry. they also offer the 
profile programme in length form, for 
maintenance and repairs. other products 
available for wind turbines include...

•	 Magnetic	Filters
•	 Hydraulic	Seals
•	 Hydraulic	Accumulators
•	 Rings
•	 Special	Sealing	Products
•	 Vibration	Control	Mountings

serviCe
prograMMe for 
Wind turbines
Much of Ftl 
technology’s 
expertise involves 
the re-specification of 
sealing systems where 
the performance is less than 
satisfactory, in arduous applications. 
Many companies can offer alternative 
seals but few offer an investigation of 
the problem from first principles and a 
completely engineered solution.

produCt prograMMe for Wind 
turbines
well proven radial lip seals, specially 
designed for wind turbines are available in 
nBR, hnBR and viton materials.

Seals are available from Ø200 to Ø1,700 
diameter,	and	dimensions	up	to	Ø3,000	
can also be manufactured through a 
special jointing process.

For offshore applications, seals are also 
available in nBR or hnBR with corrosion-
proof aramid Fabric, to resist aggressive 
media, including ozone and salt water.
Potentially, seals from their standard 
programme can be equipped with a 
leakage sensor.

profile rings - the speCial 
solution for pitCh and yaW 
bearings.
their profile rings are batch vulcanized in 
a unique manufacturing procedure and 
offer lasting advantages over glued rings, 
and offer extended lifetimes, low torques, 
high resistance, and secure installation 

ftl teChnology offers sealing solutions 
for Wind turbines

they take a ‘hands on’ approach to 
sealing problems, and offer optimised 
solutions in areas where leakage had 
become an accepted inconvenience. Split 
and jointed seals can be fitted ‘in situ’.

FTL Technology
www.ftltech.co.uk 

e  =  See enhanced entry online
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forMer qinetiq and Caa air 
traffiC systeMs engineer adrian 
Clough, explains...
It is not uncommon for those in the 
wind energy sector to come up against 
objections to planning applications from 
aviation stakeholders, and these issues 
can sometimes be ‘show stoppers’.  
wind turbines have the potential to 
cause significant problems for aviation 
stakeholders; they can interfere with radar, 
navigation and communications systems, 
or present a physical obstruction that 
impinges upon an airport’s safeguarded 
volume of airspace.

Constraints, Cost and 
CoMplexity
whilst flight paths can be changed, 
radars repositioned, and aircraft re-
routed around wind turbines, all of these 
solutions present aviation stakeholders 
with additional constraints, cost and 
complexity. there are cases where the 
above solutions have been implemented, 
however as a rule, many aviation 
stakeholders are concerned about the 
need for a consistent approach to wind 
turbine planning applications that does 
not result in their own operations being 
compromised.

Aerostat Surveys Ltd is a new company that hopes to change the way the 
impact of many wind turbines on aviation is assessed though the innovative 
use of technology.  

innovation to More aCCurately assess the iMpaCt of 
Wind turbines on aviation stakeholders

airport proxiMity
For proposed turbines that are more than 
15km from an airport, any objection is 
likely to stem from a belief that the wind 
turbine will be ‘visible’ to aeronautical 
radar, navigation or communications 
facilities. the aviation stakeholder will 
almost certainly have used a software 
tool to predict the path loss between the 
aeronautical system (e.g. primary radar) 
and the proposed wind turbine structure. 
this in turn enables the strength of the 
aeronautical signal incident on the wind 
turbine’s structure to be estimated, and 
any consequential effects (e.g. clutter, 
bearing errors or shadowing etc.) to be 
quantified.

CoMputer Models 
the problem with computer models 
is that they are only as good as the 
information they are given. For example, 
all digital elevation models have a limited 
resolution and can ‘miss’ some of the 
high spots along the signal path. In the 
real world, there are literally thousands of 
additional physical objects (buildings and 
structures, foliage, vehicles etc.) and other 
factors such as the actual performance 
of an installed antenna (rather than the 
manufacturer’s specification) that can 
influence the amount of signal reaching 
the wind turbine.  

however, aeronautical stakeholders using 
a computer model to determine whether a 
wind turbine will be visible to aeronautical 
systems will not be concerned about 
such factors, as the result provided will 
be suitably conservative – in other words, 
these assessments should predict more 
signal than would exist in the real world. 
whilst this may not be a problem for 
aeronautical stakeholders, the problem 
with this approach is that there will 
inevitably be objections to some wind 
turbines that if built, would not be ‘visible’ 
to aeronautical systems as a result of 
real world factors.  at the same time, 
if incorrect parameters are used in the 
modelling, it is also possible for predictions 
to be overly optimistic, and this can lead 
to problems downstream for the aviation 
stakeholder.
  
aerostat surveys’ solution
Recognising the limitations of desktop 
radio propagation modelling assessments, 
aerostat Surveys has developed an 
innovative way to measure the actual 
strength of aeronautical signals at a given 
point-in-space, thereby ensuring that 
all factors are taken account of in the 
assessment.  

extremely lightweight signal measurement 
equipment is carried by a small tethered 
helium balloon to heights of up to 500 
feet above the site of the proposed 
wind turbine. Precise data relating to 
the frequency and magnitude of signals 
measured is then fed down to the ground 
via a fibre-optic cable, where it is stored 
and subsequently analysed.  In addition 
to the signal data, we also use gPS to 
monitor the balloon’s position, and a 
barometric altimeter to provide height 
information in real time.

By knowing the signal strength at 
a given location with a high level of 
certainty, aviation stakeholders will be 
in a far better position to assess the 
impact of a proposed wind turbine, and 
developers will have greater visibility 
of the constraining factors. Because 
measurement is better than prediction, we 
firmly believe that this approach will help all 
stakeholders understand the issues, and 
work together to find mutually acceptable 
solutions. 

Aerostat Surveys
www.aerostat.co.uk 
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experienCe
dummett copp llP are a firm of Patent and trade Mark 
attorneys based near the Suffolk coast.  they have particular 
experience in the renewable energy sector and have been on 
the judging panel for the east of england energy group (eeegR) 
Innovation awards for a number of years. they are able to advise 
on all aspects of intellectual property including obtaining patent 
protection for innovative new products and registering brand 
names as trade-marks.

patents
Patents can be used to protect ideas or inventions of a technical 
nature.  these innovations may not only lie in the equipment 
used to harness and generate energy, such as wind turbines, 
but may involve control systems, associated safety or monitoring 
equipment or methods of installation, and often an invention will 
consist of an improvement to a known product or process.

a granted patent gives the owner exclusive rights over the 
invention and allows the owner to take legal action against 
anyone who uses the invention without their permission.  Patent 
protection can, therefore, provide a monopoly right, which will 
give any business an advantage in an increasingly competitive 
market place.  In addition, a patent is a property right which can 
be bought and sold, or licensed to another company, and which 
can form a key part of the assets of a company.

trade Marks
companies may also consider registration of their company name 
or product name as a trade mark.  a trade mark gives brand 
recognition and helps guarantee the origin and quality of goods or 
services.  Registering a trade mark gives the owner the exclusive 
right to use the mark for the goods or services for which it is 
registered, and allows them to take action against another company 
who is using a mark that that is the same as or is confusingly similar 
to their trade mark.  a registered trade mark may, therefore, be a 
valuable asset to a business.

DUMMETT COPP LLP 
www.dummett.com 

CoMpanies in the energy seCtor, and 
the Wind energy seCtor in partiCular, 
invest a signifiCant aMount of 
tiMe and Money in developing neW 
produCts and proCesses.  
these innovations can help to distinguish one company from the competition, and drive 
the industry forward, and it is important that these companies consider protecting their 
investment.  

proteCting
innovation and identity through 
intelleCtual property
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versatility and durability
the new, steel-framed and sturdy clX 
chain hoist is particularly suitable for 
individual workstation applications, such 
as assembly cells in a process industry. 

other applications include jib cranes, 
track systems and monorails and eot 
cranes. the particularly sturdy structure of 
the hoist enables a larger load capacity, 
while doubling the life cycle of the 
machine compared to the current hoist. 
the durability of the lift chain was also a 
key element in the design. the patented 
chain sprocket dramatically improves the 
durability of the chain. 
 
redesigned transMission
the chain sprocket’s transmission 
has been completely redesigned. the 
new, oil lubrication-based transmission 
reduces the operating temperature, 
enabling increased power. Furthermore, 
the new transmission is maintenance-
free and much quieter to operate. the 
new transmission increases the speed 
ratio between low and fast speeds. 

Speeds up the work cycle and 
maintenance work, improves security 
and doubles the service life of the 
machine.
  
Summer 2012 sees Konecranes introduce 
a new-generation, cutting-edge clX 
electric chain hoist that will reduce the 
operating temperature, enable larger load 
capacity and double the life cycle of the 
machine. the new chain hoist is a modern 
and completely redesigned version of the 
company’s previous chain hoist. 

not only does the clX chain hoist contain 
new technology; it also incorporates new 
innovations to speed up and facilitate 
operations by the end-user. 
 

neW-
generation 
Clx Chain 
hoist froM 
koneCranes 

the new 6:1 speed ratio enables a safe 
and accurate installation speed and an 
extremely fast movement speed. the 
wider speed range makes the clX chain 
hoist 25% faster than its predecessor, 
which helps speed up the work cycle and 
improves work efficiency. 
 
easy MaintenanCe
all components that require maintenance 
are easily accessible and do not require 
the removal of any parts. all electronics 
are located compactly on reliable circuit 
boards, minimising the amount of internal 
wiring. the new design solution makes 
maintenance work significantly easier and 
faster.
 
safety
the safety functions have been integrated 
into the standard characteristics of the 
hoist. For example, the brake and the 
clutch have been installed on the same 
axle preventing the load from dropping 
even if the clutch fails for some reason. 
this feature takes the safety of the clX 
chain hoist to a completely new level. 
 

inCreased teMperature range
the designers at Konecranes have 
managed to increase the temperature 
range of the clX chain hoist; it now 
operates from -20 degrees to +50 degrees. 

the new-generation clX chain hoist has 
been designed to be energy efficient, and 
it meets all the requirements of the RohS 
directive. the hoist’s circuit boards do 
not contain any hazardous materials such 
as lead used in soldering material; just 
one example of the hoist’s eco-friendly 
features. 
 
available speCifiCations
three versions of the clX chain hoist will 
be introduced initially: type clX02 with a 
lifting	capacity	of	63-320	kg,	type	CLX05	
with	a	lifting	capacity	of	250-630	kg	and	
type clX10 with a lifting capacity 500-
2500kg.

Konecranes
www.konecranes.co.uk 
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Simplicity, performance and ease of 
use were specific requirements in the 
design of the cyclone Pro.

MiniMising Costs
training in the use of the cyclone Pro 
is very simple and the running costs 
are virtually nil. It is also flexible 
enough for situations where an 
electric hoist is either impractical 
or dangerous. Being highly 
transportable the cyclone Pro is 
a very cost effective solution to 
electric hoists.

In this economic climate, 
minimising costs is 
paramount and, if the 
renewable industry is 
to continue its rate 
of growth, even the 
smallest of savings 
matter.

The heightec
Group Ltd
www.heightec.
com 

heightec have worked closely with height safety and 
rescue professionals within the onshore and offshore 
renewable industry for over 15 years and provided 
RenewableUK accredited training for over four years.

reCurring issue
a recent recurring issue has been the difficulty offshore 
technicians experience when moving relatively light loads from 
the deck of the transfer vessel, up onto the deck of the transition 
Piece (t.P.). 

solution
as designers and manufacturers of specialist technical work at 
height and rescue equipment, heightec set about designing a 
cost effective solution to this manual handling and lifting issue, 
with the aim of reducing the risk of dropped loads onto the 
vessel and crew below. 

Simplicity, performance and ease of use were specific 
requirements in the design of the cyclone Pro.  within six 
months they had conceived, designed, tested and manufactured 
the cyclone Pro locking Pulley.

features inClude...
•	 Stainless	steel	for	strength	and	corrosion	resistance	
•	 Simple	clean	design	for	ease	of	rigging	
•	 Low	friction	integrated	pulley	wheel	
•	 Utilises	our	unique	X-CamTM	locking	mechanism	
•	 100kg	working	load	
•	 For	use	with	10.5	mm	to	11.0	mm	diameter	rope	
•	 Lightweight	and	portable

the stainless steel cyclone Pro locking pulley has patented 
X-cam™ technology and is designed to operate in the hostile 
offshore environment. It provides a safe, quick and cost effective 
means to lift loads of up to 100kg safely from vessel to turbine.

innovative neW design 
X-cam™ is a completely new design giving a considerable 
improvement over “traditional” sharp too cams. the X-cam has 
exceptional grip without causing damage to the rope, yet has 
improved ability to remove the device from the rope after loading. 
It will never jam, even when pushed hard against a knot.

there are now hundreds of cyclone Pros on wind farms in and 
around the UK, making the day to day task of lifting personal 
equipment from vessel to t.P. quicker and more safely than 
before, reducing the risk to all involved.

speCifiCations
From its initial development for offshore applications the cyclone 
Pro has become a firm favourite. It is now also used widely 
onshore for lifting equipment in areas inaccessible by the wtg 
crane or hoist. this allows technicians to perform safe and 
controlled lifting operations in restricted spaces and unusual 
places.

heighteC
raising the standard With 
the CyClone pro loCking 
pulley
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eCo-fender™
eco-Fender™ provides enhanced turbine 
transfer performance and safety. 
high quality, in-house developed solutions 
using the proven technologies and 
capabilities of companies within James 
Fisher and Sons plc – developments that 

further underscore the commitment they 
give to the offshore wind sector 

Fendercare Marine and Strainstall, 
members of James Fisher and Sons plc, 
in conjunction with Maritime International 
have launched these two new exciting 
products both specifically targeted to 
assist in the safe transfer of personnel 
during offshore wind farm operations. 

vMMs
vMMS will provide accurate motion 
monitoring during wind turbine transfer 
operations offshore. vessel motion is 
the main safety factor when transferring 
personnel from shore to wind farm & 
turbines. 

vessel Motion Monitoring 
systeM™ (vMMs™)
vMMS provides accurate motion 
monitoring, improves safety during vessel 
transfer operations and offers impact load 
measurement combined with additional 
data logging capability. 

launCh of tWo neW exCiting produCts to assist in the 
safe transfer of personnel during offshore Wind farM 
operations 

an accurate motion monitoring system 
can increase the operational window 
considerably during critical operations by 
allowing the user to monitor all motion 
parameters rather than relying on significant 
wave height as the main limiting factor. 

iMproves safety levels
the vMMS™ can significantly improve 
safety levels during critical operations 
and can also be used as a dedicated 
health and safety tool, as it collects 
data for statistical purposes as well as 
accident investigations. when transporting 
personnel from shore to the work site 
(or between work sites) the motion trend 
displays can be used by the master to 
quantify vessel motions, enabling more 
effective changes in course and speed to 
be made to mitigate against seasickness. 

during docking operations and the 
offloading of personnel, the displays can 
be used to monitor heave levels and 
provide warning to the master when pre-
set danger limits are about to be reached. 
all transfers can then be halted until 
conditions improve in order to safeguard 
personnel and avoid damage to vessels or 
equipment.
 
“The VMMs™ system marks a significant 
step forward in the development of our 
marine services business, demonstrating 
that we have the scale, technology, 
expertise and reach to deliver value 
added solutions to the offshore wind 
sector,” said Fendercare Business 
development director Martin dronfield. 
“Moreover, it also exemplifies the unique 
and innovative approach of James Fisher 
and sons based on over 165 years as a 
vessel owner and operator and leading 
provider of marine services worldwide” 

eCo-fender
the new eco Fender™ range has been 
designed with Maritime International 
specifically with one aim – to enhance the 
operational ability of wind farm access 
vessels. By substantially increasing 
the grip levels between the vessel bow 
fender and turbine fender tubes, the eco-
Fender™ promises to revolutionise crew 
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the first products within the eco-Fender™ 
range are currently being tested. the 
vessel Motion Monitoring System™ is 
immediately available with both products 
already experiencing a high level of 
demand. 

tim Smith, Business development 
Manager, Sustainable energy team 
commented “Given the current industry-
wide debate about windfarm transfer 
safety improvement, these two systems 
hold the capability to transform the 
industry.” 

a global suCCess story for the 
uk Marine industry 
James Fisher has grown rapidly over 
the past decade as its leading divisions, 
including Fendercare Marine and 
Strainstall, have been able to exploit 
the synergies of product, service and 
technology made available through the 
company’s acquisitions and subsequent 
organic growth. 

Fendercare Marine alone has grown its 
revenues in excess of ten-fold over the 
past decade and it is targeting significant 
further expansion through its ability to 
deliver exceptional quality of products and 
service, encompassing the unique skills 

transfer safety, allowing a much more 
stable and reliable platform to work from 
in extreme sea conditions, without having 
to make costly modifications to existing 
vessels. 

reCyCling
all products within the eco-Fender™ 
range are produced from recycled truck 
tyres, thereby reducing dependence on 
virgin rubber products, alleviating landfill 
and saving usage of oil.

developMent
Based on 60 years of experience with 
tugs, barges and workboats, the eco-
Fender™ range has been developed with 
the following criteria in mind...
 
•	 Significantly	increased	friction		 	
 coefficient over existing materials and  
 systems 
•	 Economically	competitive	to	existing		
 systems 
•	 Lighter	than	conventional	extruded		
 rubber bow fendering 
•	 Increased	durability	over	existing		 	
 systems 
•	 Quantifiable	performance	(energy			
 absorption and reaction force) 

and expertise available across the global 
James Fisher organization.
 
“Our aim is to provide the most 
innovative products and effective 
services, according to the highest 
standards of environmental protection 
and safety, that create value for our 
customers operating in the marine 
environment in all parts of the world,” 
said group Business development 
director Jim hey.

 “With our portfolio of marine 
technologies, operational expertise, 
capability, facilities, and our ability to 
offer packaged solutions according to 
precise requirements, we believe that 
our innovative and flexible approach 
can make a significant contribution to 
realising cost effective and safe off-shore 
wind and marine energy programmes”

James Fisher and Sons plc 
www.james-fisher.co.uk 

Strainstall 
www.strainstall.com 

Fendercare UK
www.fendercare.com 
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neWCastle ChaMbers of 
engineering
ncoe employ the investigative tools to 
determine the hazards and reduce risk 
on a regular basis. as part of the design 
process it is also necessary to ensure the 
safeguards are reliable and fit for purpose. 
the safeguards when determined are 
checked usually by reliability analysis.

Wind farm operators are aware that good reliable systems are needed to ensure all aspects of running and maintaining 
wind farms are safe and efficient. However, it is also necessary to understand engineering hazards associated with the 
plant and process systems. By systems, we mean process and power systems such as oil, gas, chemicals, electrical 
power, lubrication, cooling etc. It is important to understand and recognise the hazards that could make these systems fail. 
Therefore, safeguards to reduce these risks can be built into the design, thereby reducing risk to the health and safety of 
operators and maintenance crews, the environment and the plant and process of the asset.

funCtional safety
Functional Safety is not about slips and 
trips but about dynamic active systems and 
reducing the risks associated with them. 

Following a haZoP study, the three 
considerations mentioned above are 
further investigated and mitigated against 
by the use of functional safety assessment 
methods. this methodology has been 
driven by the UK and international safety 
organisations. the investigative methods 
used are also very effective when used to 
investigate risk reduction for environment 
and commercial risk. 

IS yoUR
SySteM SaFe? 
IS It 
RelIaBle?

iMportant Considerations
three important considerations for 
those involved in an engineering system 
design, whether for an offshore oil & gas 
installation or wind farm, are...

•	 Has	the	system	a	potential	to	harm		
 people – this is considered as safety?
•	 Has	the	system	a	potential	to	cause		
 harm to the environment?
•	 Does	the	system	carry	commercial	risk?

hazop study
generally the starting point for a project 
safety review is a haZoP study. this 
identifies hazards and operability 
problems through credible deviations 
from the design intent. the methodology 
is based on parameters and guideword 
examination of the plant or system i.e. no 
pressure or high pressure, etc. this is an 
important step in ensuring that possible 
hazards have been recognised
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ncoe has more than 10 years experience 
in this field. In the last few years we have 
increasingly used the methodology on 
volatile hydrocarbon systems but also 
on electrical power networks. this is 
mainly because of the increased use of 
microprocessor controlled systems, such 
as power surge protection and short 
circuit protection systems.

international standard
Since	the	1990’s	IEC61508	-	Functional	
Safety of electrical/electronic/
programmable electric safety related 
systems has become an international 
standard, since its emergence this 
has been combined with hazard and 
operability investigative studies to become 
the driving force for the analysis and 
consequential improvement in system 
reliability and availability of the dynamic 
active systems.

industry guidelines
ncoe uses key industry standard 
references for determining the Safety 
Integrity level (SIl) specification. our 
analysis of electrical power distribution 
networks include guidelines from...

•	 IEEE	-	Guidelines	493-2007
•	 Energy	Institute,	London	-	Guidance		
 on assessing SIl of electrical Supply  
 Protection.

these guidelines refer to the risk 
associated with safety of people and 
this has always been at the forefront of 
engineering oil & gas processes and 
structures. alongside this, and just as 
important are environmental risks and 
commercial risks. this must also become 
the case for wind farm systems. 

funCtional safety – life CyCle 
proof testing
the life cycle maintenance and 
management concept is raised in 
Iec61508 and is a further feature of 
Functional Safety. ncoe build these 
aspects into the design completion, 
implementation and commissioning 
process. this requires a register that 
details all safety critical items which must 
be maintained during their lifecycle.

Safety issues and mitigating against risk 
has to be considered very seriously at all 
times. this should always be included as 
an activity during any Feed or detailed 
engineering phase of a project and 
during the whole life cycle of a plant or 
installation.

the ncoe consultancy group manages 
all aspects of hazard and safety analysis 
when project managing and engineering 
new and modified systems.

Newcastle Chambers of Engineering 
www.ncoe.co.uk
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best praCtiCe
having already helped to develop and 
implement official explosive related 
procedures which are accepted as best 
practice throughout the industry, Ramora 
UK is now offering its expertise 24 hours a 
day through neSS. 

Ramora UK, a leading Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) company, has 
launched the National Explosive Safety Scheme. 

raMora uk 
launChes 
national 
explosive 
safety sCheMe 
(neSS) 

ness
the scheme will equip companies with the 
knowledge and capability to be prepared 
for any incident involving explosives, 
through advice, training and the delivery of 
practical eod/bomb disposal services by 
Ramora UK’s specialist eod teams. 

MeMbership
there are three levels of neSS 
Membership - Bronze, Silver and gold 
- each designed to accommodate the 
specific eod requirements of individual 
clients. But all levels offer a discount on 
eod services including a training package, 
access to a 24/7 emergency Response 
helpline and time expired Pyrotechnic 
(teP) storage as well as a range of free-of-
charge services. 

60
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tep storage rental solution
an additional option to the Membership 
is the neSS teP Storage Rental Solution 
which provides everything that you need 
to store tePs safely and legally. this 
includes licensing, training and access 
to an easy to use online Miscellaneous 
Pyrotechnic accounting System (MPaS).
 

“We believe that NEss represents a 
significant initiative for our industry” 
commented david welch MIexpe, 
Managing director of Ramora UK. “The 
threats posed by unexploded Ordnance 
affects businesses across a wide range 
of industries, but accessing the services 
they need to prevent and/or deal with 
the problems is not always as easy as it 
should be. NEss is really going to help 
them do that. ” 

Ramora UK 
www.ramorauk.com 
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offiCial presentations
Following a very interesting on-board 
visit to ‘eden Rose’ chris holden, ReS 
offshore operations Manager opened 
the proceedings thanking those present 
for attending the gRP event sponsored 
by ReS and Port of grimsby east 
and  celebrating the fact that this is a 
significant milestone in the journey of 
great grimsby’s role in the o&M area of 
offshore wind. 

speCial thanks
chris publicly thanked and asked the 
assembly to toast winston Phillips on 
his work to get gRP where they are 
today.

sMart Wind Met Mast
Prior to this gathering a team of ReS 
engineers and contractors sailed to 
the SMart wind met mast. the mast 
is situated over 60 miles offshore and 
needed to utilise a vessel known as 
cat1 capable of safely operating at that 
distance from shore. 

the eden Rose, which is at the cutting 
edge of technology carried out this task. 
adam wright skippers eden Rose. he is 
also a director of tidal transit and brings 
his skills from the fishing industry to the 
offshore wind industry.

unnerving experienCe
the ReS team who visited the 
mast undertook a series of planned 
maintenance tasks including the 
replacement of a faulty aircraft warning 
light over 120M above sea level. the mast 
is a lattice structure which is designed 
to move slightly. at 120M above sea 
level the mast moves about 2M side 
to side. even with all the fall prevention 
PPe, the experience is unnerving to even 
experienced climbers. 

transferable skills
chris then went on to name many who 
have been involved in the fishing industry 
who would be well suited to the offshore 
wind industry to ensure the best services 
are provided for future customers and 
clients. 

Yet again we find companies and 
organisations seeking to work 
together to ensure successful project 
outcomes whether large or small.

over the last few months we have 
experienced	many	and	have	selected	3	
such projects which are perfect examples 
demonstrating the need to work together.

1 ReS group’s official celebration of  
 the launch of ‘eden Rose’ one of tidal  
 transit’s transfer vessels at grimsby
2 tidal transfer and Sheringham Shoal  
 partnership
3	 Iberdrola-Eole-RES	Consortium	secure		
 French government contract

res group’s Celebration launCh 
of ‘eden rose’ vessel in griMsby
this event was jointly sponsored by Port 
of grimsby east and ReS which gave 
invited guests an opportunity to view 
one of the very latest offshore wind farm 
access vessels, “eden Rose”. 

the eden Rose was launched in april 
2012 and is a sister vessel to the ginny 
louise which visited grimsby earlier this 
year. She was chartered by ReS to visit 
a metrological mast situated more than 
sixty miles offshore, as such she has to be 
classified as a class 1 vessel. 

as well as grimsby Renewable Partnership 
members, the invite extended to local 
authority members, leP members and 
MPs. there was plenty of time available for 
networking and short presentations were 
given by ReS/Poge and gRP.

partnerships/Consortia and 
Working together
a foCus on the res group
and tidal transit

greater griMsby 
greater grimsby is already benefiting from 
the centrica. R1 and R2 windfarms and 
survey work for eon, Rwe and dong, 
who’s offshore wind farms are due to 
commence construction shortly. 

the importance of this visit to the met 
mast cannot be underestimated. this 
was the first ever maintenance visit to a 
North	Sea	Round	3	asset.	It	was	operated	
from greater grimsby and it really puts 
them on the map, showing that greater 
grimsby is the place where operations 
and Maintenance activities for any of the 
R1	R2	and	now	round	3	wind	farms	can	
be undertaken.  

I personally, am very proud to stand here 
today and it gives me great pleasure to 
ask council leader chris Shaw to join me. 

CoMMeMorative tankards
to mark the occasion chris asked those 
involved in this first feat of many which will 
be	experienced	in	Round	3	he	gave	out	
commemorative tankards to adrian white, 
Mike Smith, tony gell, lisa Somercales 
and gary Maddison from ReS, adam 
wright from tidal transit, Roger Smith 
from Poge and Stuart deans from 
grimsby Rigging. 

chris rounded off the proceedings by 
toasting the achievement not only for ReS, 
Poge, tidal transit but also for greater 
grimsby in building a solid and sustainable 
future.

 RES Group
 www.res-group.com
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Both are state-of-the-art, high-
specification, purpose-designed vessels 
for use by companies involved in the 
planning, development and construction of 
offshore wind farms in the greater wash 
and southern north Sea.   

sCira offshore energy
einar Stromsvåg, general Manager of 
Scira offshore energy, said: “Here at 
scira, we are very pleased to welcome 
such a high speccification vessel to 
our fleet, and are delighted that we can 
source this vessel from a local company. 

Scira Offshore Energy, the company 
developing the Sheringham Shoal 
Offshore Wind Farm (88 turbines 
between 9-17 miles off the coast 
of North Norfolk) is to chartering 
‘Eden Rose’, one of Tidal Transit’s 
innovative wind farm personnel and 
equipment transfer boats, to service 
the site development.  

tidal transit vessels
the Sheringham Shoal offshore wind 
Farm is the third major offshore wind 
energy project to be supported by tidal 
transit vessels. Immediately 
after her arrival in the UK 
from Spanish ship builder, 
Mercurio Plastics, ‘eden Rose’ 
went into operation for ReS 
offshore in grimsby, servicing 
meteorological masts 60 miles 
out into the north Sea. Sister 
vessel ‘ginny louise’ is currently 
contracted to the SSe and Rwe 
npower renewables partnership; 
this partnership is developing 
the 140-turbine greater 
gabbard offshore wind Farm 
off the Suffolk coast.   

tidal transfer
and sheringhaM shoal
tidal transit’s vessels 
lead the Way in north sea 
offshore Wind

Tidal Transit is a fantastic example of 
a Norfolk based company which has 
positioned itself as part of the supply 
chain for the developing wind industry in 
this region.”   

tidal transit
tidal transit commercial director leo 
hambro is delighted with the company’s 
progress since the first vessel, ‘ginny 
louise’, arrived in the UK in late december 
last year, saying...

 “There are currently some 4,000 
offshore wind turbines in the early stages 
of the survey and Eia process, waiting 
for planning consent or actually under 
construction in the Greater Wash and 
the southern North sea. This is creating 
a strong demand for our no-compromise 
workboats which are specifically 
designed to serve the needs of the North 
sea wind energy industry. These are  
greatly superior to the current fleet being 
used for the same purpose around the 
uK.”

he added: “The sheringham shoal 
development is widely seen as a 
‘pathfinder project’ and we are delighted 
to now be working with the team at scira 
Offshore Energy.” 

Tidal Transit Limited
www.tidal-transit.com                                                                                                                                   

Scira
www.scira.co.uk 
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ailes Marines (sea Wings)
a Joint venture company, ailes Marines, 
or Sea wings, has been set up to manage 
the project and subsequent operation of 
the site.  over the next 18 months, the 
consortium will analyse both the technical 
and environmental risk conditions of 
the site in order to conduct the project 
feasibility study.

In July 2011, France launched the first 
round of a tender process aimed at 
installing	3,000	MW	of	offshore	wind	
capacity which involved the construction 
of around 600 wind turbines by 2018. the 
Saint-Brieuc offshore project covers a total 
area of 80 km2 and comprises 100 wind 
turbines of 5 Mw capacity each.

vote of ConfidenCe
Keith anderson, offshore division 
director of Iberdrola said,  “We have 
overcome tough competition and this 
decision is a vote of confidence for the 
iberdrola-Eole-rEs led consortium as 
well as a milestone in the creation of a 
permanent offshore industry for France. 
The development, construction and 
operation of this wind project will lead to 
the creation of 2,000 jobs, many of them 
based in North Western France, and give 
a significant boost to the economy in 
Brittany.” 

reCognising expertise
Jean-Marc armitano cEO of Eole-res 
said,  “This success recognises the 
expertise of the iberdrola and Eole-
rEs consortium in the development 
and operation of wind energy projects. 
Our offer has met the government’s 
requirements in terms of its industrial 
plan, energy price and environmental 
solutions.”

Consortium creates project company, 
Ailes Marines (Sea Wings), to develop, 
build and operate 100 wind turbines 
in an 80 km2 area off the coast of 
Brittany Project which will generate 
2,000 jobs and help develop an 
offshore wind industry in France.

key role in developing offshore 
Wind industry in franCe
the French government has announced 
its decision to award the Iberdrola-eole-
ReS consortium exclusive rights to develop 
a 500 Mw offshore wind project in the area 
of Saint-Brieuc, off the coast of Brittany. 
the project is expected to generate 2,000 
jobs and play a key role in developing an 
offshore wind industry in France. 

ConsortiuM
the offshore wind farm will be built some 
20 km off the coast of Saint-Brieuc Bay 
in the French administrative area of 
côtes d’armor by the consortium led by 
Iberdrola and eole-ReS and including 
technology partners areva, technip and 
neoen Marine. 

iberdrola-eole-res ConsortiuM
aWarded 500 MW saint-brieuC offshore Wind 
projeCt, franCe

Working relationships and loCal 
skills
one of the first tasks of the project 
company ailes Marines will be to 
continue the working relationship with 
other legitimate users of coastal waters, 
the local communities and other key 
stakeholders. 

the Iberdrola-eole-ReS consortium 
will also deploy local skills such as 
civil engineering, manufacturing and 
shipbuilding to create the required 
economic fabric and supply chain from 
the wind turbine construction stage to 
offshore operation.

the consortium partners will play a key 
role in the creation of a truly French 
offshore wind industry. of the more than 
2,000 jobs created in the development, 
construction and operational phases, 
mainly in north western France, a 
significant part will be in Brittany. wind 
farm operation and maintenance alone 
will generate 140 permanent jobs in Saint-
Brieuc Bay for a minimum of 20 years.
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co-investors Iberdrola and eole–ReS, 
with the support of neoen Marine, will 
jointly develop the offshore wind farm 
which will be operated by ailes Marines. 
areva group will manufacture turbines 
at a factory in le havre and will also be 
responsible for their maintenance. technip 
plans	to	create	300	new	engineering	jobs	
in Brittany for the installation of subsea 
cables, foundations and turbines. the 
consortium has also signed agreements 
with French companies StX and eiffage to 
manufacture jacket type foundations. 

IBERDROLA
www.iberdrola.com

EOLE-RES
www.eoleres.com
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ft teChnologies is foCussed on 
produCing Market leading Wind 
sensors for turbine Control. 
their sensors are installed on 
nearly a quarter of all turbines 
WorldWide and  are used on 
approxiMately 70% of all 
offshore Wind turbines. 

their principle aim is to provide reliable 
data in demanding conditions to assist the 
wind industry in meeting its ever increasing 
targets. 

aCoustiC resonanCe 
MeasureMent prinCiple
all their sensors incorporate acu-Res 
technology which uses their patented 
acoustic Resonance measurement 
principle. this technology enables 
them to produce a strong ultrasonic 
signal in a small space. the sensors 
are therefore small, have no moving 
parts and are extremely tough and their 
current range of sensors has passed over 
28 environmental tests including hail, 
vibration, icing, drop, sand and lightning. 

the sensors need to be rugged as they 
are exposed to the worst that the climate 
can throw at them and they have to be 
able to provide 5 readings per second 
every minute of the day – otherwise the 
turbine will shut down.

investMent
they pride themselves on the 
thoroughness of their engineering 
and the quality of their manufacturing 
processes and continue to invest in 
product development and are conducting 
leading edge research in to acoustics, 
transducers, aerodynamics, materials, 
coatings and environmental protection.

ft
Market leader in Wind sensors 
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ft
Market leader in Wind sensors 

FT TECHNOLOGIES

iMpressive Client list
our wind sensors are used by 12 of the 
15 biggest turbine manufacturers in the 
world. over the past four years, sales have 
increased by 100% allowing the business 
to expand and provide a better service to 
our customers, from Japan to the US and 
everywhere in between. 

Ft is continuing to invest in the technology 
to improve the overall reliability, 
performance and accuracy of the sensor.

history and experienCe
FT	Technologies	was	founded	over	30	
years ago and has just celebrated 10 
years of being in the wind industry. the 
business originally concentrated on 
defence based research projects and 
in	the	early	1990s	there	was	a	military	
requirement for a wind sensor for ballistic 
meteorology with no moving parts. It had 
to be rugged enough to operate reliably 
on battlefield equipment. 

with this in mind Ft went on to produce 
and patent their first product that had a 
stainless steel body which was combined 
with other features that suited many 
military uses. It gradually became clear 
that the product’s robustness made it 
ideal for the developing wind turbine 
industry.

the products are now manufactured 
from high grade machined aluminium and 
the design has been tested to the limits 
via highly accelerated life testing. the 
sensor	has	survived	vibration	at	30g	and	
rapid temperature cycling between -100c 
and +100c. 

Manufacturing such a tough product is 
essential for an industry that depends 
on the continual provision of reliable 
data, week in week out, in all weather 
conditions. the stronger the product, the 
less maintenance required and therefore 
the less down time for the turbine.

FT Technologies
www.fttech.co.uk  
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e  =  See enhanced entry online

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/ft-technologies/
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at the reCent global offshore Wind 2012 ConferenCe and exhibition,
organised by reneWableuk, and held at exCel, london, We Made ourselves knoWn 
as a CoMpany WhiCh Can offer More serviCes to CustoMers and Clients than just a 
Magazine and Website.

Marketing&rebranding
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Marketing&rebranding

This is just the start of our own 
marketing and rebranding exercise 
and can understand totally that this 
can be a daunting prospect.

feature
we approached companies and 
organisations to give us words of wisdom 
based on their own experiences so that 
our readership can have more of an insight 
on what to expect.

the wind energy industry is fast moving 
and very exciting and we have therefore 
found many companies expanding 
very quickly, as well as others working 
together, forming partnerships and 
consortia to achieve successful outcomes.

this feature is therefore very relevant both 
now and in the future.

our parent CoMpany – green 
energy publishing ltd 
green energy Publishing, as the title 
implies, is a publishing house which we 
own and your editor is the Managing 
director.  geP is the parent company from 
which other products and services are 
offered.

the reasoning behind this came from 
your editor’s experience of working 
for publishing houses.  the more a 
publication became successful the more 
adverts filled the pages.

don’t get me wrong because publications 
are funded by promotion of products and 
services however it is my opinion, based 
on being a buyer most of my life, that if a 
publication becomes a book of adverts 
readers stop reading and therefore no one 
wins.

the Marketing Mix
our advice, gained from years of 
knowledge involved in marketing, may 
be summarised as being best achieved 
by a mix of editorial, advertising and 
using online tools to catch the attention 
of the reader.  the variety of methods 
and interesting ways offers interest, 
engagement and interaction.

the art of marketing, after all, is to get your 
information in front of your customer at a 
time when he is ready to learn more (or in 
a buying frame of mind).

design
we have been asked many times over 
the last three years to provide a design 
service which our readership may use.  
we believe this is due to the simplicity and 
stunning design used in our magazine and 
website.

we are pleased to introduce a full design 
service – from advert creation, website 
design, marketing collateral to a full 
company redesign.  Please contact 
the sales team for a bespoke package 
creation.

green energy publishing ltd 
serviCes
•	 Wind Energy Network – dedicated  
 magazine, website, and supply chain  
 register which is a communication hub 
 for the industry and is a B to B   
 publication specifically targeting senior  
 decision makers
•	 Wind Industry Careers – dedicated  
 website, online magazine and supply 
 chain register of companies,   
 organisations and training providers  
 which specifically targets schools,  
 colleges, universities and industries/ 
 armed forces to attract skilled people  
 into the industry
•	 Design – dedicated in-house team  
 offering website/magazine/promotional  
 design including bespoke logo and  
 branding

Green Energy Publishing
www.greenenergypublising.co.uk 
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establishMent and finanCial 
restruCturing
the parent group, deepocean group 
holding aS, was established in May of 
2011. Following a financial restructuring, 
deepocean group acquired new owners, 
a new board of directors and a new 
global ceo. the group was formed upon 
the successes of deepocean group’s 
predecessor companies, ctc Marine 
Projects (subsea installation and trenching) 
and deepocean (seabed mapping, survey 
and IMR), which have a long, established 
history in the north Sea and in subsea 
engineering. 

Following the restructuring, it was deemed 
a logical step to rebrand the deepocean 
group of companies to one name. 
May 2012 was considered the earliest 
opportunity to effectively rebrand the 
organisation following other restructuring 
priorities. 

reputation
whilst a complete new name was 
considered, it was also apparent that the 
‘deepocean’ name still held a lot of equity 
and was associated with the industry in 
which the company operates. deepocean 
is a powerful brand that stands for safe 
operations, a relentless customer focus 
and operational excellence. 

several Months after 
rebranding to one CoMpany 
naMe, deepoCean Continues to be 
aWarded a string of offshore 
Work aCross the breadth of 
its subsea serviCes. noW as one 
integrated business, there are 
feW CoMpanies in the offshore 
industry that perforM survey, 
rov, trenChing and Marine 
operations to the extent that 
deepoCean does and even feWer 
CoMpanies have the extensive 
projeCt ManageMent and 
engineering Capabilities to 
plan and support the offshore 
operations.

deepocean group holding 
aligns all divisions under the brand 
deepocean

reBrAndIng
a Case study

safety and quality standards
when customers award work to 
deepocean they know that it will be 
done to the highest safety and quality 
standards. Meanwhile, the ctc Marine 
Projects (ctc) brand was slightly 
tarnished from the financial stability of the 
previous parent owner and historically it 
was still associated with the founder of the 
business who had left the company back 
in 2007. It was agreed that this part of the 
business would adopt the deepocean 
name, but special effort would be 
needed to reassure previous and existing 
customers that ctc’s significant track 
record in subsea trenching would be 
carried across to the new brand.

aMbition
this rebrand was designed to mirror 
the transformation of the business over 
the last year to one company and 
its ambition to grow deepocean into 
an industry leader in the provision of 
its five main subsea services, namely: 
Inspection, Maintenance and Repair 
(IMR) of Infrastructure; Survey and 
Seabed-mapping; Subsea Installation; 
Seabed Intervention (trenching) and 
decommissioning.

rebranding CoMMuniCations 
plan
a rebranding communications plan was 
put in place to ensure the deepocean roll-
out was carefully managed and budgeted. 
a dedicated marketing and business 
development team was put in place to 
manage this and still continues to promote 
the brand name going forward to ensure 
all clients and suppliers are given the new 
‘message’. 
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Continuation of serviCe and 
assuranCe
as a result of the rebrand to deepocean 
there were some concerns that 
employees, clients and suppliers may 
suspect that ctc was going out of 
business. It was essential that deepocean 
made several forms of contact with all of 
these people to reassure them that this 
wasn’t the case. although the company 
was changing its name, and its core 
services of cable lay and subsea trenching 
would be somewhat diluted in a bigger 
company, it would still continue to provide 
these subsea protection and installation 
services amongst a wider range of 
services.

deepocean would retain each of the 
division’s successful track records, 
people and assets, and continue to 
provide a high-quality service to its clients. 
deepocean worked very hard to instil 
customer confidence in the business 
which has paid off as it continues to be 
awarded work from previous and new 
clients.

iMportant Milestone 
this is an exciting and important 
milestone for deepocean, following 
several challenging years in the economic 
downturn. now operating as one 
business, deepocean offers a breadth 
of subsea services which rivals many of 

Prior to the launch date, all marketing 
collaterals and electronic media were 
changed to the new brand, although 
it still remains an on-going process to 
ensure that all external communication 
is corrected to the deepocean brand. It 
was also important to convince employees 
internally that the rebrand was a suitable 
solution for moving the business to the 
next stage. 

Several communication forums were 
held with employees from both the ceo 
and regional Managing directors to notify 
people of the intended rebrand, reasons 
behind this and the message that needed 
to be delivered externally about this.

its competitors. this strong portfolio of 
services, coupled with a fleet of owned 
and controlled specialised equipment and 
multi-purpose support spreads, enables 
deepocean to bundle its subsea services 
to deliver cost-effective, tailored solutions 
to meet individual client needs.

global business strength
with the name change comes a 
strengthening of the business, providing 
deepocean with the opportunity to reach 
resources around the world from its offices 
in norway, UK, the netherlands, Brazil, 

Mexico and Singapore, and 
the ability to draw on its 
1,000 employees and use 
its large fleet of vessels and 
equipment to serve clients 
better. 

resourCes
as a company, deepocean 
has a fleet of 7 owned 
vessels,	9	chartered	vessels,	
22 Remotely operated 
vehicles (Rovs), 1 module 
handling system and 17 
trenchers & ploughs. this 
puts deepocean in a strong 
technical position against 
competition with a fleet of 
tools that can help serve any 
client requirements.

“The move is more than 
a name change,” says 
deepocean group ceo 
Bart heijermans. “We will 
operate as one company 
offering our customers a 
unique integrated suite of 
subsea services.”

“as a result of this 
rebranding, we believe that cTc, now 
known as deepOcean uK, will emerge 
stronger and more competitive than 
ever as the new integrated deepOcean. 
deepOcean will offer a breadth of 
subsea services to the offshore 
construction market including cTc’s 
core services, seabed intervention 
(trenching) and subsea installation.”

DeepOcean
www.deepoceangroup.com

e  =  See enhanced entry online

  =  See video library online

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/deepocean/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iRyEngzme1w
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CoMputer generated iMagery 
(Cgi)
In terms of filming for energy and 
engineering sector, previously, it was quite 
difficult to film operations such as the 
inner workings of a piece of machinery or 
underwater drilling. to overcome this we 
can now incorporate computer generated 
Imagery (cgI) into video to create a 
realistic view of what the operation actually 
looks like. cgI has come a long way in 
the past few years and can look so much 
more realistic than ever before. 

Recent filming developments have given 
us	3D,	and	3D	televisions	are	creeping	
into more and more homes. currently 
this is very expensive to produce at a 
professional level, and it still seen as rather 
‘gimmicky’. however, as this develops 
it could be utilised to advantage in the 
future, and have a place illustrating wind 
energy and engineering projects.

quality video
a stunning, engaging, quality video is 
very important and impact comes from 
considering both the message you want to 
convey and who the main target audience is. 

It is important to work very closely with 
clients particularly at this step, making 
sure that the video produced is the video 
that is going to work.
 

You may have heard the expression 
a picture paints a thousand words.  If 
this is true, and it would be interesting 
to know if this is statistically proven 
anywhere, then just imagine the 
power of using video. 

Using video can help to demonstrate what 
would otherwise take a million words. video 
is versatile and vibrant allowing you to 
convey a message in a cost effective way.

there may be many aspects to projects 
that you would like to have documented for 
various purposes and audiences. whether 
you wish to show the construction of a 
wind farm, or the finer details associated 
with design & construction within the 
industry. Perhaps you may require video 
to add value to your in house training? 
whatever the purpose, the fact that you 
can actually show your audience rather 
than just tell them gives the message a 
massive and memorable impact.

the 
PoWer  of 
the MovIng 
IMAge

online opportunities
although you may want to use video in a 
traditional capacity, for example having a 
video distributed on dvds, there are other 
options to consider as well. over the past 
few years we have seen huge advances in 
digital technology and in particular the rise 
of using video online. 

statistiCs – Monitoring and 
traCking
Using online video can be monitored. 
For example, viewing a training video on 
a company’s intranet can be controlled 
and kept to a specific audience and can 
be tracked to see which members of staff 
have viewed it and when. 

on the other hand, using video on a 
website, or youtube, can lead to powerful 
results. youtube is now said to be the 
second most popular search engine in 
the world, and can take your video to new 
audiences. all of which can be tracked in 
viewing statistics, showing not just how 
many people have watched your video 
but geographic locations, and many other 
demographics. 

a poWerful Marketing deviCe 
delivering a poWerful Message
this gives rise to the use of video as one 
of the most powerful marketing devices, 
in not only delivering a powerful message, 
but also being able to see where it actually 
goes to.

Almond Productions
www.almondproductions.co.uk
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their team has grown to over 265 
employees, making the group one of the 
largest providers of consultancy services 
to the international engineering and 
construction industry. 

CoMbined strength
the combined strength of two of the 
strongest brands in the dispute and 
advisory market will ensure both trett and 
driver clients receive unparalleled expertise 
and advice. Improving their clients’ 
commercial position and performance, by 
delivering sound and innovative solutions 
to complex problems, remains the group’s 
key goal for delivering client satisfaction.

other group offerings
the strategic fit of the new driver 
trett brand complements other group 
offerings. driver now has the capability 
to deliver a full suite of services through 
dIaleS, driver Project Services, 
corporate Services, and Strategic Project 
Management to the existing driver trett 
client base. given the complementary 
nature of the two businesses the 
acquisition provides driver group, and its 
clients, with synergistic benefits. 

global groWth strategy
the acquisition fits perfectly with driver 
group’s global growth strategy and 
full-service offering. trett has a strong, 
long-established brand within the global 
consultancy industry, and driver’s 
management team are certain that the 
combination of these brands can only 
serve to increase the group’s ability to 
deliver results for their clients.

straight forWard integration 
proCess
the two businesses, their approach and 
culture, are very similar allowing for a 
straight forward integration process that will 
be completed by the end of the summer.

driver group now provides three distinct 
service streams...

•	 DIALES:	quantum,	delay,	and	technical	
 experts providing support services in  
 arbitration and litigation proceedings;
•	 Driver-Trett:	dispute	resolution	and		
 advisory services
•	 Driver	Project	Services:	project		 	
 controls solutions for pre-contract  
 services commercial and contractual 
 management and administration;   
 quantity surveying; and planning and  
 programming 

Early in 2012 the Driver Group, the 
global construction consultancy, 
acquired Trett Consulting from 
Grontmij N.V. 

trett consulting are a leading dispute 
resolution and contractual advice 
consultancy	business	with	over	30	years	
of experience within the construction 
and engineering industries. the total 
consideration for the acquisition was 
£3.0m	and	was	satisfied	out	of	the	
company’s existing financial resources.

strategiC fit
the acquisition is an excellent strategic fit 
for the company and has strengthened 
driver group’s core capabilities. trett 
consulting has an excellent reputation for 
providing support in dispute management, 
dispute resolution and dispute avoidance 
globally. this acquisition has enhanced 
driver group’s offering by adding to 
the company’s experience and high-
quality team of individuals. driver group 
clients extend to almost every sector 
of the construction and engineering 
industries and our services are used at 
all stages of a project, from inception 
through to completion, operation, and 
decommissioning.

inCreased global presenCe
In addition to increased UK presence, the 
acquisition has increased the company’s 
global presence. driver group now 
operates from offices across africa, 
americas, asia Pacific, Mainland europe, 
Middle east, and UK. 

driver group aCquisition
developing offshore Wind 
experienCe and expertise
one of the first areas of integration focus 
and completion was the offshore wind 
sector, given the importance of this to 
both the driver and trett businesses 
before acquisition. over recent years both 
businesses have invested considerable 
time and effort in to researching and 
developing their experience and expertise 
in this sector. 

this is supplemented by the experience 
both companies have in the offshore 
oil and gas market, where they have 
operated for many years with similar 
technologies and clientele.

Mike turgoose, director of driver trett’s 
teesside office, has been appointed 
sector leader for offshore wind and is 
responsible for the continued development 
of all driver group service offerings to this 
market and commented;

“The formation of driver Trett places 
us in an excellent position to maximise 
our service offerings in this sector. 
Not only will we continue to provide 
our recognised and respected dispute 
resolution and delay analysis expertise 
to contractors and developers; we 
are now able to offer a true ‘cradle to 
grave’ service through the entire driver 
Group. in addition, we can deliver a pan 
European service from our overseas 
offices in Holland and beyond, as well as 
the uK. 

“The expanding offshore wind market 
in uK, and overseas waters, is short 
of personnel with real commercial 
management expertise.  Our recent 
appointments have seen us called upon 
to manage and assist with tendering, 
procurement, contract formation, 
quantity surveying and planning services 
and the detailed analysis of variations 
and claims on the world’s largest 
offshore wind farms in operation and 
currently under construction”. Mike 
concluded.

Driver Group
www.driver-group.com 
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in-house serviCes
with in-house project management, 
engineering, detailing/drawing office, 
manufacturing and installation teams it 
means they fully understand the whole 
process and can work clients to produce 
more efficient products on an ongoing 
basis.  

the in-house capabilities gives them a 
competitive edge over competitors and 
allows them to provide a more flexible 
service. they are often asked to turn 
around products for an urgent site, at 
short notice and are able to do so, with 
the help of 70 staff, many of whom have 
worked for them for decades and are 
committed to doing the best for clients. 

Challenges
the team are also willing to take on 
challenging projects, like moving a radar 
tower across a ‘live’ airport runway, by 
liaising with air traffic control or designing a 
product to support antennas on the top of 
waterloo Station. 

With over 60 years of experience in 
the field they design, manufacture 
and install towers and masts and 
other steel, like helical piles, in 
telecommunications and radar 
markets and over the last decade 
for the rail, highways and renewable 
energy markets. 

they focus on designing for efficient 
manufacture and installation and their 
design skills won network Rail’s first ever 
supplier innovation award. they use these 
skills to provide their customers with the 
best solution for their project and achieve 
high quality standards at an economic 
rate.  

FlI
StRUctUReS 
the UK’S 
leadIng toweR 
and MaSt 
SUPPlIeR
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guyed met masts are also supplied 
for temporary applications and less 
commonly for permanent sites and have 
been supplying these types of products 
for decades.  
They	have	recently	supplied	a	90m	guyed	
mast for a dedicated lidar & Sodar 
test site and can also provide a turnkey 
solution, including the base design 
and installation as well as the supply, 
installation and commissioning of the 
instrumentation. 

offshore
FlI Structures have supplied a number 
of offshore met masts and currently have 
3no.	90m	(117m	with	pile)	for	Round	3	
offshore wind farm projects in fabrication.  

offshore met masts present different 
challenges to onshore such as more 
stringent quality control, due to the high 
cost of rectifying any problems.  this 
suits their normal working practices 
as they surpass the requirements of 
ISO9001	quality	standard,	OHSAS18001	
occupation health & safety, ISo14001 
environmental Management and part of 
the achilles link-up qualification scheme.

the requirements for design verification 
are also more onerous and at FlI they 
have a team of 7 engineers, so this is not 
an issue for them.

Wind instruMent booM design
another area of interest is wind instrument 
boom design with varying requirements 
from clients regarding their height, lengths 
and how they should be accessed and 
constructed.  they do not simply offer one 
solution to fit all. Instead their experienced 
structural steel designers work with the 
client to provide the solution that they 
need for their project, which seems to vary 
every time. 

they are making booms with rollers at 
present and are working on a ‘swing 
boom’ design and have produced a neat 
standing board design at boom levels, 
to make access easier, without adding 
too much wind distortion local to the 
instrumentation.

they are also to detail and manufacture 
lidar frames, if they are required in 
addition to a meteorological mast or in its 
place.

they have significant experience in 
supplying meteorological masts to carry 
wind measuring instrumentation and 
have standard products for this sector, 
but are happy to provide bespoke 
designs if needed. they are also able 
to apply design skills to solve problems 
regarding the accessibility of the booms 
and to check towers for fatigue and 
transportation to offshore sites.  

onshore
FlI Structures have been supplying 
permanent free standing meteorological 
masts for more than 10 years for various 
wind farm projects. In the early days, 
the required heights were 50m to 60m. 
however, about 2 years ago the heights 
have increased to 80m to enable the 
collection of wind data at the increasing 
hub height of the wind turbines.  currently, 
they are working on the supply a 110m 
high freestanding met mast, which is 
easily achievable by extending their mast 
product range and fully expect even taller 
masts will be required in the near future.  
they can respond to demand as it arises.

standards
Meteorological masts are designed for 
site specific environmental parameters to 
comply with British/european standards.  
Site wind speeds, ice loading, altitude and 
terrain are all factors considered to comply 
with the requirements of the industry 
standards BS8100, BS en 61400-12-1 
and	the	more	recent	BS	EN	1991-1-4	and	
BS	EN	1993-3-1	when	fully	adopted.

FLI Structures
www.fli.co.uk
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figures Will soon beCoMe faCts for the east 
of england energy seCtor as international 
ManufaCturers start searChing for suppliers 
to serviCe the uk’s Multi-billion pound offshore 
WindpoWer business. 

energy in aCtion as 
international firMs seek 
supply Chain support in the 
east of england

Tim Johnson, of DONG Energy
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andrew Fox, Business Relationship 
Manager with areva, warned that although 
no decision had yet been made, he 
thought it unlikely that the region would be 
chosen as the UK manufacturing base for 
his company’s 5Mw wind turbines; it was 
more likely to be located further north.

CoMpetitive and reliable supply 
Chain
“But there are many things we will 
be looking for in this area and all 
along the East coast – including the 
supply of components and support 
in the installation and operations and 
maintenance market,” he added. “What 
we want you to do is think how you can 
supply us competitively.”

tim Johnson, Procurement 
contract Manager for dong 
energy, said they would 
be looking for a reliable UK 
supply chain to support them 
in windfarm projects around 
the coast including gunfleet 
Sands and london array. 
they had invested £4.2bn in 
the UK to date.

“We have massive plans 
for the uK and we need 
uK companies to give us a 
reliable supply chain for the 
future, particularly from 2016 
onwards. Without it we will 
not succeed.”

But he warned that there 
must be a realistic and 
competitive approach. the 
toughest challenge was to 
bring down energy costs 
but still ensure that everyone 
made a profit. 

sustainability key
Ipswich MP Ben gummer 

said that from a public, and government, 
point of view the cost of energy and its 
sustainability was the major issue. But the 
government needed to listen carefully: 
“We haven’t yet produced the support 
the industry wants so we need to 
know from you exactly what that is. it’s 
frustrating for us all.”

east of england energy group 
ConferenCe (eeegr 2012)
areva and dong energy were among 
major companies at the eeegR2012 
flagship conference at trinity Park, 
Ipswich, urging local supply chain 
members to stake their claim and ready 
themselves for action.

around 250 delegates also heard from 
the Fred olsen group and the crown 
estate about the changing and developing 
offshore opportunities which will be a key 
focus of the region over future decades.

skills for energy
For the first time, there was a Skills for 
energy session at the conference to focus 
minds on one of the critical issues for 
the industry’s future – the need for more 
training and utilisation of existing skills. the 
evolving decommissioning and marine 
supply chain sectors also came under the 
spotlight, along with new build projects for 
the region. 

Simon gray, new chief executive of 
eeegR, told delegates the association 
had an essential role to play as the region 
sought	benefits	from	£30bn	of	energy	
investment plans over the next five years.

“Members will be at the core of 
everything we do to build a bigger, 
better, brighter and bolder association 
with enhanced membership benefits,” he 
added. 

the event was supported by the 
european Regional development Fund 
and sponsored by Birketts, harwich 
International Port, lovewell Blake and 
Barclays. 

EEEGR
www.eeegr.com

 

Delegates at the EEEGR 2012 
Conference
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array Cables and export Cables
offshore wind farms commonly feature 
two types of cabling: array cables and 
export cables. the array cables link the 
wind turbines to one another, in strings 
or loops, and to an offshore substation. 
at the substation, the voltage is stepped 
up to minimise transmission losses and 
one or more large export cables are used 
to carry the combined output to land for 
connection to the onshore grid. loss of 
an array cable may result in the loss of 
output from a string of turbines; perhaps 
6 -10 machines depending on the string 
configuration and the location of the fault. 
damage to an export cable, however, may 
result in the loss of revenue for an entire 
wind farm. 

Wood Group Kenny has extensive experience in the design of cable systems for 
wind, wave and tidal projects, and has recently led research on cabling hazards 
for the Carbon Trust.

Cable 
proteCtion 
systeMs
an overvieW by Wood group kenny

Cable proteCtion
Protection of subsea power cables is 
therefore critical to the maximisation of 
revenue of the wind farm. cable damage 
may occur during both the installation 
phase and operational phase of the 
project. during installation, cables may 
be bent beyond their design radii or 
overloaded due to careless handling. 
Post-installation testing is conducted 
prior to release of the cable installation 
contractor to minimise the likelihood of an 
installation defect remaining undetected. 
cables are then at risk of impact from, 
or entanglement with, anchors, dropped 
objects, debris and (particularly) fishing 
equipment throughout the operational 
lifespan. damage can also result from 
cable movement leading to fatigue and 
abrasion, particularly where amplified by 
resonance. 

Cable burial
For the operational phase, export and 
array cables are often buried to avoid 
subsea hazards, typically either by 
ploughing, or by post-lay jetting. the burial 
depth required will depend on the soil 
characteristics encountered, the mobility 
of the soil and the site-specific risks to 
the cable. cable installation should be 
preceded by a burial assessment with 
the objective of recommending a suitable 
and statistically robust level of protection 
at minimum cost to the owner. In some 
areas, burial may not be possible and 
additional protection measures may be 
required. Such areas include... 

•	 Where	the	soil	depth	is	insufficient	to		
 provide protection
•	 Where	the	soils	are	too	hard	to	trench		
 economically
•	 At	and	approaching	crossings	with		
 other cables or pipelines 
•	 At	the	final	approach	to	offshore		 	
 structures where it is difficult to safely  
 deploy burial equipment
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another possibility for cable protection 
comes in the form of cable-mounted 
articulated shells made from polyurethane 
or cast iron. the extra armouring provides 
impact protection and additional ballast 
to the cable. the shells are typically 
formed as pairs of interlocking half-pipes 
in 0.5-2m lengths which are strapped or 
bolted together around the cable whilst 
still on deck. they can also be retro-fitted 
underwater, although this can be difficult 
and time-consuming particularly where 
the cable is already in contact with the 
seabed. 

other vulnerable areas
the cable is also vulnerable as it 
approaches the wind turbine structure, 
between the seabed and the termination 
point on the work platform. the cable 
commonly enters the structure via a 
J-tube or an I-tube (so-called because 
they form the shape of the corresponding 
letter) which protects it through the 
splashzone. where the cable enters the 
tube, a bellmouth is fitted to prevent 
overbending and facilitate installation 
and a cable Protection System (cPS) is 
used to manage the shift between the 
dynamic subsea environment and the rigid 
tube. It is commonly made from moulded 
polyurethane elements which provide a 
gradual transition in stiffness, dampening 
the movement of the cable and preventing 
overbending. 

additional proteCtion
where additional protection is required, 
mattresses of interlinking concrete blocks 
are often used to stabilise and shield 
the cable. these can be installed from 
a vessel-mounted crane using a special 
frame and manoeuvred into position with 
the assistance of Rovs. they can also 
be fitted with fronds to encourage the 
settlement of mobile sediments to provide 
extra protection to the cable and prevent 
secondary scouring.

Rock dumping is also used widely to 
protect cables (and structures) in the 
offshore wind industry. Rocks are dropped 
from a specialised vessel either via a fall-
pipe or by side dumping. Split hopper 
vessels are also used which can jettison 
their load by a release mechanism which 
effectively parts the hull of the vessel. 
Rocks must be sized and berms designed 
to ensure that they can withstand the 
hydrodynamic loading as well as being of 
a suitable size that scour around the berm 
is not initiated by their presence. 

j-tubes
the use of J-tubes in particular is 
widespread in the offshore wind industry, 
and installation contractors tend to be 
familiar with the issues associated with 
cable pull-in into such systems. when 
used in conjunction with monopile 
foundations, however, they have to be 
fitted after the pile has been driven to 
avoid being displaced by the impact. 
to avoid the need for this operation, a 
number of products have been designed 
which avoid the need for a J-tube by 
protecting the cable through a reinforced 
aperture in the base of the pile. once 
inside the monopile, the cable spans 
freely, in the absence of hydrodynamic 
loading.

Cable-Mounted entry systeMs
cable-mounted entry systems are 
functionally similar to the cPS described 
previously, but they also effectively act as 
a permanent guide to the cable, managing 
the transition between horizontal and 
vertical alignment. the system will feature 
a latching mechanism to secure and seal 
the cable to the wall of the monopile at 
the entry point, which may be actively or 
passively operated. a second, smaller 
polyurethane assembly is located on the 
front end of the device to protect the cable 
against overbending on the inside of the 
pile. Such systems are still in relatively 
early stages of development.

Wood Group Kenny
www.woodgroupkenny.com 
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working together with hilti doesn’t just 
help you save time, it also cuts costs – 
from planning to when the work is carried 
out, be it at manufacture, fabrication or 
installation stage. hilti products are easy to 
use and designed to speed up individual 
operations. thanks to outstanding 
hilti solutions, approved products and 
competent specialist support at every stage 
of planning and construction, any wind 
farm project can benefit tremendously from 
greater efficiency and reliability. 

Between the planning phase and 
the final commissioning of a wind 
farm lies a long, arduous journey, 
presenting  new challenges and 
problems daily. At Hilti, they go to 
great lengths to understand these 
challenges, help their customers work 
with a solution-based approach, help 
them to work more efficiently and also 
to save costs. 

CustoMer foCus
they work closely with their customers 
and with their input, develop solutions 
that not only meet expectations and fulfill 
approval requirements, but also lead to a 
rise in productivity. 

thanks to their extensive knowledge of the 
applications involved, traditional working 
methods can be constantly improved and 
alternative, time-saving methods made 
available.  

hilti
as hilti continue to strengthen their position in the wind 
energy market they inform wind energy network about a 
new product….

take your produCtivity 
to neW heights!
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experienCe
with the benefit from the superior 
performance of hilti’s sealing system in 
towers and nacelles and more than 20 
years of experience in this field, hilti is one 
of the leading suppliers of high-quality, 
easy-to-use firestop (or passive fire-
protection) systems. 

probleM solving
For example, the modular hilti cable 
transit system solves three problems 
simultaneously. It’s not only fire-resistant 
but also gastight and watertight, all of 
which are of great significance in wind 
power installations. 

no matter whether 
in the preparatory 
phase of a project 
or already at the 
construction stage, 
you can depend 
on their support 
in the form of 
quick professional 
planning, 
comprehensive 
technical literature 
and specific training. 
with hilti you can 
also rely on high-
grade products, 
optimum services 
and added value, 
which can be 
decisive when it 
comes to ensuring 
competitiveness in 
this industry. 

produCts and 
appliCations
the wide range 
of products 

offer maximum versatility in a host of 
applications. all products and solutions 
are designed to meet the requirements of 
facility owners, installers and inspectors, 
which are approved by third parties. 

quiCk, easy and flexible – the 
hilti Cable transit systeM
Using the hilti cable transit system helps 
increase productivity on installation 
projects in towers and nacelles. 

the product is straightforward, quick to 
install and easy to re-penetrate.  only 
seven different modules are required to 
cover	all	cable	diameters	from	3	to	99	
mm, requiring only low inventory. It offers 
the end-user significant savings thanks 
to module interlinking, especially where 
cables run vertically.

For third parties, the colour-coded adapter 
system also simplifies checking and the 
inspection of correct installation. 

the hilti sealing products are extensively 
tested and approved for use worldwide 
and are fire-proof according a-60 and 
h-120 marine fire rating. approvals 
are available from american Bureau of 
Shipping, lloyd’s Register, det norske 
veritas, germanischer lloyd, chinese 
classification Society, transport canada, 
US coast guard, Med.

Hilti
www.hilti.co.uk 
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ConCrete Mattresses
concrete mattresses provide both scour 
prevention, stabilisation and protection 
and the flexible nature of the block form 
ensures that the seabed and cable 
contours are closely followed. In the event 
of any localised scouring around the edge 
of the mattress then blocks will settle into 
the hole to prevent undercutting.

to enhance the scour protection a frond 
system can be fitted to the mattresses 
prior to deployment and then activated 
post installation.  In the right conditions the 
fronds will attract up to 1m of sediment 
over and around the mattress providing 
enhanced stability and impact protection.

CertifiCation
Pipeshield	is	approved	to	ISO	9001:2008,	
14001:2004, ISo 18001, and is a supplier 
member to FPal and has achieved the 
veRIFy status for its quality systems.

Case study - lynn inner doWsing
this project required stabilisation and 
protection of the inter turbine cabling.  
to optimise the mattress requirement 
calculations were performed to optimise 
both the number and size of
the mattresses to fit in
with the installation
logistics.  

experienCe and knoWledge
Pipeshield® is a well known world leader 
in subsea pipeline protection and a highly 
reputable brand in the offshore oil and 
gas arena.  they are also a leading source 
of knowledge on cable protection and 
scour prevention and protection within 
renewables. 

unique Challenges
cable protection has the same issues 
as pipelines, but also some unique 
challenges, especially where the cables 
are laid adjacent to the mono-piles of wind 
turbines where enhanced near seabed 
velocities bring issues of scour as well as 
ensuring stability to the cables.

headquartered in lowestoft, the company 
maintains manufacturing bases in england 
and Scotland and has established a 
permanent manufacturing arrangement 
in South east asia and production 
experience in the Middle east, Indonesia, 
canada and South africa.

bespoke solutions
Pipeshield have been working with some 
of the biggest companies in this arena 
to develop bespoke solutions to one of 
the most prolific problems renewable 
energy has to resolve subsea.  they have 
provided mattresses on the lynn Inner 
dowsing, gwynt y Mor, Scroby Sands 
and egmond windpark projects.

pipeshield international ltd
pipeline & Cable proteCtion speCialist 

deck space is always at a premium and 
therefore it was important to keep the total 
volume of mattresses to a minimum thus 
to ensure stability mattresses using a high 
density concrete were used to keep the 
thickness down.  

Installation used the in house designed 
frames that can be operated either by 
diver, Rov or by remotely activated 
hydraulic operation. In this case the 
installer used an Rov to position and 
release the mattresses over the cable.

Pipeshield International
www.pipeshield.com 

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/pipeshield-international-ltd/
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history
early owF’s adopted cast iron cable 
protection systems that were commonly 
found in the oil & gas and telecoms 
industries.  although cost effective 
and easy to install over long distances, 
protecting cables in an owF with cast 
iron proved unsuccessful due to its weight 
and brittleness in a dynamic subsea 
environment.

caBle PRotectIon IS a vItal PaRt oF any 
oFFShoRe wInd FaRM (owF).  deSPIte caBle 
PRotectIon BeIng a well tRodden Path In 
SIMIlaR IndUStRIeS, SUch aS oIl & gaS and 
telecoMS, the challengeS Faced By owF’S 
called FoR new InnovatIve engIneeRIng to 
enSURe that owF’S BecaMe a vIaBle oPtIon 
FoR eURoPe’S RenewaBle eneRgy Plan. 

Challenging subsea environMent
the owF’s have a particularly challenging subsea environment due to the shallow depth 
of water and windy conditions in which where they are located. these conditions create 
strong currents and tides which cause corrosion of the seabed around the base of the 
wind turbine foundation, known as scour development. this scour development causes 
the cable to be suspended across the free-span formed by the scour, which exposes 
the cable to various forces over its 25 year service life. Further to these forces, the cable 
protection must also be able to cope with extreme “freak” waves which are predicted 
every 1, 10, 50 and 100 years.  these forces will both fatigue and over-bend the cable 
if it is not sufficiently protected and will ultimately render the cable useless for power 
transmission.

Cable proteCtion
in the offshore Wind industry

Modern day solution
So what has changed in the industry to 
mitigate against these challenges faced 
by owF’s?  one of the key developments 
to	cable	protection	over	the	last	3	years	
has been the increase use of J-tubeless 
cable protection designs, which was 
first championed on the Bard owF 
in germany with the teklink® cable 
Protection System.  

benefits
this system had a number of benefits to 
the industry; being J-tubeless it allowed 
developers to save significant costs by 
reducing the amount of steel fabricated, 
assisted installers to improve the cable 
installation process and gave confidence 
to added security to cable manufacturers.

lessons learned
overall the industry has seen failures and 
learnt lessons in the true requirements 
for cable protection in terms of both 
installation and service life, particularly 
during the UK round 1 phase of 
construction. these lessons learned 
are currently being demonstrated with 
the successful installation of tekmar’s 
teklink® cable Protection System on 
walney, thornton Bank, BaRd & anholt 
offshore windfarms which are the biggest 
windfarms in construction or operation in 
the UK, Belgium, germany and denmark 
respectively.

future
the future of cable Protection is set 
to evolve even further with owF being 
constructed in deeper waters.  deep 
jacket foundations and even floating 
foundations present new, exciting 
challenges which will ensure that offshore 
wind remains the renewable energy of 
choice for the european market.

Jack Simpson
Tekmar Energy
www.tekmar.co.uk 
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tubular produCts
tubular products that are fitted around 
the cable during the cable laying operation 
have the advantages of instant protection, 
certainty that the protection is around/
over the cable, and obviate the need for a 
second operation.

tubular products are available 
in polyurethane and ductile iron. 
Polyurethane products have tended to 
derive from the subsea oil and gas market, 
where the waters are typically deeper and 
stiller than in the renewable energy market. 

a disadvantage of polyurethane in 
shallower water application such as most 
offshore wind farms, and certainly any tidal 
energy site,  is that it is a very light material 
underwater, and consequently adds little 
or no stabilising weight whilst still adding 
drag to the cable through the increased 
diameter. the consequence is 
that the overall stability of the 
cable (expressed as ‘weight 

to diameter ratio’) is reduced, leading to 
higher risk of cable movement. In contrast 
ductile iron tubular products have the 
opposite characteristic, and will increase, 
rather than reduce, the overall seabed 
stability of the cable.

duCtile iron tubular produCts
ductile iron tubular products have been 
around for subsea cable protection for 

Protection of the subsea cables 
from external damage is a key 
consideration for offshore wind 
farms. Fully operational cables are 
essential both for export of electricity 
from the wind farm, and for control 
of the turbines (using the fibre optic 
communication cores included within 
the power cable) from onshore.

Cable daMage Causes
causes of cable damage range from 
dropped object impact, being snagged 
by fishing or anchor gear and dragged, 
causing either the cable to exceed its 
maximum allowed tension or be bent 
tighter than the allowable minimum bend 
radius, or abrasion or fatigue damage due 
to unprotected cable movement.

Cable burial – not alWays an 
option
cables can often be protected by burial 
into the seabed, however this is not 
always possible, for instance close to 

turbine foundations, in shallow water and 
at landfalls, boulder fields or areas of rocky 
seabed.

alternative protection methods to burial 
include rock placement, gabion bags, 
concrete mattresses and tubular products 
fitted around the cable, all of which have 
their place in the market, sometimes in 
combination.

subsea Cable proteCtion
a key Consideration

many years (known as ‘split pipe’ or 
‘articulated pipe’), and the use of iron split 
pipes for this application dates right back 
to	1924	when	Siemens	took	out	their	first	
patent for the product.

In more recent years, the development 
of	ductile	iron	since	the	1960s,	under	the	
slogan of ‘more strength for less expense’, 
has transformed many industries, 
particularly the automotive and related 
industries. ductile iron provides more 
strength, impact resistance (e.g. use in 
construction plant bucket teeth), fatigue 
life (e.g. use for engine crankshafts) and 
abrasion and wear resistance (e.g. use in 
plough shares).

blue oCean projeCts ltd (bop) 
design
Blue ocean Projects entered the ductile 
iron	cable	protection	market	in	2009,	and	

developed a new range of ductile iron 
cable protectors, aimed primarily at the 
renewables market, to fill a gap in the 
market. 

a key consideration was a design for quick 
and secure assembly on board deck of 
the cable ship, rather than using a design 
based primarily on diver installation. 

the new design provides greater articulation 
angle at each joint than conventional ‘split 
pipe’, facilitating use over sheaves, chutes 
and quadrants. It also provides an all bolted 
assembly with identical top and bottom 
castings and use of large fasteners with built 
in nut recesses for simplicity, speed and 
reliability of assembly.
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Subsea energy Solutions have sought 
industry advice during the development 
of the SUBFleX cable Protection System 
and taken into consideration many 
requirements such as purchase cost, 
rapid offshore assembly, rapid installation, 
rapid burial, enhanced cable protection, 
elimination of maintenance requirements, 
standardisation of components to name 
just a small selection of features.

Cable installation iMportanCe
offshore windfarm cable installation is a 
high cost/high insurance claims theatre 
and it is well documented that 70% of 
insurance claims from windfarm operators 
relate to cable damage, so there has never 
been a greater, more important time, for 
the renewable industry to come together 
and support a rapidly emerging company 
in developing a fully coordinated and 
fully standardised approach to monopile 
J-tube & J-tube-less installations.

Subsea Energy Solutions
www.subenesol.co.uk

 

 

 

Subsea Energy Solutions has been 
founded as a direct request from the 
renewable energy industry for the 
necessity for increased competition, 
reduced system costs and enhanced 
solutions, within a limited Cable 
Protection System market place.

deMand for Cost reduCtion
They	are	an	ISOQAR	9001	:	2008	
registered company, which has risen 
to the urgent industry challenge to the 
demand for offshore wind farm long term 
sustainability, through means of cost 
reduction.

with industry assistance, Subsea energy 
Solutions can significantly contribute 
towards the reduction of offshore wind 
farm design, construction, operational, 
maintenance and de-commissioning 
costs.

experienCe and industry adviCe
with their industry and project wide 
experience, the unique patent pending 
SUBFleX cable Protection System offers 
many unrivalled and unparalleled technical 
and commercial features.

subflex Cable proteCtion systeMsseCondary key Consideration
a second key consideration was 
to ensure a high level of quality, 
both of the end product and of the 
input material used. consequently 
Blue ocean Projects teamed up 
with a large, high quality and highly 
mechanised UK based ‘automotive 
grade’ foundry which specialises 
in ductile iron castings, for quality, 
consistency of fitting, material 
traceability and dependable lead times. 
this arrangement also enables large 
orders to be met in short lead times. all 
casting tooling is manufactured directly 
from	3D	CAD	software	models	for	
quality and precision. each casting is 
finished by robot grinding to ensure no 
sharp edges, and first time fit.

aCCessories
a range of accessories has been 
developed, including male/male 
adaptors with cable clamps, female/
female adaptors, end pieces, pulling 
heads, and I/J tube centralisers. 
cable protectors can be supplied 
‘self coloured’ or in a range of subsea 

grade coatings to 
reduce corrosion 
allowance.

Blue ocean 
Projects has to 
date supplied such 
protectors for use 
on offshore wind 
farms, power cable 
river crossings, 
at tidal and wave 
energy development 
sites, for telecom 
cables on hurricane 
exposed caribbean 
landfalls, and larger 
diameter products 
for protection of Pe 
pipe marine outfalls.

one area of current development at 
the company is to develop products for 
‘J-tubeless’ cable protection systems, 
which is an increasing requirement in the 
offshore wind industry to suit monopile 
foundations in deeper water, where the 
use of conventional J tubes for routing 
the cable from the seabed up to above 
water level on the turbine foundation 
becomes less practical, and alternative, 
cost effective solutions are sought by 
the market.

Blue Ocean Projects Limited
www.blueoceanprojects.com 
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realistiC prediCtions
In the next five years, an estimated 4,000 
new fixed structures are scheduled to 
be installed in the north Sea alone. this 
is mainly due to the upsurge in offshore 
wind activity associated with Round 2 
and	Round	3	projects.	FoundOcean	has	
already been contracted to complete 
grouting operations for two offshore wind 
farms (272 turbine foundations) starting 
in 2012, and is in final negotiations for a 
further two projects, again starting this 
year,	and	continuing	into	2013.

We introduce FoundOcean as a 
company who have a few stories to 
tell and we will be featuring them in 
future editions.

we start with a case study – as expressed 
before case studies demonstrate real 
world situations and therefore the proof 
of what companies can achieve for their 
clients and customers.

experienCe
Foundocean has over 45 years’ 
experience of subsea and offshore 
grouting for the global energy construction 
industries. grout is the fundamental 
element to all that Foundocean does. the 
company has already completed grouting 
operations for five offshore renewables 
projects in and around the north Sea 
since	2009	and	this	figure	is	set	to	rise	
sharply in the next five years.

foundoCean
bringing oil and gas experienCe 
to offshore Wind

orMond offshore Wind farM 
one of those projects is the ormonde 
offshore wind Farm, located 10km off 
Barrow-In-Furness, in the Irish Sea. the 
wind farm is in the final construction 
stages,	with	the	30	RePower	5MW	wind	
turbines being fitted as weather allows. 
this is sufficient to supply the equivalent 
of approximately 100,000 homes per year 
with clean power. the turbines will cover 
an area of nearly nine square kilometers.

the wind farm utilises jacket-type 
foundations similar to those 
used at many offshore oil and 
gas platforms. the combination 
of the size of turbine and a silty 
seabed will have influenced 
this choice. ormonde was the 
first large-scale commercial 
wind farm in european waters 
to use jackets for the turbine 
foundations, as well as the 
substation foundations. other 
offshore wind farms, in various 
stages of construction, to also 
use jacket-type foundations are 
thornton Bank II and III, and 
nordsee ost.
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grout testing
grout strengths are tested by 
manufacturing a series of grout cubes at 
intervals during the mixing process. they 
are stored in a temperature-controlled 
water bath, and then crushed at age 24 
hours, 7 days, and 28 days to monitor 
their compressive strength build up. 
grout properties are defined by their 
28 day strength, but 24 hour strengths 
are important to know how resistant a 
structure is to freak waves or collisions in 
the early stage of the curing process. 

Foundocean undertook two types of 
material testing for ormonde: grout 
strength testing and grout slurry density. 
the grout slurry density was monitored by 
densitometers mounted on the mixer units 
to provide continuous monitoring of the 
slurry density. the slurry density was also 
measured at intervals using a pressurised 
slurry density balance.

three samples were taken during the 
grouting of each annulus: one after 
approximately	1.5m3	had	been	pumped,	
one approximately halfway through 
grouting, and one towards the end of the 
grouting process. a total of 1,116 grout 
cubes were manufactured for testing, 
each weighing approximately 850g. each 
cube was marked to identify the platform, 
leg number, time and date of casting and 
the specific gravity. the samples were 
cured underwater at 80c ± 0.50c until 
testing.

grouting Material
the progression towards jacket 
foundations has opened up the market for 
standard cement-based grout: foundation 
designers can turn to ordinary Portland 
cement (oPc) for the grouting material. 

the grout connectors were located on 
the jacket transition deck, with the lines 
running down the inside of the legs. 
oil and gas jackets tend to have these 
located below the water line. having 
the grout connectors located top-side 
made for speedier hose connections and 
disconnections when moving between 
jackets.

The	31	four-legged	steel	jackets	were	
secured to the sea bed by their four main 
legs which were inserted into pre-driven 
piles. the connection between the leg and 
the pre-driven piles was made by injecting 
an oPc cement grout into the annulus 
around each pile and stab-in leg. each leg 
had a primary and secondary grout line 
through which grout could be pumped 
into the annulus. grout overflow was 
observed at the top of each pre-driven 
pile. a minimum overage of 10 per cent in 
excess of the theoretical annulus volume 
was pumped to the annulus after good 
quality grout returns were confirmed at the 
top of the pre-driven pile.

ormonde was the first major offshore wind 
farm that Foundocean has grouted, but 
since then they have completed grouting 
operations at two more offshore wind 
farms in the north Sea. 

the company is due to start grouting 
operations at two more offshore wind 
farms in the north Sea.  the company is 
due to start grouting operations for four 
more in 2012, in addition to their thriving 
global oil and gas operations.

FoundOcean
www.foundocean.com 

e  =  See enhanced entry online

http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/foundocean/
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asv pioneer
they have 
experienced growth 
on an international 
level and in 2011 
launched its new 
accommodation 
service vessel, aSv 
Pioneer, which has 
recently completed 
its first contract 
on a renewables 
project in the north 
Sea. gary wilson, 
director - Business 
development 
said: “The team 
is extremely 
pleased with the 
performance of the 
asV Pioneer during 
its first contract 
and it has proven 
the vessel is ideally 
suited to offshore 
renewable projects.”

Established in 1976, the Ferguson Group has grown to become one of the 
world’s leading suppliers of containers, refrigeration/freezer containers, 
accommodation, workspace modules and accommodation service vessels to 
the offshore energy industry.

offshore wind 
accommodation 
solutions

flexible aCCoMModation
aSv Pioneer is a versatile offshore 
accommodation service vessel 
providing the highest quality offshore 
accommodation solution complete 
with office, galley, mess, medical and 
recreation facilities. In addition, the aSv 
Pioneer offers a large open deck space 
capable of a multitude of uses to support 
the offshore renewable energy industry.

quality: standards and 
CertifiCation
all accommodation and workspace 
modules on-board the aSv Pioneer have 
been designed and built to dnv 2.7-1 
and	EN	12079	standards	in-house	at	
Ferguson group’s purpose-built facility. 
with rigorous control over the production 
process, they can guarantee the quality of 
the end product. 

Manufacturing operates to the highest 
industry standards, providing customers 
with the reassurance that they are using 
modules that comply with the latest hSe 
regulations.

the company is committed to hSeQ, 
and looks to deliver market-leading 
performance in all that it does. Its 
management system reflects this and 
is demonstrated by the company’s 
achievement	in	receiving	BS	EN	ISO	9001,	
BS en ISo 14001 and ohSaS 18001 
accreditation.
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range
the Ferguson group is able to provide 
the renewable sector with high quality 
a60 dnv 2.7-1 offshore accommodation 
and workspace modules including 
accommodation complexes, recreation 
rooms, medic suites and gymnasiums 
to support the larger accommodation 
complexes along with offices, laboratories 
and test cabins. all modules can be 
stand-alone, linked or stacked to form 
a multipurpose complex in an offshore 
environment. 

 Ferguson Group
 www.ferguson-group.com   

speCifiCation

Port of registry MPA Singapore
Built 2007 Nantung  
classification American bureau of shipping
length 100.60m
Beam 30.48m
depth 6.09m
draft 2m
Main generators 3 x 900KW. 440v. 60Hz. 3ph
emergency generator 1 x 900KW. 440v. 60Hz. 3ph
deck area 1100m2
Max dead weight 6838.7te
deck capacity 15te/m2
gross tonnage 7858te
net tonnage 2357te
Fuel oil 600m3
Fresh wate 1360m3
deck service crane 7.5te@25m max lift capacity mezzanine
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What to look for in a hydrauliC 
fluid? 

•	 Correct	specifications
one starting point for selecting a hydraulic 
oil is the original equipment manufacturers’ 
(oeMs) recommendation. this may be 
specific to the machine manufacturer or 
the hydraulic component manufacturer. 
the oeM’s recommendation may provide 
the appropriate viscosity grade for the 
expected operating temperature range as 
well as a minimum level of specifications 
and performance if specific particular 
branded hydraulic oils are not stated.

•	 Right	viscosity
viscosity is the most critical factor when 
selecting a hydraulic fluid. It is important 
to match the appropriate viscosity grade 
to operating temperatures and load 
conditions that a hydraulic system may 
undergo on a daily basis. without the 
correct viscosity, the system will not 
operate as designed and the system is 
unlikely to ever reach its peak efficiency.  
For equipment that is subjected to both 
hot and cold extremes, then a high 
viscosity index hydraulic oil is beneficial 
and typically recommended. 

•	 Strong	performance	attributes
due to the operational demands on 
hydraulics systems, hydraulic fluids must 
do more than simply satisfy the correct 
viscosity and oeM specification. Utilising 
technologically advanced, synthetic 
hydraulics oils can maximise wind 
turbine productivity and help combat 
the demanding conditions of increased 
system pressures and temperatures.  
exxonMobil’s range of proven synthetic 
oils features Mobil Shc 524, which has 
a balanced proprietary formulation of 
performance additives blended with fully 
synthetic base stocks.  

Today’s wind turbines comprise a 
significant number of diverse and 
complex operations. Each operation 
requires specific attention and there is 
no ‘one size fits all’ approach for such 
advanced equipment, particularly 
when it comes to lubrication. 
Hydraulic systems within a turbine are 
good examples of this. Best known for 
the pitch control of rotor blades and 
braking systems, some wind turbines 
are now also being designed with a 
hydraulic transmission system. All of 
these require specific hydraulic oils to 
maintain optimum performance. 

Careful seleCtion
operators need to carefully select the 
correct hydraulic oil for each application, 
assessing its viscosity, and performance 
capabilities. temperature changes can 
range considerably and conditions can 
be variable. the use of the correct oil 
will not only reduce wear and minimise 
maintenance costs, it can also bring 
hydraulic efficiency benefits increasing 
machine productivity.

Making inforMed deCisions
By following the tips below, operators can 
make informed decisions when it comes 
to selecting the correct hydraulic oil and 
system maintenance plan to help ensure 
their operations are as efficient and as 
reliable as possible.
 

Choosing the right hydrauliC oil and oil analysis 
prograMMe is key to MaxiMising the hydrauliC 
systeM perforManCe of Wind turbines

MaXIMISIng 
hydRaUlIc 
SySteM 
PeRFoRMance

the balanced formulation of Mobil Shc 
524 provides oxidative and thermal 
stability which helps reduce degradation 
and deposits, maintains system 
cleanliness and increases oil change 
intervals. In addition there is a high level 
of wear protection, excellent filterability 
and outstanding air release and anti-
foam performance that out-performs 
conventional mineral oils. 

best praCtiCes for 
hydrauliC systeM 
MaintenanCe

used oil analysis (uoa)
as part of a routine maintenance 
programme to detect equipment wear and 
optimise hydraulic oil life and performance, 
the hydraulic oil should be regularly 
sampled and analysed. It is advised that 
maintenance professionals undertake 
hydraulic oil sampling at least every year 
but may even consider taking samples 
every six months to coincide with gearbox 
oil sampling as this can be cost effective. 
Regularly monitoring patterns of the oil 
analysis data over time, which is known 
as ‘trending’, can play a major role in 
the early identification of any operational 
issues or unnecessary equipment wear 
before they become problems. 

For plant managers and equipment 
maintenance professionals who want 
an effective oil analysis programme that 
can also save time and money, there is 
exxonMobil’s proprietary online Signum 
oil analysis programme. It offers engineers 
immediate access and direct control of 
their lubricant and hydraulic oil sampling 
programme.  

MaxiMising hydrauliC systeM 
perforManCe
today’s hydraulic systems for wind 
turbines are far more sophisticated than 
ever before. By following the tips provided 
and using Mobil Shc hydraulic oils and 
lubricants, wind farm operators and 
equipment maintenance professionals can 
make informed decisions that will help 
them to boost productivity levels with a 
potential to minimise maintenance costs. 
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Robert Pears
Business Development Manager UK & 
Ireland (Renewable Energy)
ExxonMobil Lubricants & Specialties
www.mobilindustrial.com 
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although conceptually and from a design 
perspective quite a lot has changed, wind 
energy turbines do not make it through 
their complete service life of 20 years 
without the gearbox having to be replaced. 

we contInUe to Follow the woRK oF the gloBal 
wInd allIance havIng coveRed theIR PhIloSoPhy 
and aSPIRatIonS In a PRevIoUS edItIon.
Collaboration
alone, each member company can only offer a part of the solution that global customers require; but by collaborating with others, 
who can offer complementary products and services, they can compete and win work on a global stage that would otherwise be 
unobtainable.  

we feature the work and receive advice from gwa member hydac. 

Renewable energy sources are 
currently enjoying great popularity 
amongst the public. Electricity 
produced from wind energy in 
particular is expected to undergo a 
boom. 

In order for this to occur, ecologically 
friendly energy has to become 
economically more attractive. wind 
energy is still plagued by the public 
perception that the industry survives only 
with government support. In the past 
gearbox damage caused enormous costs, 
because the complexity of the stress 
on the gearbox during operation was 
underestimated. 

the global Wind allianCe
and the story Continues

Monitoring oil
fluid Condition Monitoring in Wind poWer 
plants proteCts against early failure

Replacing the gearbox of a 1.5 Mw 
turbine	costs	approx.	€300	000	–	around	
20 % of the cost of a complete new 
turbine. If the gearbox has to be replaced 
twice during the service life of the turbine, 
it has a dramatic effect on profitability.

MCS in the filter coolant lubrication system; the filter is to 
left, in the middle is the MCS and the pump is to the right.
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deteCting daMage early
By continually monitoring the gearbox, 
malfunctions and the resulting damage 
can be detected early and remedied 
through small repairs, before a total 
failure occurs. Recording and analysis 
of vibrations in the gearbox makes this 
possible to a large extent.

of course damage that does not produce 
any vibrations or for which noise transfer is 
very inefficient, as in the case of problems 
in the planetary gear, cannot be detected. 

this problem can be solved by monitoring 
the lubrication oil for metallic particles which 
are generated through wear and fatigue 
on the gearbox. these particles are carried 
along by the lubrication oil and thus can be 
detected by inductive particle sensors in 
the cooling lubricant circulation system.

partiCle sensors
hydac McS 1000 particle sensors were 
specially developed for such applications. 

they can be installed seamlessly into the 
cooling lubricant circulation system, and 
at the moment they are the only sensors 
on the market that completely fulfill all the 
requirements of germanischer lloyd for 
particle sensors.

finding large partiCles
In an inductive particle counter, a field coil 
produces an alternating magnetic field 
whose strength is measured with a pick-up 
coil. If ferromagnetic particles enter the 
magnetic field, it becomes stronger. 

non-ferromagnetic conductive particles 
induce eddy currents in the particles, 
which causes a magnetic field to be 
produced that weakens the original 
magnetic field. 

with a sensor diameter of 25 mm, 
ferromagnetic particles 200 μm and 
greater can be detected as well as 
nonferromagnetic particles of 550 μm 
and greater. Particles of this size are not 
normally found in a “healthy” gearbox, 
whose lubrication oil is typically constantly 
filtered with a filter fineness of 10 μm.

partiCle sWarMs
In the early phase of damage, large 
particles are normally not produced 
continuously, rather particle swarms 
sporadically appear. this occurs when 
material splits off from a surface and falls 
directly into the oil sump or goes through 
the tooth flanks and is crushed. 

these particles are picked up by the oil 
circulator, conveyed through the McS and 
are then completely separated out by the 
oil filter. In contrast to fine soiling, there is 
no consistent concentration of particles 
that would characterize the condition of 
the gearbox. 

one challenge of this inductive measuring 
technology is eliminating its basic but 
unwanted sensitivity to air bubbles. the 
lubrication oil in the gearbox is, depending 
on its design, the suction point of the 
pump and the oil used is always more or 
less strongly frothed up. 

a high performance signal processor 
takes care of the task of identifying the air 
bubbles as bubbles on the basis of their 
special signal form and not as particles. If 
the signals were processed purely on an 
analog basis, the air bubbles would cause 
false results in the error rate count and 
would severely limit the early detection of 
damage.

ConClusion
Integrating inductive particle sensors into 
vibration monitoring systems represents 
an excellent addition to the early detection 
system for gearbox damage.

combining the systems makes it 
possible to jointly use the electronic data 
transmission and alarm system structures. 
McS provides the necessary interfaces. 

according to the needs of the system, 
parametrizable switching outputs that 
signal the detection of particles, or digital 
interfaces such as the RS485 and the 
ethernet can be used. 

the probability of a complete failure of the 
gearbox with a correspondingly lengthy 
downtime for the wind turbine and the loss 
of electricity production and the associated 
financial risk can thus be minimized.

 Hydac
 www.hydac.co.uk

 Global Wind Alliance
 www.globalwindalliance.com 

Cumulative particle count in the early phase of 
damage to the gearbox of 1.5 MW wind turbine.
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There are hundreds of bolts in each wind turbine, and 
typically contractors are working 24/7 to erect the 
turbines. They need efficient hydraulic tools making jobs 
faster and easier.

global ManufaCturer
SPX hydraulic technologies, part of SPX 
corporation, is a global manufacturer of high-
performance systems in hydraulic energy and 
offers on-site solutions to enable assembly of 
large wind turbines by developing a series of 
hydraulic torque wrenches and pumps to target 
the bolting process. 

innovative produCts and higher 
produCtivity
these innovating products provide greater tool 
portability, flexibility and continuous operation. 
employing constant horsepower technology, the 
SPX ht hydraulic torque wrench pump increases 
the flow rate across the flow curve. the result is 
faster and precise tool operation and improves 
process efficiency – more bolts tightened per hour.

Wind energy industry – neW produCts 
SPX ht have launched new products specifically 
adapted for wind tower construction and 
maintenance...

•	 TWHC is a new Square drive torque   
 wrenche designed for a very high    
 usage and to reduce costs by    
	 improving	high	cycle	life	2-3	times		 	
 more than existing technology -twhc   
	 had	been	tested	in	excess	of	30.000		 	
 cycles
•	 PE39, the newly design compact    
 pump, is manufactured for checking   
 bolt torque integrity and has been    
 tested to over 100.000 cycles. lighter   
	 weight	and	small	form	factor,	the	PE39		 	
 can be carried in a vertical, as well as   
 a horizontal orientation. It is easily    
 portable and handled for small working   
 spaces
•	 The SPX PE45 in an Infinite Stage   
 Pump increasing productivity on the   
 job by providing continuous pressure   
 (from -25°c to +50°c) for up to twice   
 the speed of typical 2-stage pumps,   
 making  jobs faster and easier
•	 The SPX HT new series of wind 
 tower tensioners have superior quality
 designed in with optimal operational   
 features reducing fatigue, improving   
 productivity whilst at the same time   
 increasing safety. different models are   
 available: small in diameter to fit into   
 areas where there is little radial    
 clearance around the bolt.

SPX Hydraulic Technologies
www.spxhydraulictech.com 

spx hydrauliC 
teChnologies
innovating hydrauliC 
systeMs and tools 
for the Wind energy 
industry

  =  Video 2

e  =  See enhanced entry online

= Video 3

  =  See video library online

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-jD079rvJDg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5I6RcgnNifI
http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/spx-hydraulic-technologies/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dfttBN2nucE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrkfnfQiAqQ
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•	 We	can	now	update	the	online	version		
 immediately we receive an additional  
 subscriber for your benefit instead of  
 having to wait until the magazine is  
 printed so that there is compatibility

interaCtive Website
the supply chain register has grown 
considerably and now has many 
interactive tools such as.....

•	 Bespoke	extensive	micropages	for		
 companies and organisations   
 containing considerable information  
 both in text and imagery
•	 Video	and	audio
•	 Page	turnable	documentation	and		
 brochures
•	 Case	studies

In short the magazine is limited in what it 
can do however the website is limitless.

We have received a number of 
comments regarding our supply chain 
register which has proved to be a very 
worthwhile addition to Wind Energy 
Network.

as we progress we have found that 
more and more of our readers are taking 
advantage of the user friendly website to 
find companies and organisations specific 
to our industry.

after taking these comments into 
consideration we have taken the decision 
to remove the supply chain register from 
our printed version of the magazine.

CoMMents and reasoning
•	 Online	uses	no	paper
•	 The	online	supply	chain	register		 	
 is much easier to use than the printed  
 version when searching for specific  
 companies and organisations
•	 You	can	search	the	online	version	by
 a to Z as well as by category of   
 specialism

future Consideration 
we have decided to print the supply chain 
register just once per year, which will be 
distributed to subscribers in the Spring of 
each year.

duncan Mcgilvray
editor  |  Wind Energy Network

Wind energy netWork
supply Chain register Change

SUPPLY CHAIN REGISTER

e  =  See enhanced entry online

  =  See video library online

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UBNV2lub_VQ&lr=1&uid=8R7N7Xp31eFVKbUZ8m_sIg
http://www.windenergynetwork.co.uk/enhanced-entries/peter-lonsdorfer/
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